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This study develops a new perspective on the ways mass media has impacted modern societies. 

The main goal is to reinterpret the role of the African press in the making of South African 

capitalism by revealing overlooked intimacies between print companies and consumers. Between 

1932 and 1962, European settlers controlled the most popular newspapers and magazines 

enjoyed by African readers, and scholars have since viewed these white-owned, African-oriented 

periodicals as either supporting Apartheid by suppressing radicalism or challenging Apartheid by 

spurring creativity. But I suggest that beyond being a large-scale ideological battleground, 

scholars must also recognize that the African press fueled much more localized interactions in 

social and economic life––from rural sales networks to urban sightseeing destinations––and that 

these interactions shaped South Africa’s commercial fabric.  

 At the same time, by pursuing several analytical experiments, the secondary goal is to 

challenge common contrasts between older mediums like print and newer mediums like social 

networks. In the last few decades, the rise of digital media has led many sociologists, media 

theorists, and other scholars to posit sharp historical breaks between the present and the past. But 

I show that one of the most heavily stressed breaks––a perceived shift from media systems 

dominated by professional producers to those supported by amateur contributors––has often been 

misleadingly framed. Each of my chapters documents a different way that pre-internet audiences 

directly aided the development of media businesses, suggesting several new paths for 

comparative research on other countries and mediums.  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!
1. BEYOND COMMUNICATION 

!
This study reinterprets the role of the African press in the making of South African capitalism by 

revealing overlooked intimacies between print companies and consumers. Between 1932 and 

1962, European settlers controlled the most popular newspapers and magazines enjoyed by 

African readers, and scholars have since viewed these white-owned, African-oriented periodicals 

as either supporting Apartheid by suppressing radicalism or challenging Apartheid by spurring 

creativity. But I suggest that beyond being a large-scale ideological battleground, specialists must 

also recognize that the African press fueled much more localized interactions in social and 

economic life––from rural sales networks to urban sightseeing destinations––and that these 

interactions shaped South Africa’s commercial fabric. 

 At the same time, as a more open-ended contribution, my study serves as a series of 

analytical experiments that challenge common contrasts between older mediums like print and 

newer mediums like social networks. In the last few decades, the rise of digital media has lead 
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many sociologists, media theorists, and other scholars to posit sharp historical breaks between 

the present and the past. But I show that one of the most heavily stressed breaks––a perceived 

shift from media systems dominated by professional producers to those supported by amateur 

contributors—has often been misleadingly framed. Each of my chapters documents a different 

way that pre-internet audiences directly aided the development of media businesses, suggesting 

several new paths for comparative research on other countries and mediums.   

!
Beyond Communication 

One Sunday in Apartheid South Africa, several churchgoers mentioned an English-language 

tabloid called Golden City Post. They walked through the rural Transkei discussing an article 

about the dismissal of more than 100 students and teachers from a leading university for 

Africans, and disagreeing about whether or not the events marked a turning point in the war 

against racial segregation.  Meanwhile, two hundred miles away in downtown Durban, market 1

vendors passed around a popular Zulu-language broadsheet called Ilanga lase Natal. After 

endorsing a letter about soccer stadium prices being too high, several argued their own points, 

with one vendor suggesting wages were too low for prices to be so high.  Even further away, up 2

!2

 “The Fort Hare Mystery: Series of Incidents,” Golden City Post May 8, 1955: 1. For detailed context on the 1

dismissals, see Donovan Williams, A History of the University College of Fort Hare, South Africa––the 1950s 
(Queenston: Edwin Mellon Press, 2001). For a broader perspective, see Meghan Healy-Clancy, “The everyday 
politics of being a student in South Africa: A history,” History Compass 15 (2017).

 Johannes Zuma, “Imali yeBhola Izonzani?” Ilanga lase Natal May 14, 1955: 5. For the low wage structure in 2

Durban during the 1950s, see Doug Hemson, “Dock Workers, Labour Circulation, and Class Struggles in Durban, 
1940-1959,” Journal of Southern African Studies 4 (1977): 88-124.



north near Johannesburg, a group of friends held Africa! at an angle.  They swayed with the train 3

to examine the photo magazine’s new cover girl, musing about her two-piece swimsuit and 

offering competing theories about whether modern life favored men over women.  

 Before focusing on the specific context, these scenes should offer anyone interested in 

media a familiar starting point. The most common method for studying periodicals, and this is 

generally true across disciplinary boundaries and regional specialties, is to read them for editorial 

content.  The process involves scanning newspapers or magazines and asking what people in a 4

particular time and place have been interested in and how they have shared ideas. That was 

certainly how I started out, when first trying to find a new research project. I would triangulate 

multiple periodicals, combine them with secondary sources, and pin down what readers were 

discussing. Especially helpful were articles that provoked debate and spectacles that grabbed 

attention, and especially compelling was material that reflected obvious power struggles. The 

mental snapshots above, for example, represent my reconstruction of the second Sunday in May, 

1955. They are some of the many South African moments that I documented early on in my 

!3

 “Your BROOKLAX Beauty of the Month,” Africa! May 1955: 42-43. For studies of magazines and the cultural 3

politics of gender, see Dorothy Driver, “Drum magazine and the Spatial Configurations of Gender,” in Darian-
Smith, et al., eds., Text, Theory, Space (London: Routledge, 2005); Lindsay Clowes, “Masculinity, Matrimony and 
Generation: Reconfiguring Patriarchy in Drum 1951-1983,” Journal of Southern African Studies 34; 1 (2008): 
179-192; and Rachel Johnson, “‘The Girl About Town’: discussions of modernity and female youth in Drum 
magazine, 1951-1970,” Social Dynamics 35, 1 (2009): 36-50.

 Here are some illustrative examples. In media studies, see Motilola Olufenwa Akinfemisoye, “Negotiating 4

Convergence: ‘Alternative’ Journalism and Institutional Practices in Nigerian Journalists,” Digital Journalism 2 
(2014): 62-76. In communication studies, see Ben Wasike, “Gender, Parasocial Interaction, and Nonverbal 
Communication: Testing the Visual Effect of Sports Magazine Cover Models,” International Journal of 
Communication 12 (2018): 173-199. In political science, see Mihai Croicu and Joakim Kreutz, “Communication 
Technology and Reports on Political Violence: Cross-National Evidence Using African Events Data,” Political 
Research Quarterly 17 (2016): 19-31. In geography, see Shekh Moinuddin, Mediascape and The State: A 
Geographical Interpretation of Image Politics in Uttar Pradesh, India (Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2017). 
Sociology: Ciaran Dunne, “An Examination of the Photographic Coverage of Sportswomen in the Irish Print Media: 
A Study of an Irish Broadsheet Newspaper,” Sport in Society 20 (2017): 1780-1798. In environmental studies, see 
Ronald Rice, “Frequent but Accurate: A Closer Look at Uncertainty and Opinion Divergence in Climate Change 
Print News,” Environmental Communication 12 (2018): 301-321. And so on.



research. Searching headlines, opinion letters, and photographs helped reveal how Africans 

across the country turned texts into debates. 

 The reason these scenes should seem familiar and this method has been so common is 

that they reflect our most foundational assumption about periodicals: that the animating force of 

the press has been, and remains, the power of communication.  Newspapers can explain. 5

Magazines can entertain. In response, readers can potentially write heated letters or have loud 

conversations and thus potentially shape politics and society in all sorts of ways––that is the core 

assumption underpinning most academic engagements with print media. Following their 

specialties, scholars often differ when framing the origins of the press. Studies on Africa have 

cited the continent’s long engagement with Christianity as an early influence, for example, while 

studies on Southeast Asia have emphasized the region’s network of port cities.  Based on various 6

theoretical paradigms, scholars also differ when characterizing the dynamics of communication. 

Those viewing periodicals via a Marxian political economy tend to assume that ownership 

structures limit editorial parameters, just as those viewing them via an Andersonian imagined 

!4

 The premise of communication studies, media studies, and journalism studies is to ask how newspapers and other 5

mediums have leveraged the power of communication to shape society. For an intellectual history that includes 
several specific examples, see Dietram Scheufele and David Tewksbury, “Framing, Agenda Setting and Priming: 
The Evolution of Three Media Effects Models,” Journal of Communication 57 (2007): 9-20. To the extent that other 
disciplines cover periodicals and journalism, they adopt a similar logic. For an example from anthropology, where 
the news is seen as a form of “cultural storytelling,” see Elizabeth Bird, ed., The Anthropology of News and 
Journalism: Global Perspectives (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2010). Some scholars have begun to 
deemphasize the power of communication. Most notable is a new interest in work on African print cultures in the 
overlaps between the politics and business of newspapers. For an example, see James Brennan, “Politics and 
Business in Indian Newspapers of Colonial Tanganyika,” Journal of International African Institute 81 (2011): 42-67.

 For an illustrative reference to Christianity in African studies, see Lai Oso and Umaru Pate, eds., Mass Media and 6

Society in Nigeria (Lagos: Malthouse Press Limited, 2011), esp. Ch. 1. for a sample reference to Islam, see Kai 
Hafez, “Journalism Ethics Revisited: A Comparison of Ethics Codes in Europe, North Africa, the Middle East, and 
Muslim Asia,” Political Communication 19 (2002): 225-250. For a reference to port-driven cosmopolitanism in 
Southeast Asian studies, see Mark Frost, “Asia’s Maritime Networks and the Colonial Public Sphere, 1840-1920,” 
New Zealand Journal of Asian Studies 6 (2004): 63-94; Su Lin Lewis, Cities in Motion: Urban Life and 
Cosmopolitanism in Southeast Asia, 1920-1940 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016). 



community assume that periodicals underpin the cultural geography of political identity.  But 7

cutting across these differences is a shared belief that any influence a periodical has had has 

stemmed from its ability to expand, limit, or shift the flow of particular conversations.  8

 In an obvious sense, this is clearly true. In the mid-twentieth century, readers not just in 

South Africa but around the world were picking up texts, turning to their neighbors, and 

discussing recent events and novel spectacles. La Prensa in South America. Life in North 

America. People’s Daily in Asia. These were some of the more widely circulated periodicals of 

the day, each with audiences reaching far beyond their home cities of Buenos Aires, New York, 

and Beijing. It is well-known that the potential reach of mass communication was what allowed 

these and countless other titles to become historically important, by mediating national politics. 

La Prensa, for example, voiced the conservatism of Argentina’s liberal elites, helping define the 

ideological parameters of the country.   9

!5

 These theoretical orientations are too wide-ranging and complex to be fully appreciated here. For a useful 7

introduction to the Marxian perspective, see Christian Fuchs and Vincent Mosco, Marx and the Political Economy of 
the Media (Boston: Brill, 2016). For a Marx-inspired analysis of newspapers in the African context, see George 
Ogola, “The Political Economy of the Media in Kenya: From Kenyatta’s Nation-Building Press to Kibaki’s Local-
Language FM Radio,” Africa Today 57 (2011): 77-95. For a useful review essay on the Andersonian approach, see 
Charles Smith, “Imagined Identities, Imagined Nationalisms: Print Culture and Egyptian Nationalism in Light of 
Recent Scholarship,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 29 (1997): 607-622. For an Anderson-inspired 
analysis of newspapers in an African context, see Jennifer Hasty, “Performing Power, Composing Culture: The State 
Press in Ghana,” Ethnography 7 (2006): 69-98.

 “The first newspapers were simply devices for organizing gossip,” an American sociologist wrote a century ago in 8

a statement that still rings true, “and that, to a greater or less extent, they have remained.” Robert Park, “The Natural 
History of the Newspaper,” American Journal of Sociology (1923):273-389, 277.

 For more, see Jorge Nállim, “An Unbroken Loyalty in Turbulent Times: La Prensa and Liberalism in Argentina, 9

1930-1946,” Estudios Interdisciplinarios de América Latinay el Caribe 20 (2009): 35-62. For a parallel analysis of 
the same time period and of the country’s other major daily, see José Antonio Sánchez-Román, “La Nación, 
Peronism, and the Origins of the Cold War in Argentina,” Culture & History Digital Journal 4 (2015), available 
here. Another example is China. In the 1950s, People’s Daily had a broadly similar influence on Chinese society by 
voicing Communist Party propaganda. Guoguang Wu, “Command Communication: The Politics of Editorial 
Formulation in the People’s Daily,” The China Quarterly 137 (1994): 194-211. For efforts by the CCP in Shanghai, 
China’s largest newspaper market, see Zhang Jishun, “Thought Reform and Press Nationalization in Shanghai: 
Wenhui Newspaper in the Early 1950s,” Twentieth-Century China 35 (2010): 52-80.

http://cultureandhistory.revistas.csic.es/index.php/cultureandhistory/article/view/68


 But in a less obvious sense, this truth is so sharply defined as to obscure other potentially 

important sources of influence. As I have slowly discovered since 2011, during the seven years I 

have spent analyzing South Africa’s commercial press, the power of periodicals can come not 

just from their ability to guide political communication but their ability to pattern economic 

relationships. The more conversations I reconstructed, the more transactions I encountered; next 

to every article were cash prize contests and behind every letter was unacknowledged labor. 

These and similarly surprising features were so common I finally began to understand that the 

same people that had used the press to become notably opinionated readers had also used the 

press to become increasingly complex economic actors. During the last stages of my research, I 

switched from reading for explicit editorial content to reading for implicit editorial arrangements, 

including the work practices, financial ties, and distribution chains that underpinned published 

material. Improvising a new method, I began reviewing my old notes and scanning new archives 

to identify the ways periodicals had pulled people into exchanging goods and services; and into 

exchanging goods and services not just with each other but specifically with, and through, 

publishing businesses. The core function of the press expanded, from a medium of 

communication to a site of exchange.  

 My epiphany was different than simply recognizing, as has long been apparent, that 

readers were consumers. Scholars have often traced ads and business models to explore the press 

as a commercial venture premised on the creation of new types of readers-cum-buyers.  They 10

have repeatedly noted that many periodicals have relied on revenue from advertisers, like soap 

!6

 For examples of links between the business of periodicals and the development of consumerism, see Mark 10

Groover, An Archaeological Study of Rural Capitalism and Material Life: The Gibbs Farmstead in Southern 
Appalachia, 1790-1920 (New York: Kluwer Academic, 2003): Ch. 7; and “Part II: Pioneers and Emerging 
Commercial Tensions” in Jane Chapman, ed., Gender, Citizenship and Newspapers: Historical and Transnational 
Perspectives (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013).



manufacturers, and that the success of popular publishers has usually been linked to the success 

of other consumer-driven businesses, and thus helped propel the general spread of consumerism. 

But they have not articulated what I saw after reorienting my attention. More than soap makers 

courting buyers, I saw a wide range of interactions that resisted clear distinctions between the 

producers and the consumers. The people entering contests to win cash prizes were both 

producing and consuming periodicals, for example, by seeking additional income for themselves 

and also providing editorial material to publishers. 

 I saw a site of exchange in which South Africans were reading texts, sharing ideas, and 

encountering ads, all while also constantly combining and cycling through several different 

economic roles, covering a continuum from consumer to distributor to producer. Each historical 

moment now seemed different. By the time I started writing, I had updated my catalogue of 

mental images by adding new scenes to older ones. The result is that my analysis flows less from 

reconstructions of readers staging debates and more from reconstructions of what was happening 

around those debates, as the revised version of that second Sunday in May, 1955, illustrates. 

 Here is how I imagine that afternoon now: Later on, in the Transkei, one of the 

churchgoers stopped to announce his hope of moving to Johannesburg and joining Golden City 

Post as a sales agent.  Without necessarily knowing it, the future he was striving for called for 11

him to tie his spare hours to the operational success of a major publisher; selling newspapers 

would allow him to earn extra income, but also allow the parent company of Golden City Post to 

maintain a flexible distribution network of independent contractors. At the same time, another 

!7

 For one of the paper’s solicitations for local sales agents, see Golden City Post May 8, 1955: 14. Note that this 11

issue also solicited local agents to sell classified ads for Post, meaning there were two money-making opportunities: 
newspapers sales and advertisement sales. 



interdependency emerged in Durban as the vendors decided to write to Ilanga lase Natal. Their 

letters would turn market banter into published commentary just as they would cut costs in 

Ilanga lase Natal’s account books. That was because the decentralized production process used 

throughout the African press was heavily dependent on reader submissions, and not only 

afforded personal expression to readers but accrued financial savings to publishers. Still another 

entanglement arose in Johannesburg. As several of the friends switched from talking about 

gender imbalances to talking about magazine contests, they traded strategies for how to win the 

short story, photo-matching, and joke competitions in Africa!  Their excitement ensured that the 12

magazine’s owner could expand an elaborate trading system that promised readers money and 

fame in return for their participation and attention.  

!
* * * 

!
The chapters that follow explore these entanglements. My methodological shift revealed a sphere 

of interdependent actions and intimacies in which South Africa’s print consumers became 

indistinguishable from print businesses. Underpinning the publishing industry were shared 

production systems, shared distribution chains, and shared financial practices. My study tries to 

make sense of these extensive organizational overlaps by documenting how they were both the 

cause and consequence of the commercialization of the African press between the early 1930s 

and early 1960s. It reveals how readers became the writers, sellers, contestants, and even the 

tourists of the press; how they formed the unacknowledged auxiliary staff of a fast-growing 

!8

 For that month’s contests, see “My First Love!,” “Can You Match the Legs?” and “Crazy Cracks!” in Africa! May 12

1955: 39, 60-61, 81. 



industry; how their dynamic position allowed them to consistently complicate the quotidian 

transactions of consumer capitalism; and how all of this happened in the context of South 

Africa’s deep racial tensions.  

 At the beginning of the nineteenth century, before Western missionaries began arriving 

and Western settlers began spreading into the interior, most people in southern Africa lived in a 

variety of independent polities. They raised cattle, made many of their own provisions, and had 

no sharp cultural or biological definition of race or ethnicity. But generations of cascading 

conflicts led to widespread changes. Zulu-speaking leaders built new states and Dutch-speaking 

settlers sought new territories, leading to political upheaval. Frontier wars erupted as Anglophone 

farmers challenged Xhosa-speaking pastoralists. New trade routes and new mining industries 

restructured the economy. By the time Britain forcefully created the Union of South Africa, in 

1910, most of the region fell under a single, white-dominated government. Most people felt the 

impact of cash-based markets, through the pressure to migrate to the gold mines to earn enough 

to pay taxes, or the promise of affording mass-made goods by selling maize to nearby towns. 

Most also had a sharpening sense of being African as well as being either Zulu, Xhosa, or one of 

the country’s cultural identities, categories that were becoming sources of pride, but also anxiety. 

A range of laws and norms premised on racial hierarchies and ethnic differences made it 

increasingly frustrating to be African.  

 After the British-led unification in 1910 came eighty years of further conflicts and 

changes. Settler control of government policy culminated in the Apartheid regime (1948-1990) 

and its attempts at social engineering, including the invention of ethnic “homelands.” Settler 

dominance over of the economy created racialized class conflicts, with Africans banned from 

!9



skilled jobs and denied access to capital. At the local level, settler interests led to segregated 

cities defined by white suburbs surrounded by African shantytowns. Throughout the twentieth 

century, many of the challenges and opportunities facing Africans thus stemmed from the 

policies of a state controlled by a white minority and the machinations of an economy based on 

minerals and manufacturing. That never stopped people, as I show, from encountering other 

challenges and opportunities. It never stopped individuals from constructing both their own lives 

and the institutions around them. Nor did it prevent an anti-colonial movement headed by the 

African National Congress from wearing down the government and eventually winning state 

power and legal rights for Africans in the 1990s. Yet the influence of white settlers over the state 

and the economy was important. It weighed heavily on most Africans and fueled the nationwide 

inequities and longstanding struggles that created South Africa’s publishing industry.  

 Over three decades––from the launch of the first newspaper to treat Africans as a national 

market in 1932, until a wave of new print commodities after 1962––several white-owned 

companies built up a print industry to get the attention of African consumers while also enlisting 

their help. Precursors to titles like Golden City Post had first appeared during the country’s 

Missionary Press Era (1836-1884), when European evangelists began importing printing presses 

and producing serialized texts to reinforce their influence over newly converted Africans. Many 

African converts broke with missionaries during the Independent Press Era (1884-1932), 

obtaining presses and creating politically-minded newspapers. But then white capitalists ushered 

in an even more dramatic change during the Commercial Press Era (1932-1994), as they bought 

out and centralized the independent press while broadening its reach and emphasizing 

entertainment. 

!10



 The way the print industry’s intimate entanglements formed during this period, and 

became the enduring institutions that drove the commercialization the African press, was through 

a dynamic, two-sided process. As each chapter illustrates from a different angle, white-owned 

publishing companies responded to chronic resource shortages and unpredictable market 

expansions by regularly recruiting African readers to help cut costs and simplify operations. At 

first, during the 1930s and 1940s when a company called Bantu Press Limited accounted for 

most of the nascent industry, production needs and distribution needs were what led to an 

organizational model that included readers. Chapter Two documents how the company took an 

existing method of assembling texts and repurposed it. Generations of editors had relied on 

readers’ letters to streamline editorial production, but Bantu Press Limited perfected this system 

to the point that its readers authored up to one in three pages of its newspapers, and monetized it 

so that readers were transformed into a critical but unpaid pool of intellectual labor. At the same 

time, the company’s early expansion also required that readers knock on each other’s doors. 

Chapter Three surveys its sales network, a financial arrangement that depended on readers to 

continue becoming independent newspaper distributors so that Bantu Press Limited could 

steadily reach new neighborhoods. This approach outsourced risk to third parties, giving them 

the burden of tracking the company’s sales and the duty of building relationships. 

 Later, as other white-owned publishers entered the market in the 1950s, the industry’s 

intensifying competition led several businesses to incorporate a new form of prize-based 

exchange. Joining Bantu Press Limited in their reliance on readers were two other influential 

firms, Zonk Limited and Drum Limited. All three perpetuated and extended the institutions that 

Bantu Press Limited had created. They continued to fill their increasingly diversified products by 

!11



soliciting publishable material from readers-cum-writers, and to circulate those products among 

increasingly diverse audiences by using networks of readers-cum-distributors. But as Chapter 

Four shows, they also introduced new financial relationships. By offering cash prizes for 

printable material, with the prizes sometimes rivaling white collar salaries and the material 

ranging from family photos to short stories, they promised their readers the possibility of joining 

a select number of paid contributors. Publishers created new expectations atop old.  

 These different systems of production, distribution, and exchange emerged from inside 

the industrialized office buildings of South Africa’s largest cities. Helping set the scene are two 

images, both depicting what the operations of Bantu Press Limited looked like in 1947. The first 

is a drawing of the company’s Johannesburg headquarters: 

!12



Notice how elaborate the operation was.  One former reporter, who worked in the building 13

during the 1960s, describes it as “a huge complex.”  What the image shows are the 14

administrative and editorial divisions that were housed on the top floor and the printing and 

distributing functions that occupied the basement. Offering more detail is this photograph of the 

“make-up department”:  

!
Using sheets of metal and rows of tables in the basement, these workers were turning the words 

composed by the upstairs staff into printable layouts. Note that what these images do not depict 

is the role that outsiders played in sustaining business operations. 

 The industry’s intimate entanglements also stemmed from entrepreneurial readers. 

Between the early 1930s and the early 1960s, the core group that both consumed and produced 

!13

 Both images are from Black Gold! A New Market and Its Media (Johannesburg: Bantu Press, 1947).  13

 Joe Thloloe, interviewed by author in Johannesburg, November 9, 2015.14



the commercial press remained broadly similar.  During that period, literacy expanded from one 15

in eight Africans being able to read to one in three, meaning that print audiences increasingly 

reflected a somewhat diversified range of people.  But in general, most African readers tended 16

to associate themselves with a Western-influenced middle class lifestyle.  They had nearly all 17

attended missionary schools and many had embraced Christianity, commitments that led many of 

them to endorse values such as monogamy, thrift, and self-improvement. They also had a more 

cosmopolitan side. Not only were drinking tea and exchanging Christmas cards common 

activities. So, too, were discussing African American life in the United States, listening to jazz 

!14

 Some specialists might disagree. One objection will be that many mission-educated Africans had social 15

relationships and political concerns that overlapped with less educated working class Africans. For this perspective, 
see Peter Limb, “Sol Plaatje Reconsidered: Rethinking Plaatje’s Attitudes to Class, Nation, Gender, and Empire,” 
African Studies 62 (2003): 33-52; and David Goodhew, Respectability and Resistance: A History of Sophiatown 
(Westport: Praeger, 2004). But note that I am focusing on the subjective viewpoint of mission-educated Africans. To 
the extent that they could read or had attended school, people tended to see themselves as culturally distinct from 
those who had not attended school and could not read. Both Limb and Goodhew would concede as much, and most 
scholars would agree that the African press was full of “middle class” striving and posturing. Another objection will 
be that mission-educated Africans tended to struggle so hard to achieve financial or social success that it seems 
unhelpful to treat them as fundamentally different from the many other groups that faced similar struggles. But 
again, even when they recognized these similarities, most readers conceptualized themselves as distinct.  
 Still another objection will be that the 1950s saw a radical shift in the country’s African readership. The 
extensive scholarship on Drum is partly based on the presumption that the magazine’s editorial staff was able to 
meet a latent demand among a broader and more working class African readership. The problem is that this is 
largely based on a selective reading of a single source. Scholars have repeatedly cited Chapter Two (“Black Hands”) 
in a memoir by Drum’s second editor as evidence that the magazine reached a broader audience than ever before. 
They overlook the remainder of the text: Chapter Eight (“Dear Reader”) makes clear that although Drum was 
designed to reach the less educated working class, it failed to connect with them. Mission-educated Africans were 
still its main audience. For the latest edition, see Anthony Sampson, Drum: The Making of a Magazine 
(Johannesburg: Jonathan Ball Publishers, 2005).
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Newsletters and Magazines, 1836-1976 (Boston: Hall, 1979): 14.
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earlier accounts. Yet the literature still ends up empirically documenting the same group of people (a group once 
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accounts, see Leo Kuper, An African Bourgeoisie: Race, Class, and Politics in South Africa (New Haven: Yale 
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South Africa Between 1949 and the Early 1970s,” Journal of Southern African Studies 35 (2009): 865–881. For a 
newer analysis, and one framed as a critique of older portraits, see Meagan Healy-Clancy, A World of Their Own: A 
History of South African Women's Education (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2014). Despite Healy-
Clancy's recent attempt at rethinking the category of the “middle class,” she and others remain within the Weberian 
world of analytical triangulation: political, social and economic influences determine people's class, as opposed to 
their relationship to the means of production.



records and racing bicycles.  That did not mean all readers were equally religious or equally 18

interested in jazz. Individuals varied widely in their religious, leisure, and political practices. But 

as a reading public, they came from the shared world of missionary schooling. 

 Along with a similar cultural orientation, most readers had a similar social position.  19

Relatively well-paid jobs, such as teaching or clerking, allowed some of them to live confidently 

as elite citizens among their African neighbors. But for many readers, living as an elite African 

was not a stable achievement so much as a volatile aspiration. As literacy rose and cities 

expanded, the reading public stretched to include a large proportion of people who might have 

preferred to have white collar jobs but ended up cycling through jobs as housekeepers or factory 

hands. They could read newspapers, separating them from most of their colleagues. But they 

could not work as professionals, keeping them from a higher level of income and respect. Further 

complicating their status inside African communities was their place outside of it. Even the most 

influential among them, including a small number of lawyers and doctors, could not enjoy the 

same legal rights and social mobility that uneducated whites had access to. The limits that 

segregationist policies and racist norms placed on middle class Africans thus made their position 

in colonial society a deeply ambiguous one. 
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 These were the readers, ambitious but frustrated, that actually held together the print 

industry. In volunteering for white-owned businesses as writers, sellers, and contestants, they 

were responding to their own personal needs and varied circumstances and thus using 

newspapers and magazines to search for material gain, social status, creative outlets, and other 

forms of fulfillment. To demonstrate this, in each chapter, I integrate the history of a particular 

institution with a biographical sketch of an individual reader. Like the many other readers they 

represent, each of my subjects was someone who was self-consciously literate. Hoping to escape 

a life of manual labor and a world of segregationist policies, they sought professional 

respectability and African autonomy by turning to the print industry.  

 Chapter Two, Chapter Three, and Chapter Four all show just how intimate the 

circumstances were that underpinned the infrastructure of the commercial press. To close my 

study, Chapter Five then moves away from the specific exchanges that defined the print industry 

and towards the surrounding social context. It traces the rise of a new way of consuming texts in 

which readers turned the main Bantu Press office into a popular sightseeing destination and thus 

turned the commercialization of the African press into a novel form of tourism. The fact that 

people spent their vacation time walking through a maze of printing presses helps emphasize the 

broader idea that readers and publishers became entangled in a range of surprising ways. 

 Ultimately, the making of South Africa’s print industry extended out into the livelihoods 

and leisure of people around the country. Magazines emerged from personal notebooks: 

!
!
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This photograph shows Can Themba at his desk, with reference books open and drafts of his 

fiction laid out.  It was there that Themba, a high school English teacher at the time, composed 20

the winning short story for a magazine contest. Many other writers had sat at similar desks trying 

to win the same contest. Together, they had all helped support a major feature in Drum and thus 

helped support the magazine’s parent company, Drum Limited. 

 Newspapers emerged from work breaks:  

!
!
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Ms. Pindi Dludla was a clerk at a stationary shop.  Her shifts went from 8am to 5:30pm, 21

Monday through Friday, making her appreciate the weekend. This photograph shows her sitting 

at home and reading the popular Sunday tabloid Golden City Post, and finding out about the 100 

African students and teachers that were banned from their university. At the same moment, many 

other people were escaping their own weekday shifts by contemplating the banning. Some 

decided to write letters of complaint, helping produce new and compelling editorial content.  
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 Periodicals also emerged from interactions in the streets: 

!

!
This photograph shows the opening of a clothing store in Johannesburg.  On any given day, in 22

and around the country’s urban centers, shoppers and merchants blended together with the people 

who bought and sold African periodicals. A distribution agent for Ilanga lase Natal might have 

been at the store opening, for example, hoping to turn the crowd into added sales. These photos 

point to activities that the images of Bantu Press Limited headquarters obscured. They show that 
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just as the African press relied on “make-up departments” inside of publishing offices, it also 

relied on auxiliary activities outside of those offices. 

!
Towards Exchange 

What makes the history of these entanglements so important is just that: the central role and 

dynamic geographies of ordinary readers. For scholars of Africa, understanding the sphere of 

interdependencies in South Africa’s print industry is significant because it reveals a nationwide 

network of aspirational individuals not only assembling a market of popular commodities, but 

establishing the most basic routines of their own social and economic lives. At the same time, for 

scholars of mass media, it is significant because it reveals an overlooked means of influence by 

which the press complicated the relationships underpinning consumerism, and suggests ways that 

audiences supported media industries well before, and well beyond, the internet. Both arguments 

move in different directions. But both flow from the assumption that African readers must be 

seen as more than Africans and more than readers. 

 The primary contribution of my study is to introduce an interpretation of the white-owned 

African press that helps complicate what Jacob Dlamini calls “the master narrative” of twentieth 

century South Africa.  Since the end of Apartheid, historians have slowly begun to write about 23

more than the evils of white supremacy and the promise of popular resistance.  Still central to 24

the field are traditional political histories analyzing the anti-Apartheid struggle, and traditional 
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social histories detailing the agricultural districts, schools, and other institutions that textured the 

struggle. But mixed in with a longstanding sense of political activism is now a renewed sense of 

critical distance. That is why, for example, the extensive literature on the African National 

Congress has shifted from a sympathetic account of its external development to include an 

unflattering emphasis on its internal disorder.   25

 Even more important than revisions of the master narrative have been explorations of the 

world beyond it. A small but growing number of scholars are pursuing interpretive experiments 

in which they avoid political terms like “activists” or socioeconomic terms like “laborer,” and 

instead reframe people by affording them their own, more flexible analytical categories.  In 26

studying an African-only art school built by the Apartheid government, for instance, Dan 

Magaziner has used artists’ artwork to detail how individuals took charge of their own aesthetic 

development.  Rather than treat their activities as a “window” into South Africa’s broader 27

tensions, as most political and social histories still do, his account treats the artists as self-made 

thinkers, rendering them historically significant not because of their potential politics but 
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because they formed intellectual communities and searched for beauty. The aim of this approach 

is to capture the “complexity of life,” another of Dlamini’s phrases, and thus resist the simplistic 

view that Africans lived through colonialism with their hopes and concerns tethered to structures 

of oppression.  The people who created twentieth century South Africa did so through a range of 28

pursuits, including painting and pottery, and with a range of outcomes, including creativity for 

creativity’s sake, and without their every move necessarily making or unmaking white 

supremacy.  

 My study thus attempts to go beyond treating the white-owned African press as simply a 

fraught battleground of settler capitalism and instead recognizes that it was also a much more 

open-ended site of social and economic complexity. In existing scholarship, both of the two 

widely held interpretations of commercial periodicals reflect South African history’s master 

narrative.  From the first perspective, newspapers like Golden City Post and magazines like 29
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Africa! were important because they “moderated political journalism.”  The fact that white 30

entrepreneurs owned all of the most widely circulated African periodicals between the 1930s and 

the end of Apartheid led to a general conservatism in the publishing world, limiting the 

circulation of radical ideas. The owners employed African editors and African journalists, but 

they avoided hiring anyone who was not moderate and buried political criticism beneath a 

mountain of social gossip and crime stories. Since economic imbalances denied Africans enough 

capital for their own commercial press, scholars see the white-owned version as a product of 

settler capitalism.  The moderate periodicals that resulted constrained the ways readers might 31

have otherwise challenged the status quo, leading scholars to see the press as a pillar of state 

segregation. 

 A second perspective argues that the white-owned African press was important because it 

fostered cultural resistance.  The inspired tactics of editor, journalists, and others led to new and 32

vibrant genres of literary production, from poetry to investigative reporting. Africa!’s sister 

magazine, Drum, for example, is widely recognized as having helped an entire generation of 

short story writers come of age during the 1950s, some of whom, like one-time University of 
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Denver fellow Ezekiel Mphahlele, went on to have international writing careers.  In 33

appropriating white-owned periodicals, contributors not only found an expressive outlet but 

crafted pointed critiques of the injustices around them, filling their fiction with relatable 

characters in recognizably impoverished urban conditions. The fact that a range of people 

managed to use periodicals to write so well and with a political edge has led scholars to interpret 

the commercial press as indirectly complicating settler capitalism and weakening colonial rule. 

When these two perspectives are combined, and most scholars combine them, the white-owned 

African press is ultimately considered significant because it played a critical but ambiguous role 

in both supporting and challenging white supremacy. 

 Neither of these perspective has changed much since emerging in the 1970s, and an 

alternative has yet to appear, leaving commercial periodicals overdetermined by their 

relationship to state segregation.  I offer a different perspective by breaking up the press into a 34
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range of institutions, and breaking up those institutions into a range of relationships. By focusing 

on the industry’s production, distribution, and financial systems, my analysis turns the African 

press into an uneven, generation-long process of commercialization. Informing my 

understanding of this process are the 26 interviews I conducted with people associated with the 

world of South African journalism.  Since publishing companies left behind few internal 35

documents, and since government records did not capture much about African periodicals, the 

main archives for reconstructing the print industry are the published pages of newspapers and 

magazines. To help contextualize these pages, and to determine when and how specific changes 

might have occurred, I interviewed former editors of white daily newspapers; former columnists 
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for African magazines; reporters for Indian newspapers; editorial librarians; and others.  Their 36

comments, combined with my focus on institutions and individuals, clarifies the scope and pace 

of the print industry’s development and in turn reveals new levels of complexity.  

 I show that the print industry’s underlying entanglements were important because they 

added new intricacies to the country’s commercial fabric. At the heart of South Africa’s master 

narratives are figures that represent a core set of economic institutions: migrant laborers heading 

into gold mines; trade unionists organizing outside of textile factories; township women brewing 

illegal beer in their backyards, with the unifying themes being the exploitative nature of settler 

capitalism and the entrepreneurial pushback from ordinary Africans. At times, my account draws 

parallels to these figures since the institutions I document clearly created new forms of 

exploitation, including unpaid authorship, as well as new forms of empowerment, such as 

opportunities to sell papers. But as a whole, the main points are less about economic exploitation 

or economic empowerment and more about economic entanglement. As Chapter Four recounts, 

when Obed Kunene spent his free time writing short stories to enter cash prize contests, he was 

mixing financial hopes and existential needs in ways that were unavailable in other outlets. The 

print industry offered the types of layered connections to mass-made products that, for example, 
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textile manufacturers did not. That is why it helps to think of being a “reader” as an inherently 

hyphenated and thus economically complex position, as in “reader-cum-prize winner” and 

“reader-cum-sales agent.”  

 I also show that the print industry was important because it allowed individuals to 

improvise the spaces and rhythms of their daily lives. It allowed the tens of thousands of people 

that were paging through periodicals on any given afternoon to test out new futures for 

themselves, imagining what it would be like to be a published author, entrepreneurial sales agent, 

or famous contest winner. For the thousands that then went on to actually fulfill those 

possibilities, by writing letters, selling papers, and entering contests, their deepening ties to 

publishers could extend the boundaries of personal potential, or renew an earlier confidence, or 

introduce self doubt or any number of other sensibilities. When Walter Sisulu decided to become 

a newspaper distributor, as I explain in Chapter Three, he was hoping for autonomy outside of 

his previous factory jobs and wondering if he had the contacts and charisma to be a successful 

vendor in his neighborhood. That decision constituted a critical moment, as would his later 

decision to stop selling papers, a point in his life when he was in between work and looking for 

meaning. While also sustaining the print industry, these were the types of personal experiments 

through which people sustained themselves. 

  Looking beyond large-scale conflicts, then, it becomes clear that what really drove the 

commercialization of the African press and what really made the process especially significant 

were the localized relationships, often very intimate ones, between readers and publishers. The 

institutional overlaps and dynamic relationships that resulted from the development of the print 

industry were significant even without reference to how they may or may not have weakened or 
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strengthened the development of Apartheid. Recognizing that commercial life would have been 

less intricate without the print industry is important. Recognizing that people’s modes of self 

development would have been different is also important. 

!
* * * 

!
The second contribution of this dissertation is to help correct a common and consequential error 

in the study of “new media.” Since the 1990s, the rapid spread of new technologies from broad 

platforms like the internet, cellphones, and social networks to niche forums like blogs, wikis, and 

messaging services has changed the ways people around the world communicate. Facebook, 

which as of early 2018 had reached 2.2 billion active members (including 160 million in Africa, 

more than one in ten people on the continent), is the obvious case in point.  The website is at 37

once a public forum, personal scrapbook, and interactive newsfeed, and by allowing users to 

reach multiple audiences via a wide range of digital tools, it has prompted the remaking of, 

among other things, the aesthetics of conversation. Now ubiquitous across Facebook’s many 

webs of interaction are various genres of “the selfie,” for example, a style of autobiographical 
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photography often composed specifically for the social network, and a form of performance 

many people use to share experiences.  38

 One way scholars have responded to these technologies and their associated social 

changes is to interpret our current historical moment as clearly distinct from earlier eras.  39

Diverse groups of researchers working in sociology, anthropology, media studies, information 

science, and other disciplines have all made similar claims about the world recently undergoing a 

rapid transition from relatively centralized mediums to relatively decentralized mediums.  From 40

this perspective, the dominant mediums of the twentieth century (print, radio and film) adopted a 
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centralized process of communication in which large institutions like newspaper companies and 

movie studios controlled the packaging of information for their audiences. By contrast, the newly 

dominant mediums of the twenty-first century (online websites and phone applications) are 

assumed to offer a much more decentralized process in which audience members directly create, 

curate, and circulate information amongst themselves. The basic idea is that since billions of 

users of Facebook and other social networks can now constantly publish selfies, and do so 

instantly, from their homes and without being filtered by editors, mass media must be more 

interactive today than a generation ago. 

 When evaluating the role of digital audiences in the internet economy, scholars tend to 

conclude that digital consumers are now so prolific as cultural producers that they have taken on 

employee-like functions in sustaining large companies.  In this view, media work was once a 41

more formalized pursuit associated with salaried or waged professional creators sitting in 

corporate offices. But it has become a much more informal endeavor often carried out by unpaid 
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or at least underpaid amateur consumers walking around with their cellphones.  The argument is 42

that ordinary people are no longer simply communicating; they are laboring, by both using and 

providing internet-related services. In the Facebook example, the website’s users are the ones 

posting the selfies that engage other users––and that the website’s managers then leverage to sell 

advertising revenue and, in turn, generate shareholder value––scholars have interpreted the 

parent company as avoiding the pressures of retaining a staff of photographers or writers that 

have been so costly to other, more “traditional” media companies. 

 A major reason this type of consumer labor is seen as significant is because it is supposed 

to represent a novel division of labor across a widening swath of the world’s media systems.  43

Facebook is the leading social networking in every country except China, Russia, and parts of 

the Middle East. The world’s other largest social media platforms include United States-based 

companies like Twitter, LinkedIn and Youtube; China-based WeChat; South Korea-based 

Cyworld; Russia-based VK; and (until it closed down in 2016) South Africa-based Mxit. Each 
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has (or had, in the case of Mxit) a transnational network of at least tens of millions of users. Each 

has a roughly similar business model, partly premised on turning consumer contributions into 

financial benefits. Each is also part of a global ecosystem of countless other social media 

platforms with overlapping audiences.  

 The consequential error which emerges in these narratives is that scholars take what 

might actually be unprecedented communication practices and mistakenly treat those practices as 

unprecedented economic relationships. It is very possible that internet-based platforms have 

enabled novel modes of conversation, by quickening the back-and-forth of published dialogue, or 

globalizing the reach of audience contributions. Certainly, in South Africa, Facebook users have 

had an easier time participating in both national and transnational discussions in the 2010s than 

Golden City Post readers did during the 1950s.  But it does not follow that the active consumers 44

of the present represent a dramatic rebalancing of the division of labor in mass media. 

 Look again at the photos above that represent a collective snapshot South Africa’s 

elsewhere department. They show Can Themba the teacher, Pinda Dludla the clerk, and the 

crowd of Johannesburg merchants and shoppers. In their own houses, readers like Themba were 

staying up at night finishing the contest entries that helped animate magazines. During their time 

off, readers like Dludla were brainstorming the letters that helped fill newspapers. In market 

squares, rural churchyards, train stations and elsewhere, networks of readers were shouting out to 

other people and holding up the latest batch of print commodities. All of this sounds like the 

geographies of circulation that media scholars imagine when assessing the impact of the internet 
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today: dispersed, flexible, outsourced. But of course, as each of my chapters shows from a 

different perspective, all of this was happening in what was supposed to be a century defined by 

relative rigidity.  

 For media scholars, this study provides an indirect guide for rethinking digital audiences. 

Although none of my chapters explicitly links mid-century periodicals to present day websites, 

each implicitly extends a set of questions that fall on both sides of the presumed contrast between 

the past and the present. In terms of the past, the history of South Africa’s print industry raises 

serious doubts about whether older mediums were ever as thoroughly centralized and rigidly 

professionalized as is widely assumed. The fact I only examine one country does not limit the 

implications of my arguments, since the types of institutions I analyze were probably common in 

other places. Scholars interested in print media in other contexts have occasionally referenced 

networks of unpaid authors, local distributors, and cash contests, but without framing them, as I 

do, as overlapping forms of economic entanglement.  Scholars need to complicate their 45

conclusions about the internet to move beyond caricatures of print media, and they can do so by 

treating periodicals as more than editorial outlets. I suspect that if they follow this approach and 

analyze the newspapers of the United States or Australia or Ghana or India or other places as 

sites of exchange, they would be surprised at how many different relationships twentieth century 

readers had with print businesses; how critical reader contributions and other forms of informal 

work were to commercial publishing; and thus how misleading their portrait is of “legacy” 

media.  
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 In terms of the present, my account also points to the need for a theoretical and empirical 

broadening in order to better capture how digital audiences are connecting to media companies. 

Media scholars use an array of concepts for studying the work of online audiences, including 

“crowdsourcing,” “citizen journalism,” and “user-generated content.”  But these tend to be 46

unnecessarily narrow, treating audiences as closely tied to companies only when they are logged 

on to a particular media platform and, for example, uploading a selfie. By contrast, my analysis 

goes beyond this type of interaction to consider distribution networks and office tours, raising 

questions about the extent to which digital audiences have also pursued financial stakes in media 

companies or in-person visits, and what the impact of those might be. Just as South African 

readers became sales agents and tied their own income to the financial success of Bantu Press 

Limited, its possible that Facebook users have become shareholders and invested themselves in 

the value of Facebook Inc., a publicly traded company. Just as South African readers travelled to 

Johannesburg to became print tourists, its possible that Facebook users have turned the 

company’s headquarters into a sightseeing destination. In fact, I can confirm that they have. I 

have driven passed the company’s long glass building in Menlo Park on many occasions. More 

often than not, visitors are posing for selfies out front, snapping photos that extend a long history 

of intimate relationships between media companies and audiences. The point of the chapters that 

follow is to begin uncovering these types of intimacies, across space and time.  

!
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!
2. PRODUCING A PRINT INDUSTRY FROM HOME 

!!
This chapter maps the biography of a single text. During the colonial era, newspapers and 

magazines across Africa regularly published reader-submitted material ranging from brief 

wedding announcements to elaborate political poems. Besides stemming from the continent’s 

many forms of individual creativity, collective debate, and literary networks––all well-

acknowledged points––audience contributions also reflected bureaucratic procedures and 

business needs. The case of South Africa reveals that the organizational constraints of particular 

publishers should be central to understanding the role and significance of reader contributions in 

the making of African print cultures. Rather than allowing reader submissions to simply stand for 

literary empowerment, historians must also acknowledge that many texts were embedded in 

extractive bureaucracies and that their significance was thus fundamentally ambiguous.  

 Texts like “The Event of the Year,” for example, lived double lives. In late 1954, a recent 

submission fit easily into South Africa’s commercial press. Having received a letter from a 

reader named Reggie Caluza about an upcoming holiday trip, the editor of Ilanga lase Natal  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decided to publish it. The letter probably seemed publishable in part because its author (who 

presented the holiday trip as a “Grand Picnic and Educational Tour”) was a skilled writer.  So in 

the October 16th issue, Caluza’s note helped fill page 14, an ordinary page not just for Ilanga but 

for mid-century periodicals across the continent: 

 

!
 Today, when in the archive, identifying “The Event of the Year” is straight forward. In 

keeping with a growing scholarship on African print cultures, instantly clear is the fact that the 

author was part of one of the many intellectual and literary circuits that were pulsing through 

major cities during the colonial era and sustaining vibrant publishing networks. Historians have 

firmly established that elite-leaning audiences across different regions all contributed to the 
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making of their national presses not just through an interest in reading but a commitment to 

authorship.  As Caluza’s announcement went to press, for instance, West Africans were filling 47

the English-language dailies of Nigeria with letters about wide-ranging issues like marriage and 

sexuality;  East Africans were regularly composing poems in Tanganyika’s Swahili press;  and 48 49

southern Africans were submitting Setswana-language reports from around Bechuanaland to 

document recent births, agricultural yields, and other local news.  Further contributions, from 50

recipes to photos, appeared in other contexts. And while ownership patterns differed, with 

African elites controlling much of the press in West Africa, colonial governments remaining 

influential in East Africa, and settler capitalists dominant in southern Africa, each region of 

readers still sent in notably frequent and notably diverse submissions.  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 Caluza was yet another engaged reader, and a creative one. The holiday trip he was 

promoting would last several days and after beginning near the inland city of Pietermaritzburg, 

attendees would head to the coast to tour high schools and then downtown Durban to tour other 

places of interest. In writing about the upcoming trip, Caluza forged a promotional genre. He 

oscillated in and out of the same idioms of authority that often appeared in Ilanga’s letters to the 

editor, carefully thanking prominent community members for their support, speaking of 

“honour” at different points, and using clerical terms like “earmarked” and “programme” to 

describe the itinerary. He also borrowed heavily from the countless advertisements filling the 

country’s African press, calling his event “the first of its kind,” name-dropping “famous bands,” 

and promising “many other novelties and sidelights.” In only a few hundred words, the 

announcement mixed staid sociability with flashy marketing in an attempt to generate excitement 

for his trip. More than communicating information he was improvising the future, articulating 

the kind of experience his potential attendees might have. 

 When flipping through Ilanga or any other major newspaper or magazine, it would be a 

mistake to treat the evaluation process as equally straight forward. Historians have 

overwhelmingly explored the textual role and historical significance of reader submissions 

through cultural analysis and searched in particular for forms of what might be called literary 

empowerment. They have shown that readers forged new identities, as the Nigerian letter writers 

were doing by infusing debates about marriage with cosmopolitan conceptions of romantic love. 

They have shown that readers experimented with textual styles, as the Tanganyikan poets were 

doing when carving a political edge into their verse. They have also shown, to use Stephanie 

Newell’s phrase, that readers around the continent were “co-creating” periodicals, becoming the 
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joint authors of the modes of address and political critiques that sustained different dialogues.  51

The literature notes tensions, including the way colonial regulators panicked people into using 

pseudonyms or social hierarchies allowed more men than women to participate. But beyond such 

complications, the most widely shared and broadest level assessment, and one that is usually 

more implied than argued, is that reader submissions reflected African agency. In showing that 

people fashioned identities, voiced opinions, or shared information, existing studies present 

readers as carving out autonomy in the cracks of colonialism. This is why “co-creating” rings out 

with assertiveness. The tendency is to harmonize with a longer, broader tradition of history from 

below by documenting how diverse groups appropriated the power of the press. 

 What makes these existing lines of analysis and their underlying insistence on autonomy 

misleading is that they detach print cultures from print industries.  To see the problem, and why 52

it matters, it is important to approach readers anew, this time recognizing that beyond being 

interactive forums most periodicals were also consumer goods. Consider the simple but easy-to-

overlook fact that in late 1954 an Ilanga cost the same three pence that a bottle of Pepsi did, and 

that each issue was selling about 27,000 copies while grossing about £340 in circulation revenue 
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(and grossing several times that in ad revenue).  Even here, in the barest of alternative contexts, 53

most submissions will blur together with organizational imperatives, and appropriation from 

below will start to seem like it might have involved re-appropriation from above. 

 “The Event of the Year” in fact splits in two. It becomes clear that along with whatever 

social life the text lived as Caluza was initially stylizing a respectable boosterism and as his 

productivity-minded neighbors were later opening their papers to discover an educational 

opportunity, it also lived the bumpy but routine life of a commodity. After salaried employees 

squeezed his words into Ilanga, street vendors waved them in the air at railway stops and stacked 

them aside fruit in downtown marketplaces, just as those vendors always did, with other reader-

filled issues. As Caluza awaited letters of interest, circulation managers at Ilanga tracked sales 

receipts, meaning that both sides relied on the circulation of the same physical copies of page 14, 

and that what began as a once-off holiday proposal ended up embedded in Ilanga’s weekly 

operations. From this perspective, “The Event of the Year” helped absorb another week’s worth 

of operating capital for Bantu Press Limited, the paper’s parent company.  

 Just introducing this example opens up another type of investigation. In empirical terms, 

it begins to seem like reader contributions not only gave individuals the opportunity to craft 

messages but gave institutions the opportunity to bundle and sell those messages. And in 

historiographical terms, this basic duality of authorship challenges a common conclusion. 

Readers were indeed co-creators. But their submissions served their own agendas while also 

fulfilling business requirements. Given that reader contributions deepened patterns of mass 
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production and added to patterns of capitalist exchange, it is clear that existing scholarship has 

been too quick to assign readers freedom within their own textual experiments and too slow to 

admit that publishers could be extremely influential in directing and re-directing the potential 

uses and impacts of those same experiments. What helped form the continent’s massive archive, 

of co-created periodicals, was the embedding of pen-wielding readers in cash-conscious 

bureaucracies.  

!
Helpful Volunteers, 1830-1932 

In investigating this possibility, the place to locate the origins of reader submissions is not solely 

in the lives of contributors but also inside the workshops of publishers.  There, at the heart of 54

print production, lurked institutional pressures. Very broad forces shaped the origins of 

newspapers and magazines in colonial Africa, from missionary culture-bashing to settler 

resource-grabbing to government propagandizing. But also critical were the more mundane, 

more internal administrative issues. Mechanical maintenance. Financial records. Distribution 

schedules. Anyone trying to put together new titles week in and week out, month after month, 

had to face a very common and constantly shifting set of organizational problems, and it was one 

problem in particular that created the duality of authorship and, along with it, the distinctive 
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geography of print labor. What led publishers to turn readers into suppliers and later into 

workers, uniting distant homes into an auxiliary office, was dealing with the constant need for 

content.  

 In modern South Africa, as with publishing ventures everywhere, the editors that 

developed the African press all had to repeatedly ask: Is this enough material for the next issue? 

From the 1830s and continuing into the twentieth century, Western missionaries seeking converts 

pulled together Biblical stories and other “uplifting” content to create each new quarterly or 

monthly release, just as evangelized Africans, beginning in the 1880s, went beyond religion and 

incorporated political pieces into their own weekly newspapers. One might suspect that since 

early quarterlies included only about ten pages per issue and early weeklies included four, with 

some weeklies expanding by the 1910s and 1920s to six pages or more, little space needed 

filling.  But in part, editors maintained compact sizes so that the sourcing of content stayed 55

manageable. Most periodicals were run by one individual, the printer-manager-editor, and in 

most cases they could only pursue this bundle of jobs part-time because of their many other 
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 Umshumayeli Wendaba was the earliest African periodical. During its run as a quarterly publication from 1837 to 55

1841, it averaged eight pages each issue. A similar text called iKwezi averaged about fourteen pages during its brief 
life in 1844. Early weekly periodicals printed even fewer pages. Started in the 1880s, Imvo Zabantsundu was still 
only four pages thick in the early 1910s, but expanded to eight pages later that decade. Meanwhile, Ilanga lase Natal 
launched in the early 1900s and printed four pages each issue until expanding to six in the 1910s. UmAfrica started 
in 1910 at four, and was up to twelve pages in the early 1920s.



educational, political, familial, and religious roles.  Adding pages required not only costly 56

newsprint but time spent collecting and doctoring usable material, or writing it oneself, making 

potential expansion not only burdensome but unsustainable. 

 To fill pages while juggling commitments, editors cultivated supply chains, spreading the 

creation and preparation of usable content beyond their own self-run organizations.  And for the 57

sake of analysis, these textual networks can be seen as branching out in three directions. First, 

there were advertising channels, which involved getting shop owners and manufacturers to 

submit promotional materials. In the case of Ilanga lase Natal, this meant that after owner and 

editor John Dube set up the paper in 1903, he continued for the next few decades to reserve 
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 In many countries and at many points in modern history, it has been common for a single person rather than a 56

large team to take on most of the responsibilities when running a small periodical. Specialists already know that in 
South Africa, at Ilanga lase Natal during the 1900s, John Dube worked as “the editor, the compositor, the printer, 
the publisher, all in one,” as one of his contemporaries put it (Ilanga lase Natal September 26 1936: 9). To give a 
lesser known example, Marks Samuel Radebe was the “the printer-publisher and first editor” of Ipepa lo Hlanga, a 
Zulu-language paper founded in Natal in 1901. For more, see Grant Christison, “African Jerusalem: The Vision of 
Robert Grendon,” PhD Thesis at University of KwaZulu-Natal (2007): Ch. 7. 
  Less recognized is the fact many editors of small periodicals have had other energy-intensive, time-
draining pursuits. In colonial Africa, what made editing so challenging was not just having to tediously mail every 
subscription, but having to then stay awake and write political correspondence, religious sermons, and household 
budgets. To be a dynamic and skilled leader was to test one’s own efficiency and endurance, and here John Tengo 
Jabavu is a good example. Founder and long-time editor of Imvo Zabantsundu, a Xhosa-language weekly in the 
Cape, Jabavu’s non-journalistic work often complicated and sometimes even depleted his journalistic work. Besides 
being a political activist and frequent traveler, he was a lay preacher and religious organizer who took on routines 
like the handling of church finances. Those routines affected Imvo. As his son noted, Jabavu’s “stewardship in his 
church unduly taxed his heart and brain, as he had to balance complicated figures for nights on end, often to the 
neglect of his editorial work.” In addition to particular intellectual experiments and political battles, it helps to know 
that people’s textual tactics could stem from overloaded schedules, or even physical exhaustion. D.D.T. Jabavu, The 
Life of John Tengo Jabavu: Editor of Imvo Zabantsundu, 1884-1921 (Lovedale: Lovedale Press, 1922): 49.

 During the 19th century, this common across the colonial world. When discussing a white settler paper called The 57

Graham’s Town Journal, for example, one historian has noted that “The Journal was almost entirely dependent on 
volunteered information: it had no full-time reporters. They…probably first appeared in Grahamstown in 1864 on 
the solitary occasion that Parliament met there, though in earlier times men were occasionally temporarily employed 
to report a particular event or occurrence…In the issue of 23 April 1840 Godlonton [the paper’s editor from 1834 to 
1866] explains that he himself had not been in court to hear a case, but he had ‘engaged a competent and an 
unbiased reporter’. But that was unusual, The Graham’s Town Journal of the ‘thirties and early ‘forties generally 
relied on other sources.” For more, see A.I. Harington, “The Graham’s Town Journal––its Founding, Early History 
and Influence,” South African History Journal 1 (1969). A primary source hammers this assessment of The Journal 
home. A settler who had been deeply involved with it recalled that it had relied on “extracts from interesting works,” 
meaning anything that seemed reprintable from third parties; and on local and regional correspondents (engaged 
readers) whom he calls “the staple of the paper.” For this account, see Louis Henry Meurant, Sixty Years Ago (Cape 
Town: Africana Connoisseurs Press, 1963): 88.



about half of each issue for ads. Second, there was the editor and the editor’s close relationships, 

the only set of channels that remained mostly inside the workshop. Each week, at Ilanga, Dube 

would write many of the most prominent bits of news and opinion himself and whenever he was 

traveling he would deputize his brother Charles Dube, or his brother-in-law John Mdima, to take 

over.  Lastly, and the most complex and sprawling, there were external channels that not only 58

included local, national, and foreign authors but ranged from single individuals to large 

institutions.  One common practice, for example, was the reprinting of previously published 59

texts. Like their counterparts elsewhere, South African editors mined government 

announcements, books, school pamphlets, and other publications, searching for anything that 

seemed relevant and re-usable.  In 1911, for example, Dube found an article in an American 60

newspaper and ran it word-for-word to let Ilanga’s readers know that Booker T. Washington had 

been assaulted by a white man.  61
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 According to the paper’s masthead and occasional mentions in the editorial column, for example, John Mdima 58

was editor from February 1904 to May 1905, and Mdima and Charles Dube jointly edited the paper from July 1909 
to March 1911. Similarly, at Imvo, John Tengo Jabavu sometimes turned to his close friends or relatives to take over. 
In early 1921, when his health was declining, he “requested his son to help him with the work of his newspaper by 
regular contributions” (Jabavu, The Life of John Tengo Jabavu, 51).

 In 1911, for example, Ilanga ran “Wise Sayings,” a column reproducing inspirational quotes from Christian books 59

(as on Ilanga March 3, 1911: 4 and March 10, 1911: 4). That same month, Imvo printed results of Lovedale exams, 
no doubt receiving them directly from the college (“Lovedale,” Imvo, March 21, 1911: 3).

 George Green was a reporter in Portsmouth then London and then, from the 1890s to the 1940s, edited several 60

Argus papers in South Africa. Green, An Editor Looks Back (1948): 33-34. The practice was common throughout the 
colonial world. In Britain, publishers “stole magpie-like from other newspapers, particularly from London and 
foreign papers.” Donald Matheson, “The Birth of News Discourse: Changes in News Language in British 
Newspapers, 1880-1930,” Media, Culture & Society 22 (2000): 557-573, 562. For more context on the situation in 
South Africa and specifically in Natal, see Hofmeyr, Gandhi’s Printing Press.

 “Dr. Booker Washington Assaulted by White Man,” Ilanga April 28, 1911: 4. Ilanga’s source is unclear. Its report 61

is similar to “White Man Assaults Booker Washington” from New York Times March 20, 1911. But since an identical 
report to that in Ilanga appeared weeks later in New Zealand (“New York Outrage: Assault on Mr. Booker 
Washington,” The Dominion May 9, 1911: 7.), it is clear that one source was circulating widely, perhaps through 
American papers, then British ones, then elsewhere. In South Africa, it was common for African papers to echo 
American newspapers. Izwi Labantu, another Zulu-language paper in Natal, for example, took an article entitled 
“The Presidential Election” from New York Age and reprinted it just as Dube had done (Izwi May 5, 1908: 4). 
Sometimes African-run papers would also reprint each other’s content, like when Izwi copied an article called 
“Notes by the Way” directly from Ilanga (Izwi May 5, 1908: 2).



 Significantly, of the many external channels, the ones that after about the 1890s started to 

consistently provide the largest number of original texts were readers.  As a second and third 62

generation of converts produced a steady stream of material, the range of contributing authors 

expanded to include regular subscribers, anonymous strangers, and famous correspondents.  63

Editors could assemble a dozen people in just a few columns. In 1917, on one page in Ilanga: a 

reverend describes a church meeting; eight unrelated one-liners record social life from Ixopo; a 

man from Dundee details a wedding; another from elsewhere frets about banking; someone cites 

the deceased Zulu king, Cetshwayo; and someone in Durban critiques segregation.  This type of 64

clustering was typical. When viewed as surrounded by additional batches of external reprints and 

third party ads, reader contributions reveal how the making of each issue became a process of 
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 No comprehensive account of early African reader submissions exists. For the most thorough analysis and detailed 62

chronology so far, but one limited to Xhosa-language poetry, see Jeff Opland, Xhosa Poets and Poetry (Cape Town: 
David Phillips, 1998): Ch. 11. For a relatively accessible store of early reader texts, though one limited to Tswana-
written letters, see Part T. Mgadla and Stephen Volz, editors, Words of Batswana: Letters to Mahoko A Becwana, 
1883-1896 (Cape Town: Van Riebeeck Society, 2006). Note that the earliest known reader contributors were William 
Kobe Ntsikana and Zaze Soga, who wrote pieces in Xhosa for Ikwezi, a short-lived missionary journal from 1844. 
Also note that Isigidimi Sama Xhosa, a Lovedale-based monthly lasting from 1873 to 1888 and the first missionary 
periodical to be edited by an African, “had more than twenty named correspondents representing at least thirty rural 
settlements and towns in the Cape and in the colony of Natal.” It “received contributions from a broad section of the 
educate elite, many of whom had been writers for Indaba [another Xhosa-language journal which had lasted from 
1862 to 1865] and other mission publications.” In other words, a African readers were key contributors to the 
African press even before independent newspapers emerged. For more, see Les Switzer, “The African Christian 
Community and its Press in Victorian South Africa,” Cahiers d'études Africaines 24 (1984): 455-476.

 To be clear, readers and their contributions did not exist in isolated psychological bubbles but in face-to-face 63

social worlds. People adopted and perfected literacy and then wrote to newspapers while constantly positioning 
themselves within informal conversations and formal institutions. To give a notable example, Fort Hare had a 
Literary Society. The members discussed news and newspapers, which is why, for example, a young man named Mr. 
K. Chelenyane once presented an essay to the group entitled “News of the Week.” In summarizing or critiquing 
current events and their portrayal by various journalistic sources, Chelenyane and his peers were laying the social 
foundation for their own potential claims becoming published letter-writers. Lovedale Missionary Institution Report 
for 1900 (Lovedale: Mission Press, 1901): 75.

 Ilanga lase Natal February 9, 1917: 3. Like most pages in Ilanga, this one is in isiZulu.64



taking letters sent from scattered locations and cutting them and re-cutting them into a dynamic 

collage.  They show that, to a large extent, publishing meant curating the mail. 65

 

Readers helped fill Ilanga by mailing in diverse material, perhaps using 
envelopes like this one from Natal (c. 1901). Image: African Postal Heritage.  !

 As their piles of letters stacked ever higher, readers also surpassed other channels to 

provide the most diverse content in the African press, covering everything from political 
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 Much more could be said about letter writing because the social practices and physical materials that went into 65

crafting a submission were diverse. In looking at a private letter-writing community in 19th century Natal, for 
example, one historian found that people sometimes used scraps of paper to send letters to friends, or left off their 
names because they assumed the receiver knew who was writing. Even when people could write a letter themselves, 
they sometimes asked their more articulate friends to step in and write a particularly important note for them, 
spreading the textual production process across a chain of authors. Unfortunately, space limitations prevent a fuller 
discussion here. But keep in mind that these types of complexities likely shaped and overlapped with the ways 
people approached submitting letters to editors. For more, see Vukile Khumalo, “Epistolary networks and the 
politics of cultural production in KwaZulu-Natal, 1860-1910,” PhD Dissertation, University of Michigan (2005); 
and his chapter, “The Class of 1856 and the Politics of Cultural Production(s) in the Emergence of Ekukhanyeni, 
1855-1910,” in Jonathon Draper, ed., The Eye of the Storm: Bishop John William Colenso and the Crisis of Biblical 
Inspiration (New York: A&C Black, 2003).
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opinions and social news to praise poetry and sports results. Their texts were dynamic enough 

that a single page could bounce from the local church to the regional bank to the colonial state, 

reflecting wide-ranging intentions. Most readers used similar forms of African identity, Western 

education, and political association to help formulate their hopes and concerns. But each of them 

still inhabited their own place within overlapping social worlds and wrote from that unique 

position. The man from Dundee, for example, a town surrounded by the burgeoning coal fields 

of northern Natal, probably lived on one of the area’s many African-owned farms, selling his 

extra produce and obvious language skills to collieries;  or maybe he lived on the large Dundee 66

station of the Church of Sweden Mission, serving as one of the church’s many local 

administrators and teachers.  His name was William Mtimkulu and when he wrote to Ilanga, 67

taking a break from crop management or church preparation, he was reaching out to multiple 

communities. Detailing a Christian wedding let him record a memorable event on behalf of the 

regional group that had attended while also letting him publicize its Western-tinged character for 

the distant strangers that had not. (What made the wedding Western-tinged was not only the 

Christian service and the bride’s white dress, but the fact the mostly Zulu-speaking guests 
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 From 1908 and into the 1930s, in Dundee, African living conditions varied and included a notable amount of 66

African-owned land. Migrant mine workers stayed in compounds on colliery property, while a more permanent 
group of farmers, entrepreneurs and families––people supporting the mining economy with food and services––lived 
on large sections of African-owned land or rented land on colliery-owned farms. Dundee was more than 130 miles 
from the school where Dube printed Ilanga, just outside Durban. For more on land issues, see Verne Harris, “Black-
Owned Land, White Farmers and the State in Northern Natal, 1910-1936,” Journal of Natal and Zululand 10 (1987): 
51-76. And Ruth Edgecombe and Bill Guest, “Labour Conditions on the Natal Collieries: The Case of the Dundee 
Coal Company, 1908-1955,” paper presented at University of the Witersrand for the African Studies Seminar, May 
1986, available online here. On the harsh and resource-starved living conditions on the coal company-run 
compounds, see Bill Guest, “Commercial Coal-Mining in Natal,” Natalia 18 (1988): 41-58. 

 By 1920, the Church of Sweden Mission had attracted nearly 8,000 followers and maintained nine main stations 67

with 61 satellite stations, and the organization employed 133 African mission workers, including teachers. This was 
mostly around northern Natal and Dundee was one of the largest stations. For more, see Berge Lars, The Bambatha 
Watershed: Swedish Missionaries, African Christians and an Evolving Zulu Church in Rural Natal and Zululand, 
1902-1910 (Studia Missionalia Uppsaliensia LXXVIII, 2000); and Stig-Magnus Thorsén, “Swedish mission and 
music education in Southern Africa,” paper presented at University of Pretoria for SSARN seminar in 2002, 
available online here.
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celebrated by singing mostly English-language songs, including “Stars of the Summer Night.”) 

In getting his letter published, Mtimkulu was achieving several ends. He was supporting his 

friends from coal country. He was offering relatable news to a more diffuse and anonymous 

audience. He was also helping craft another Ilanga, just as others were doing in rural Ixopo, 

downtown Durban, and other places for that same issue; and just as readers around the country 

were doing for the rest of the African press.  

 Over time, what resulted from the bringing together of different channels and the growing 

reliance on readers was the rooting of print labor in external efforts. Throughout the first century 

of the African press, lasting through the 1920s, production was thoroughly socialized as the 

weekly tasks of each editor continued to require that folded-up newspapers and government-

stamped envelopes arrive from elsewhere. To stress the point: A fundamental reason that this 

fusion between editors and outsiders became the organizational basis of publishing is that supply 

chains helped ease and regularize work.  Week after week, pre-prepared material bolstered the 68

next issue. Soliciting ads could help cut four unplanned pages to two, while skimming other 

periodicals and collecting readers’ letters could account for much of the rest, leaving an editor 

with a manageable number of columns to create from scratch. The alleviation also went further. 

Editors could stockpile certain pieces for publication months in the future. Open-ended genres 

like Bible verses and readers’ poems aged well (though time-sensitive information about 

international news and local marriages did not), offering an added sense of readiness and control. 
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 In fact, a complication in an editor’s supply chain could negatively impact not only a publication’s workflow but 68

its finances. In Natal, at one point, Izwe Labantu readers were sending the paper’s editor what he described as 
“advertisements in the form of news communications.” In other words, they were sending carefully formatted letters 
intended to trick the editor into printing them for free rather than asking for a fee. The editor responded by chastising 
his audience and saying that the deceptive practice was “increasing the work of the staff [meaning him] and adding 
to the expense of running this paper without adequate return” (Izwi Labantu March 10, 1908: 4).



Together, these flexible practices were foundational, lending the country’s African press an 

enduring mode of work that would continue to dominate well into the 1950s but that would also 

change and change dramatically. In the era of commercialization, socialized production took on a 

different form freighted with different implications, transforming helpful contributors like 

William Mtimkulu into unpaid employees like Reggie Caluza. 

!
* * * 

!
When it arrived at Ilanga lase Natal, “The Event of the Year” fell on the editor’s desk and 

created textual ambiguity. Rolfes Dhlomo, who had occupied John Dube’s former leadership role 

for more than decade, ran the note through his usual decision-making process. What shaped his 

approach from initial consideration to finalized layout was a mix of cultural and labor 

contingencies, circumstances that reveal how journalistic co-creation could mix writerly 

intentions with commercial bureaucracies. On the one hand, the text pushed Dhlomo into an 

entanglement of social ties, ethnic identity, and possibly even political calculations. He already 

knew Reggie Caluza and had similar aspirations, allowing the text to reaffirm their relationship 

and to become a joint product of both of their concerns. On the other hand, the text pulled him 

deeper into Ilanga’s organizational constraints, encasing the text within the routines and 

requirements of a commercialized print business.  

 That morning in late 1954, in picking up “The Event of the Year,” Dhlomo helped create 

layers of meaning within the first sphere of authorship––individual people’s intentions––fusing 

his own editorial oversight with Reggie Caluza’s initial creativity in a highly dynamic process. 
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Before beginning, he may have known that he would approve of whatever Caluza was 

proposing; he needed no convincing with details about destinations or flourishes about “famous 

bands,” because the two men were likely close. Both of them came from the same small 

Presbyterian village of Edendale outside Pietermaritzburg, and in fact they came from among 

Edendale’s most prominent land-owning families and from families that had intermarried to the 

point that they were related. (Caluza seems to have been Dhlomo’s second or third cousin. ) 69

Since as editor, Dhlomo was continuing to live in Edendale and commute to Ilanga’s office, they 

had not only grown up sharing community, prominence, and kinship their entire lives, but were 

living near each other at that very moment.  Its not hard to imagine Dhlomo, perhaps weeks 70

earlier, running into Caluza at church or a neighbor’s house and being delighted to hear that 
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 Dhlomo’s mother, Sardinia Mbune Caluza, was a Caluza. But her exact fit within the various generations of the 69

Caluza family remains unclear. Reggie Caluza’s age is also unclear, though he was likely several years if not several 
decades younger than R.R.R. Dhlomo (1901-1971). Reggie was the son of Alphabet Caluza (1888-?) and a nephew 
of famous Zulu composer Reuben Tholakele Caluza (1895-1969). The Caluza family had helped found Edendale; 
Reuben T. Caluza’s great-grandfather had been the country’s first Wesleyan convert back in the 1830s. More than 
century later Reggie, the author of “The Event of the Year,” probably had a historical claim to social prominence in 
and around Edendale. For a cultural history and genealogical chart of the Caluza family, see Veit Erlmann’s chapter 
on “Reuben T. Caluza and Early Popular Music” in his book, African Stars: Studies in Black South African 
Performance (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991).

 Their community must have also exchanged not just cultural values but material goods and physical help, further 70

binding the two men together. Edendale residents lived in “Victorian veranda cottages” and “pattern-book” wood-
and-iron houses. Many of them combined wages from jobs in town and from migration to Johannesburg with 
subsistence farming. Take the case of a man Alfred Khumalo, who was a generation older than Dhlomo and Caluza. 
In the early 1960s, after having retired from an itinerant life of odds jobs and musical pursuits, Khumalo retired to 
his old community of Edendale by farming. He grew mealies, izindlubu (Zulu beans), cabbages, carrots, sugar cane, 
mangoes, lemons and more, and kept 12 chickens. By that time, after 1962, Dhlomo had retired in Edendale and I 
suspect he started maintaining a gardens and chickens if had not already been doing so for decades. On Khumalo’s 
life, see David Rycroft, “Black South African Urban Music since the 1890s: Some Reminiscences of Alfred Assegai 
Kumalo (1879-1966),” Journal of International Library of African Music (1991): 5-32, 19. On the complex 
architecture of Edendale, see Debbie Whelan, “Whose Colony, and Whose Legacy? Layers of Power and Hybrid 
Identities in Edendale, Pietermaritzburg” in Fassil Demissie, Colonial Architecture and Urbanism in Africa: 
Intertwined and Contested Histories (New York: Routledge, 2016). 



someone in his extended family was planning a sightseeing trip.  This type of closeness, which 71

sometimes allowed a reader to connect with an editor as more than just a reader, may have meant 

Dhlomo knew well in advance that he would be receiving Caluza’s announcement, and that he 

would probably be endorsing it.  

!
Editor Rolfes Dhlomo often selected, edited, and placed 

readers’ letters in Ilanga. Image: Ilanga July 4, 1953. !
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 The story of Ilanga’s social geography is complex. John Dube’s paper is remembered mainly as a product of 71

Phoenix, an area outside Durban. But in the 1940s and 1950s became a product of Edendale. In the late 1930s, 
Bantu Press Limited moved Ilanga from Ohlange, his Phoenix-based school, to an office in downtown Durban, de-
linking Dube’s paper from his school. After 1943, when R.R.R. Dhlomo became editor and his brother H.I.E. 
Dhlomo became his editorial assistant, the Dhlomo family then shifted the social basis of the paper. Having been 
born and raised in Edendale, they continued living there and commuting to Durban while working at Ilanga, 
connecting a rural mission community to a newly urbanized paper. In 1954, R.R.R. hired his son Reggie Dhlomo as 
Ilanga’s photographer––meaning that during the mid-1950s three out of five editorial employees at Ilanga lived and 
commuted from the same place. Soon after, though, Edendale’s influence weakened. H.I.E. Dhlomo died in 1956, 
and Ilanga’s staff expanded to include employees from different communities and with different commutes. 



 At his desk, half-way through the text, Dhlomo confirmed his support as he rediscovered 

their shared commitment to both formal education and the Zulu people. He saw a list of expected 

guests Caluza had scheduled to “honour” the trip by giving speeches to attendees; there would be 

lectures by Mr. Khumalo, Mr. Msimang, and Mr. Ngubane, all of whom worked for the local 

missionary school system and had recognizably Zulu clan names. Since he volunteered at a 

nursery school that helped children prepare for missionary schools, Dhlomo saw himself as 

serving the same mission education system.  He also saw Caluza as supporting this system since 72

the trip would visit missionary schools. At the same time, he interpreted both his personal 

mentorship role and Caluza’s tour guide role through the recent rise of ethnic nationalism. The 

village of Edendale had begun in the 1850s by incorporating individuals ranging from former 

Swaziland and Griqualand residents to Zulu-, Sotho- and Afrikaans-speakers. But since the 

1920s, if not earlier, Dhlomo and other intellectuals from inside and outside of the community 

had redirected and consolidated Edendale’s diversity towards a unifying sense of Zulu-ness. By 

the 1950s, residents were not just self-consciously devout Christians and modern Africans; most 

were also Zulu, proud to recognize long-dead Zulu leaders such as king Cetshwayo or multi-
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 Dhlomo was probably volunteering at the Plessislaer Nursery School, which had opened in 1945 as the first 72

creche in Edendale. In 1949, the nursery had roughly 100 children age 2 to 6, split mostly evenly between girls and 
boys. Staffed by two full-time African social workers, the building was then “in poor repair, smoke-blackened, and 
riddled with white ants.” For more, see Joy Roberts, “The Edendale Welfare Society,” Natalia 43 (2013): 37-54, 45. 
For mention of the nursery’s existence in 1953 and Dhlomo’s organizing role, and mention of his brother H.I.E. also 
helping with the nursery, see Killie Campbell’s letter to R.R.R. dated March 10, 1953 in KCAL, File 24. 



degreed Zulu professionals such as B.W. Vilakazi, a famous Doctor of Letters.  So a sightseeing 73

trip, like a nursery, could seem to support a particular “nation,” in the parlance of the time. 

Caluza’s text never mentioned ethnicity. But as he put it down, Dhlomo likely read between the 

lines and concluded that the trip would not just bolster the importance of formal education but 

the advancement of a Zulu vanguard at Edendale. 

 Later that week, thinking again of Caluza, Dhlomo may have gone on to formulate a way 

of wrapping “The Event of the Year” around a national political issue. A year earlier, parliament 

had passed the Bantu Education Act. By centralizing education administration at the national 

level and taking authority away from provincial governments and missionary schools, the bill 

aimed to gut the quality of formal schooling available to Africans. Most Africans opposed it, 

including, presumably, Caluza. In fact, as the bill was being implementing and as intellectuals 

and political organizations were planning boycotts and other challenges in late 1954, Caluza 

might have partly planned his school-filled trip as a mild protest. Dhlomo, too, might have seen 
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 Historians have already described Edendale’s early diversity. As Meintjes notes, “heterogeneity best described the 73

nature of the village” early on. But they have not articulated when exactly and how exactly it went from an 
ethnically fluid community to a more specifically “Zulu-ized” one, to use Epprecht’s phrase. The periodization I am 
using here is thus my own: Even though he spent much of the 1930s in Johannesburg, I believe that between the 
1920s and into 1950s R.R.R. Dhlomo was a key ideological entrepreneur, helping reshape Edendale’s social texture. 
He wrote about “racial pride,” for example (Ilanga lase Natal December 28, 1928). Tim Couzens has already 
described how Dhlomo’s own thinking began to adopt a focus on Zulu history, Zulu kings, and the Zulu language 
after the 1920s. What should be added is that Dhlomo’s ideological development likely had a specific socio-
geographical impact, helping reshape Edendale. This was all part of a much broader pattern that swept across Natal 
and even the Transvaal during the interwar years, a pattern in which elites joined traditional leaders to re-invent and 
harden a modern Zulu identity.  
 On Edendale’s early history, see Sheila Meintjes, “Edendale 1851-1930: Farmers to Townspeople, Market 
to Labour Reserve,” in Laband and Haswell, eds., Pietermaritzburg 1838-1988: A New Portrait of an African City 
(Pietermaritzburg: University of Natal Press, 1988). For context, see Marc Epprecht, Welcome to Greater Edendale: 
Histories of Environment, Health and Gender in an African City (McGill-Queen’s University, 2016). On the broader 
rise of Zulu cultural nationalism, see Shula Marks, “Patriotism, Patriarchy and Purity: Natal and the Politics of Zulu 
Ethnic Consciousness,” paper presented at African Studies Seminar, University of Witwatersrand (1986). On R.R.R. 
Dhlomo’s ideological shift, see Tim Couzens, “The New Africa: Herbert Dhlomo and Black South African 
Literature, 1903-1956,” PhD Dissertation, University of Witwatersrand (1981). On the long duree history of 
ethnicity in southern Africa, see Paul Landau, Popular Politics in the History of South Africa, 1400-1948 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010).



the trip as lightly defending the mission education system he wanted improved, not corrupted.  74

Since Ilanga was already set to run news about the bill, its possible Dhlomo very consciously 

asked that Caluza’s announcement be placed side-by-side with a timely report on how the 

Catholic church would be opposing the Bantu Education Act. (“The Catholic church has the right 

to possess and conduct its own schools,” read a sharply-worded official statement quoted in the 

article.) Perhaps he envisioned a patchwork of critique. Perhaps putting Caluza’s planned visit to 

missionary scholars next to the Catholic church’s defense of missionary schools seemed like an 

important opportunity, a way of pairing implicit and explicit acts of defiance and thus amplifying 

both. Or perhaps not. Or at least not exactly. 

!
Unpaid Workers, 1932-1962 

In 1954, editors such as Dhlomo faced the same pressure to compile printable material that 

editors such as Dube had faced for generations. But what was different now, and not just at 

Ilanga but at the country’s other leading titles, was that supply chains had changed. Beginning in 
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 The Bantu Education Act created a much more complicated response from African intellectuals than I can capture 74

here. Caluza and Dhlomo may have had shifting and nuanced views of the policy, and even momentarily endorsed it 
in part or in full. It remains unclear. The only point that is clear is that they both wanted to see African education 
constantly improved. 
 When Rolfes Dhlomo was asked during the Press Commission about the Act, he offered mild support. “I 
am assistant chairman of school board at Edendale. Now that I have heard Dr. Verwoerd, I feel that the Bantu 
Education Act is worth giving a trial. At first we felt the syllabus was not right, but it is getting better now.” But this 
was probably a defensive maneuver. He was testifying in Pretoria to national legislators who were interested in 
aggressively critiquing and overhauling the country’s press, including papers like Ilanga. He knew they were not 
only biased but racist, and viewed African editors like himself with a great deal of suspicion. He knew they were 
scared that the African press might foment political revolution. 
 In keeping with the overall tone of his testimony, he seems to have been purposely framing himself and his 
paper as agreeable and non-threatening as possible. To be sure, Dhlomo was a deeply conservative man. He shared 
the legislators’ distrust of revolution. But it still seems implausible that he actually wanted to see the Act 
implemented. By the time he was testifying Dhlomo had watched as the Act had led to the closing down of 
nationally famous and highly respected institutions, like St. Peter’s College. In such instances, his appreciation for 
educational opportunities would surely have outweighed his conservative politics, making him intensely regretful of 
Verwoerd’s policy, no matter what the curriculum included. For his testimony, see SAB/ K132/ Vol 151/ Rolfes 
Robert Dhlomo (1213-1220).



the 1930s, as Bantu Press Limited had centralized the African press in South Africa into a nation-

wide print industry, the company had shifted how editors processed printable material. In the 

early 1950s, as two new publishers were able to dilute Bantu Press’ monopoly power into 

oligarchic competition, one of them, Drum Limited, had extended the trend. 

 The shift was not in the importance of third party suppliers. Editors in fact remained 

extremely indebted to outside content whether they were trying to fill another 20-page issue of a 

long-established newspaper or another 80-page issue of a newer magazine. Advertising channels 

still accounted for roughly half of major periodicals like Ilanga; external channels still provided 

a great deal of recyclable material;  and of the many external channels, readers still mailed in 75

some of the most useful and widest-ranging content.  As Dhlomo was considering Caluza’s 76

note, for instance, the editor of Drum magazine was preparing to reprint overseas material like 

“Don Powers,” a comic strip from one of the United States’ most influential African-American 

newspapers, Pittsburgh Courier, while also trying to select jokes for “What a Laugh!,” a regular 
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 Here is evidence of publishers continuing to rely on outsiders. Comparable examples could come from Drum 75

Limited or Zonk Publications Limited, including the many pre-published short stories they reprinted. But I will only 
cite from Bantu Press Limited to save space. During the 1940s, Ilanga borrowed pulsed quotes from old books for a 
column called “Gems from Literature” (January 6, 1940: 6), just as the paper had done with the “Wise Sayings” 
column in the 1910s. Besides third party publishers, the paper also sourced from less obvious institutions. Dhlomo 
often listed the recent patrons of an eatery called African Restaurant in Pietermaritzburg (October 2, 1948: 3), and 
did so because the restaurant’s owner routinely submitted a list to Dhlomo or because the owner told him the 
patrons’ names in conversations. Either way, a local business rather than an Ilanga employee was directly 
contributing regular material. More common was a reliance on formal social, political, and sports clubs. Usually a 
club’s “general secretary” would publicize their group by sending in meeting notes or soccer scores, detailing recent 
events. Early on in Bantu World, for example, the secretary of Johannesburg Bantu Football Club authored “Annual 
Meeting” (Bantu World February 18, 1933: 14), just as another secretary wrote “Pretoria and District Bantu Football 
Association” in the paper a decade later (Bantu World January 11, 1941: 14). And again, along with countless other 
third party groups, this helped fill the commercial African press.

 For example, during the 1950s and into the 1960s, readers continued to be a main source of local news for most 76

commercial periodicals. (Beginning in the late 1950s, the major exceptions were Golden City Post and The World––
née Bantu World––two papers that grew so fast that they could hire enough reporters to replace readers as the 
authors of local news.) Consider the case of Zonk Limited. Between 1949 and 1955, the company only had two full-
time editorial employees (both white and thus out of touch with their African readers). How did they source local 
news stories or sports reports for Zonk! and for Hi-Note!? They counted on “readers throughout the Union,” the 
owner told the Press Commission in 1954. They also relied heavily and on third party institutions like the state-run 
“Municipal Affairs Departments (Native)” and on “sports clubs, schools etc.” For the owner’s testimony, see Press 
Commission from Pretoria: K132/ Box 121/ John Lee, editor of ZONK/ Item: 44/19/7.



column based on the one-liners that Drum’s readers sent in from around the country.  Older 77

editors had constantly imported texts such as recycled articles about Booker T. Washington and 

social news by readers such as William Mtimkulu. Now a new cohort had established similar 

supply chains, leaving print production rooted in the expediency of textual acquisition.  Nothing 78

had changed on that front. 

 Instead, the shift had happened within the industry’s own production centers. 

Commercialization had transformed several of the country’s one-person workshops into multi-

department corporate offices, relocating the country’s editorial work force from countrysides to 

cities, and splitting the editorship position into separate jobs. For the better part of a century the 

missionary-cum-independent press had consisted of a few dozen individuals each publishing 
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 In 1954, the October Drum was 76 pages, of which more than half were advertisements. To give a sense of how 77

the remaining 35 or 40 pages came together, note that the editor filled at least four with reader-written material. 
Note, though, that the label “reader” and the verb “to write” are complex since each column used readers in distinct 
ways and credited authorship differently. Some columns explicitly assigned authorship to readers as readers, 
including a two-page spread of “Letters to the Editor” and a joke contest called “What a Laugh!” Others, like an 
advice column called “Heartbreaks,” assigned authorship to readers as readers but also gave them a more secondary 
role. “Heartbreaks” took excerpts from readers’ letters asking for advice and embedded them within commentary 
from a staff writer, creating a direct dialogue and thus a jointly produced text. Still others, like the monthly column 
profiling important leaders called “Masterpiece in Bronze,” were even more ambiguous. That month’s profile was 
about Cissie Gool and written by George Manual, who was explicitly credited with being the author but who was 
implicitly not treated as being a “reader,” or at least not only a reader. Its likely that both Manual himself and 
Drum’s staff conceptualized his contribution as something categorically different than other texts submitted by 
readers, like the advice column. After all, he was offering his studied opinion rather than his personal thoughts; and 
he was writing the next profile in a series of similar profiles, one that required a different type of research and 
composition. But whatever his subjective identity, whether he thought he was writing as a reader or as an 
independent contributor, the end result was the same. Just like Caluza’s announcement, Manual’s text was useful 
material coming from non-staff writers.

 The life of one particularly compelling letter illustrates how diverse readers’ efforts continued to be. In 1954, a 78

young woman from Krugersdorp sent “the autobiography of a shoe” to Bantu World. Her short story adopted the 
perspective of a shoe (“I was proud…to think that in the big shop containing hundreds of shoes I was considered the 
best”). And to her delight, it appeared alongside letters from her peers. Bantu World’s editor published it in the youth 
section of Mayibuye, the paper’s elaborate supplement that during the early-to-mid 1950s prominently featured 
photos, stories, and more from readers. Next to the shoe story was a photo sent in by Eric Senyoko, a reader from 
Bloemfontein. A few pages later were sports reports written by readers; “A.X.” reported on boxing in Springs, while 
“Shep” detailed a soccer match between the Krugersdorp Teachers’ Football Club the Vereeniging Teachers’ 
Football Club. For her story, see Bantu World August 28, 1954: 13. 



from within a different school or church.  Then in the 1930s at the Bantu Limited Press 79

headquarters in Johannesburg; in the 1940s at the company’s branch in Durban; and again in the 

early 1950s at the unrelated headquarters of Drum Limited in Johannesburg––at each of those 

points white owners had leveraged their capital to concentrate production inside clerical 

factories. By late 1954, the country’s entire African-oriented commercial press consisted of 23 

full-time editorial employees (20 of them African, three white).  So the total number of official 80

laborers in African journalism had not changed dramatically in a half century. But their location 

had since 75% of all editorial employees (17 people) now worked in one of three offices. Bantu 

World had expanded to six full-time editorial workers; Drum had expanded to six; and Ilanga to 
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 During the 1920s, Umteteli wa Bantu may have shifted the country’s overall editorial workforce. But it seems that 79

only three or four people at Umteteli worked primarily on journalism, and even they may have been part-time or 
freelance or even unpaid volunteers––its unclear because I have not visited the archives of the Chamber of Mines. 

 I base this number on the official employment information that publishers submitted to the Press Commission in 80

1954 (see SAB/ K132/ Boxes 319-321). But I’m only totaling the official full-time employees of the largest three 
companies: Bantu Press Limited had 15, Drum Limited had six, and Zonk Limited had two––so 23. The only 
employee that these companies listed but that I did not include in the total is a “editorial consultant” at Zonk 
Limited, a white man who would have made the total 24. Since he was paid a “monthly fee” rather than a 
contractual wage or salary––as all of the others were––I decided counting him would not be consistent. And to be 
clear, these were only editorial employees. Companies did not list their many linotype operators, circulation 
managers, and other non-editorial employees for the Press Commission. My count thus leaves them out as well. 
There was one group that Bantu Press Limited did not list but that could potentially be counted along with other 
editorial workers, and potentially be added to the total of 23. Those were the five white men then working as 
“European supervisors,” one at each of the company’s vernacular papers. Their roles straddled editorial and 
management. But while they did dedicate some time to journalistic tasks (such as policing opinion columns), they 
seem to have mostly coordinated business-side activities, such as trying to make distribution more efficient. So 
bumping 23 up closer to 30 here would not be helpful.  
 Smaller publishers also submitted to the commission. My narrow focus on the dominant players thus does 
not reflect an all-inclusive definition of people working for the entire “African press.” My calculation leaves out 
smaller segments of the publishing world, including at least a dozen other periodicals, most of them with a single 
printer-manager-editor. It leaves out a handful of people working on the few remaining missionary papers like 
UmAfrika. It leaves out three or four editors at Coloured papers like The Torch. It also leaves out another handful of 
people working for the Indian press in Durban. There are two reasons for this. Stylistically, my narrative can only 
achieve coherence and concision if I skip over these smaller and more non-commercial periodicals, focusing instead 
on the publishers who had by far the greatest reach. More substantially, none of the remaining missionary papers or 
Coloured or Indian papers were driving the continued commercialization of the print industry, at least not when 
compared to the larger publishing companies. Since my focus is on dramatic organizational change, it helps to leave 
aside those smaller, less commercialized papers.



five, condensing most of the industry’s intellectual workforce.  Their roles had changed as well. 81

Printer-manager-editors were now editors, leaving printing to the “works” department and 

managing to owners and accountants.  At each of the three largest offices, an editor now spent 82

substantial time coordinating assistants, reporters, photographers, and other recently created  

specialists, in addition to coordinating many other outside contributors. 

 Through these bureaucracies, which together were producing most of the print 

commodities in circulation among African consumers, reader submissions were now playing an 

increasingly complex role in the making of the African press. Whereas readers had once afforded 

editors a very direct form of support, helping provide the expedience necessary for running a 

one-person operation, their letters were now became embedded in the industry’s newly elaborate 

editorial teams in much more nuanced but still consequential ways. Readers were creating 

contradictory influences, adding pressures to some aspects of editorial operations and alleviating 

pressures on other aspects. 

!
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 The other half-dozen commercial titles in circulation each had a staff of one or two editorial workers. Take Imvo 81

Zabantsundu, which contrasted sharply with Ilanga. In the early 20th century, Imvo had likely been comparable to 
Ilanga in terms of circulation, and the editorial production of both had been dominated by their founder and by their 
founder’s immediate circle. Bantu Press then bought both papers in the mid-1930s, creating a divergence. Imvo 
seemingly received fewer investments from the parent company as well as less managerial attention. In late 1954, 
when the Press Commission created a snapshot of the African press, Imvo had two full-time employees. But both of 
them were extremely young, had very little experience and had only recently joined the paper, suggesting that Bantu 
Press was in a transitional moment of trying to decided how to staff Imvo. Moreover, the acting editor was a white 
man. His employees were Gordan Qumza who had joined in January, 1954, as a reporter; and Weatherby Mbambe, 
who was a “trainee” reporter and had just matriculated. By contrast, Ilanga’s long-time African editor R.R.R. 
Dhlomo, suggesting the company the connection between Ilanga and its readers more seriously than it took links 
between Imvo and its readers. Moreover, leaving aside his newly-hired photographer, Dhlomo’s four-person staff 
had a combined total of 63 years of journalistic employment. This suggests Bantu Press continued to treat Ilanga––
but not Imvo––as having the same strategic importance as Bantu World. For more, see SAB/ K132/ Boxes 319-321.

 At Drum Limited, for example, the editor in 1955 for Drum was a white South African named Sylvester Stein. In 82

contrast to the generations of white missionaries that had tended not only to edit but write substantial amounts of 
their publications, Stein was only going editing-related tasks, like soliciting, selecting and correcting material. “I 
write practically nothing,” he told the Press Commission, implying that his internal staff and his external sources 
accounted for the magazines 80-page issues. Source: SAB/ K132/ Vol 151/ Sylvester Rowan Stein (1239-).



* * * 

!
At Ilanga, like at Bantu World and at Drum, the main way readers were challenging editorial 

operations was by overwhelming the staff with mail, a trend that was continuing to help drive the 

paper’s increasingly rationalized labor process. From within 128 Umgeni Road, a two-storey 

warehouse-cum-office that backed up to a train track, Dhlomo and his editorial employees had 

been constantly trying to adjust their editorial workflow.  Most of his team (a sub-editor, 83

editorial assistant, and reporter) had started working there when he had become editor in 1943.  84
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 From the late 1930s to the early 2000s, Ilanga was based at 128 Umgeni Road in an extremely diverse part of 83

Durban, both in terms of land use and racial interaction. Immediately next to their office in the mid-1950s, for 
example, were manufacturers like Imperial Cigarette Manufacturer and Trading Company; Indian traders and 
craftsmen including jewelers and bookmakers; and residential properties (simply recorded as “Indians and Natives” 
in contemporary sources). For the local geography, see Braby’s Natal Directory (Durban: A.C. Braby, 1955): 277.

 To better capture Ilanga’s organizational development, here are details about the paper's editorship. The first four 84

editors were John Dube (1903-1910); Skweleti Nyongwane (c.1911-1915); Ngazana Luthuli (1915-1943); R.R.R. 
Dhlomo (1943-1962). The key shift in labor, when the editorship went from one of many occupational roles to a 
singular, bureaucratically rationalized role, came as Rolfes Dhlomo was appointed. Before that, Dube had served 
primarily as principal of Ohlange Institute and as an active politician and fundraiser, giving Ilanga part-time 
attention when compared to other pursuits. When his other obligations became too heavy, Dube installed 
Nyongwane. After about four years, Nyongwane, who had balanced his time between the editorship and his budding 
business interests at the African market in downtown Durban, decided his other commitments prevented him from 
continuing. Ngazana then became editor, and he was the first to find a sustainable balance between his career as 
editor and another career, managing to stay and lead Ilanga for three decades. While editor, Ngazana also built a 
successful and presumably time-consuming career as a retailer and trader on the side. As one of his contemporaries 
put it, he “found time to set up a tea-room in town [meaning Durban], which he ran successfully until he established 
a grocery at Groutville and another in Durban.” Ngazana was so active and important in the Durban area business 
scene that he was secretary of the Bantu Business League.  
 The key pattern is that Ilanga’s first three editors stretched their efforts across time, dedicating one day to 
the paper then the next to another job, and across space. Dube was constantly traveling to raise funds for Ohlange, 
while Skweleti and later Ngazana were back-and-forth between Ilanga’s workroom near Phoenix and their growing 
business concerns in central Durban. Only in 1943 did Bantu Press Limited fully restructure the editorship to fit 
within a corporate entity. Like the others, Rolfes Dhlomo had other pursuits (such as volunteering at a nursery in 
Edendale). But unlike them, he was subject to broader obligations, those of a full-time salaried employee; he was 
expected to work for Bantu Press Limited and only for Bantu Press Limited. 
 On Dube, see Heather Hughes, The First President: A Life of John L. Dube, Founding President of the ANC 
(Auchland Park, South Africa: Jacana Media, 2011). (And for a profile on John Mdima, who was unofficially the 
second editor, see “uMr. J.S. Mdima” Ilanga lase Natal March 10, 1911. Key details include that he was the first 
born son of Simon Mdima, then attended Amamzimtoti and later Lovedale, before then teaching at Amamzimtoti for 
ten years.) On Nyongwane, see Hughes, The First President, 192. On Ngazana, the quote is from Jordan Ngubane’s 
profile in Inkundla ya Bantu July 1, 1946. For more scattered details on Ngazana’s editorship and business career, 
see Ilanga lase Natal November 16, 1911; January 10, 1936; October 19, 1957. For background on the origins and 
difficulties of the African businessmen in and around Durban, see Norman Etherington, “African Economic 
Experiments in Colonial Natal, 1845-1880,” African Economic History, 1978: 1-15; and Maynard Swanson, “‘The 
Fate of the Natives’: Black Durban and African Ideology,” Natalia 14 (1984): 59-68.



(Ilanga’s fifth editorial employee, a photographer, only joined later. ) Since then they had 85

presumably been trying to make their individual work and collective flow more predictable and 

more efficient.  

 For those 11 years, as now, their ongoing efforts stemmed from fixed deadlines. To 

publish each Saturday, the team needed to know each Monday that they could meet dozens of 

tightly-sequenced checkpoints on their way to sending a new issue to press by Friday. Countless 

other factors were also nudging them, including their daily commutes. By living in Edendale, 

two hours from the office, not just Dhlomo but his sub-editor and photographer all likely strove 

to pattern their work days so that they could avoid missing the late afternoon train and having to 

spend the night in Durban. Week after week, when combined and compounded, these types of 

conditions constantly sensitized the team to their interconnected rhythms in Ilanga’s publishing 

cycle. They must have repeatedly experimented with labor practices and turned perceived 

improvements into institutionalized routines, creating an evolving set of explicit rules and 

implicit norms that allowed them to put the paper out each Saturday. 

!
!
!
!
!
!
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 For records of Ilanga’s employment in 1954, see “Bantu Press” files in SAB/ K132/ Boxes 319-321. To be clear, 85

Ilanga might have paid a handful of part-time and freelance contributors, some of whom may even have worked 
inside the office on occasion. For example, Dennis Delamore was then the“boxing correspondent” and he seems to 
have been socially and geographically close to the rest of the paper’s staff (Ilanga July 17, 1954: 11). So there were 
likely more than five people on the editorial team but only five people were officially contract-bound employees. 



Ilanga’s five full-time editorial employees worked at  
128 Umgeni Road, near central Durban. Image: Ilanga June 20, 1953. !

 What made this a process of rationalization, and what helped embed readers in procedural 

operations, was the fact that many of their routines were not just efficient but formulaic. For 

example, Ilanga’s multi-person division of editorial labor would have demanded that the team 

adopt decision-making techniques that were clearly defined and easily repetitive enough for them 

to cooperate effectively. Over the last decade, they had compiled nearly 600 Ilanga lase Natals. 

Many of those issues ran 18 or 20 pages and many of those pages contained up to a dozen reader 

contributions. The handling of thousands of broadly similar reader submissions and the preparing 

of thousands of broadly similar pages must have led Dhlomo and his team to define who made 

which decisions and in what order. Perhaps with reader submissions, to give a speculative but 

plausible situation, the editorial assistant had a system. Every day or two he poured new letters 

on an open table and discarded the ones he found awkward or irrelevant before walking his 
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selections over to Dhlomo’s private desk. That way, he could save the editor time, keep the mail 

manageable, and move another issue forward. Similarly, entangled in these chains of decision-

making must have been shared rules of decision-making. The minimum number of letters the 

team liked to have in a typical issue; the maximum length of each letter; certain topics they 

agreed to stress; or writing styles they tried to avoid––these or other potential parameters would 

have helped guide and unite everyone in the office.  Spoken discussions and typed memos, for 86

example, would have allowed the editor to set boundaries so that he could trust his editorial 

assistant to do things such as hand him the most relevant letters.  87

 Significantly, rationalization was partly a response to readers. Beyond becoming part of 

Ilanga’s standardized routines, readers were sending enough letters to force the editorial team 

into creating and reshaping those routines. As had been happening for two decades, 

commercialization was dramatically expanding not only the number of readers but the number of 

submissions. In just the last five years, Ilanga’s circulation had grown 45%, meaning that each 

new issue was selling more than 27,000 copies and that each issue was encouraging more people 
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 The parameters were likely constantly shifting and fraught with debate. But to stay on course, day after day, they 86

needed to maintain consistent enough methods to smooth the potentially endless dynamism of joint decision-making 
into tightly-sequenced activities. To be clear, the point is not to diminish the profound intellectual depth of Ilanga’s 
staff. As Tim Couzens showed long ago, editor R.R.R. Dhlomo and editorial assistant H.I.E. Dhlomo remain two of 
the most accomplished literary figures in South African history. Instead, what I’m pointing to is a gap in labor 
history. Africanist scholars have discussed the theme of rationalization, like the mechanization of mining operations, 
but have yet to explore similar patterns in more white collar occupations.

 As was the case in many white collar settings, Ilanga’s personnel probably used typed memos to cultivate internal 87

cooperation. Dhlomo must have frequently written notes to instruct his colleagues on how he wanted them to do 
certain tasks. But because practically no internal documents from Ilanga exist (until the 1970s), we have no way of 
getting a sense of internal discussions. As an indirect example, Argus, the dominant publisher of white newspapers 
in South Africa, does have extant memos from the earl and mid-1950s. Argus later acquired Ilanga (and eventually 
changed its name to Independent Newspapers). When I searched the company’s private archives in Durban for 
Ilanga-related material, I found no internal records related to editorial labor. But I did find editorial memos from the 
editors of papers like Natal Mercury and Daily News. (The memos were scattered across unmarked drawers and in 
unmarked folders, so anyone interested finding them again will not have an easy time.) In these communications, 
editors and managers imposed boring-sounding instructions on their employees. For example, one stack of memos 
discussed the need for a new parking policy. (Unlike African journalists, white journalists could afford private 
vehicles and were also allowed company cars during their assignments.) My assumption is that the African press 
was also circulating internal memos to debate and communicate company policies.



to submit printable material.  But as the mail piled higher and higher, the team was not 88

expanding in response. Each employee must have been continuously accelerating and adapting 

their handling of reader submissions. 

 Like the rest of Ilanga’s internal decision-making, their response remains unrecorded. 

But a parallel example from Bantu Press’s other major periodical helps hint at the type of 

practices they may have been cultivating. Up in Johannesburg, Bantu World’s editorial team had 

spent the last year seeking a better way of processing reader-written sports reports. Hoping to 

regularize the style, length, and quality of the growing stacks of soccer and netball letters they 

were receiving, they had printed up a standardized form. Any reader wanting to document a 

recent match was told to write to the paper for a copy of the form and then submit answers to a 

fixed list of questions, a method of co-creation intended to “save considerable time” for 

contributors, the paper told them, as well as to “assist our Editorial staff.”  Rather than having to 89

edit and re-edit diverse batches of independent compositions, Bantu World’s staff was trying to 

ease their own workflow by streamlining an increasingly prominent channel of suppliers.  

 Meanwhile, at Ilanga, Dhlomo’s team must have also been standardizing their letter 

handling. They may not have been trying to adjust the content of readers’ letters, as Bantu World 

was doing. But they had almost certainly been trying to make their own internal sorting and 

editing of letters quicker and more efficient. Perhaps, for example, necessity had led each of 

them to improvise particular methods of speed-reading. Glossing repeat topics more quickly than 

before; ignoring illegible letters more easily; grouping individual texts by relevance or by skills 
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 In 1949, Ilanga’s circulation had been 15,000. Chas Park, ed., The South African Advertising Annual and Press 88

Guide (Cape Town: 1949): 95. According to the government’s Press Commission reports, by 1954 the paper’s 
circulation was over 27,400.

 “Sports World,” Bantu World November 7, 1953.89



of persuasion––these or other potential techniques might have helped each individual employee 

save time when handling letters.  And in doing so, they were compressing the inherent 90

dynamism of reading into a compact routine, a task that each of them could control more easily 

and could complete fast enough to avoid being late for the train or, worse, the printer. 

!
* * * 

!
But if readers were forcing rationalized adjustments by constraining sensitive workflows, they 

were also offering indirect financial support by subsidizing labor costs. Their continuous stream 

of contributions spread the paper’s intellectual production process out into homes across South 

Africa, turning Ilanga’s collective readership into an unpaid editorial department.  

 The clearest indication of readers’ economic role is the fact that they contributed a 

substantial portion of each Ilanga. Since repeated experiments meant to quantify this influence 

have proven ineffective (including my attempt to count the total columns taken up by letters), it 

helps to instead use visuals. Look again at Caluza’s entry. Like the rest of the African press, page 
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 They must have also sped up their writing. In a parallel example, South Africa’s white newspapers often formally 90

enrolled young “cadet” reporters during months-long training courses and taught them an accelerated style of note-
taking called “shorthand.” Although Ilanga and the rest of the African press did not have the resources to send 
reporters to similar bootcamps, they may have also trained their editorial employees to use similar versions of speed-
writing. To the extent that African journalists adopted them, speed-driven writing and editing techniques were likely 
influential in shaping the labor process of Ilanga and the rest of the African press. Again, the example of 
“shorthand” at white newspapers is useful. “I did not...find the work difficult,” a white reporter said when describing 
his time at Rand Daily Mail in the 1920s. “But I certainly found it arduous, for those were the days when shorthand-
writing was a very necessary art indeed, and reports even of Hospital Board meetings ran into three and four 
columns of newspaper space…If you couldn't turn out a verbatim report of a meeting [using fast-paced note-taking] 
you were considered, rightly or wrongly, to be a very poor reporter.” (This was Gordon Makepeace, who went on to 
be editor of The Outspan and then Sunday Tribune.) In a similar way, Africans probably found that their own 
efficiency-based approaches to journalism were critical to completing their daily tasks. For the quote from the Rand 
Daily Mail reporter’s experience, see his piece, “Appointment in Kuruman,” in Conrad Norton, ed., Scoops and 
Headlines: Twelve South African Reporters Tell Their Greatest Newspaper Stories (Cape Town: Culemborg 
Publishers, 1950) : 26.



14 was a collage of authors. It included details about Caluza’s holiday trip (“The Event of the 

Year”); news on the Bantu Education Act (“Catholics Will Keep Their Schools”); sports 

reporting from Durban (“Soccer at Currie’s Fountain”); ads; and other minor bits of news. To 

capture these distinctive sources of Ilanga’s supply chain (the external, internal and advertising 

channels), the following image color-codes each entry. Caluza’s note is in yellow while the 

staff’s articles are in grey and the ads are in black:  
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 The image points to how a single contributor could benefit Ilanga financially. Caluza had 

exhausted his own supplies such as stationary, ink, and postage, and dedicated his free time to 

helping the paper. But like most readers, since he hoped to share information rather than profit 

from it, his text would earn him no money. (A few readers did receive payments, including fees 

for editor-solicited freelance work, “tip-off money” for major news stories, and cash prizes for 

contest entries; but the vast majority did not.) By contrast, one of Ilanga’s employees had 

presumably used company supplies on company time to report on soccer and would receive his 

weekly wage for doing so. Both of their entries appeared side by side. But while Caluza’s “The 

Event of the Year” took up three times the space, only the employee’s “Soccer at Curry’s 

Fountain” cost Ilanga anything. An income statement for Bantu Press Limited would have 

eventually bundled the employee’s wage into a quarterly calculation of the company’s operating 

expenses, and part of that would have reflected whatever portion of the staff’s time went towards 

soccer reporting. But at no point would any calculation include Caluza’s labor. His impact 

remained indirect, an invisible cost the company was saving. 

 Extending this same logic, many times more important than any individual reader was the 

collective readership. The following image pulls back from page 14 to depict the supply chain 

behind the entire October 16th issue. Again emphasized in yellow are reader submissions, while 

staff-written texts are in grey and ads are in black:  

!
!
!
!
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 For clarity, here are the different suppliers rearranged by type:   
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 Note that these images do not reflect all suppliers. Several of the grey “staff” entries, for 

example, represent national news sourced from other publishers, including the Bantu Education 

story on page 14, which Dhlomo might have borrowed from another newspaper. Nor do they 

reflect countless other ambiguities. Since Ilanga only inconsistently attributed particular authors 

to particular texts, determining the origins of local news reports, among other genres, remains 

difficult. The Durban soccer report carried no byline, meaning that although its likely a reporter 

wrote it, its also possible a reader-cum-fan wrote it. 

 But what these images still manage to prove is that readers were not incidentally helpful 

to print production; they were fundamentally necessary. To create a manageable approximation 

of readers’ overall contribution, the method used above was to simplify the range of contributors 

and thus avoid visual chaos, then to analyze each line of the paper and tint entries yellow if they 

had signatures from non-employees (such as “C. Dhlamini, Johannesburg”), as dozens of texts 

did;  but to also tint a few unsigned entries yellow when the context and content suggested they 91

appeared a reader was most likely the author.  The resulting images reveal an impact as broad as 92

it is deep. The first shows that rather than Dhlomo clustering a few “letters to the editor” on one 

or two pages (as someone unfamiliar with the African press in South Africa might expect), he 

and his team placed reader contributions on 11 of 16 pages, including the cover. The second 

shows that readers accounted for at least a third of Ilanga’s editorial content. Clearly, without 
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readers’ letters, not only would the paper have looked and felt much different; the staff may not 

have had enough textual fabric to stretch across 16 pages, at least not without overhauling their 

workflow and either reassigning themselves many more writing tasks or hiring another reporter 

or two. 

 Further putting these images into perspective is the fact that Ilanga was pursuing a 

comparatively low-cost strategy for sourcing material, while other publishers were shifting their 

practices. Looking at the white press in South Africa, along with the presses of other 

industrialized countries such as the United States or other settler colonies such as New Zealand, 

reveals that what had happened over several generations was that many editors elsewhere had 

partly commoditized their supply chains. 

 In the 1950s, an increasing number of publishers around the world were treating certain 

types of externally-created texts, such as foreign news, as proprietary. For much of the nineteenth 

century, most periodicals in most regions had tended to reuse each other’s material without 

gaining legal permission or paying licensing fees. But since then, new types of news-gathering 

and publishing organizations had leaned on the emerging copyright laws of various governments 

to turn casual textual exchanges into contractual cash transactions.  The most important of these 93

were news agencies, companies whose editors and reporters bundled printable material into 
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subscription services and sold those services to other publishers.  Internationally, the New York-94

based Associated Press and their London-based competitor, Reuters, were telegraphing printable 

material to newspapers in dozens of countries. At the same time, domestically, national news 

agencies like New Zealand Press Association and Press Trust of India were crafting and 

collecting texts from around their respective countries and wholesaling them to their members.  95

 In South Africa, the commodification of external supplies was now sustaining divergent 

business practices between the white press and the African press.  Since at least the 1930s, the 96

country’s leading white newspapers and magazines had all subscribed not just to Reuters but to 

the South African Press Association (commonly known as SAPA) and thus paid for several 

streams of international news, national parliamentary reports, local sports photos, and other 
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ready-made texts.  Ilanga and the other leading African periodicals had not.  Companies like 97 98

Bantu Press Limited and Drum Limited had continued to reprint third party material, including 

from Reuters and SAPA, but they remained distant from the growing web of economic fees and 

legal obligations that increasingly defined the other print industries around them.  99
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 This divergence helps underscore the potential savings that readers offered Ilanga. 

Compare, for example, one particular news agency to Ilanga’s collective readership.  A major 100

player in the South Africa’s white newspaper industry was a syndicate of four English-language 

titles known as the South African Morning Newspapers (that included the Rand Daily Mail, 

Sunday Times and Sunday Express of Johannesburg, and the Natal Mercury of Durban). In order 

to supplement their own internal staff and external subscriptions, each paper was helping run 

what amounted to a jointly-owned international news agency by funding a shared team of five 

employees and a shared collection of licensing agreements with British publishers. In 1954, the 

Morning Newspapers group collectively paid £3,750 to cover the rent for an office inside the 

Daily Telegraph’s building in central London and the salaries of the two editors, two reporters, 

and a secretary that all worked there. They also paid £3,000 for the right to instantly access and 

freely reprint anything they found relevant from Daily Telegraph, The Star, and several other 

London-based dailies. If they divided the annual total of £6,750 equally, each of the Morning 

Group’s four papers were thus incurring a yearly cost of £1,700. It was an external expense, one 

that each paper had to cover in addition to its own internal editorial costs. 

 At Ilanga, readers served as the paper’s only major news agency. Instead of five 

employees constantly bent over a telegraph machine, Dhlomo had thousands of ordinary readers 

occasionally sitting in their bedrooms, drafting their thoughts, and addressing an envelope to 128 

Umgeni Road. Instead of a signed contract with another publisher, he had a silent agreement with 

his entire audience to provide interesting information and timely reports. Instead of earmarking 

extra money for the fiscal year 1954 (to cover the electricity bills, salaries, licensing fees, and 
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other items that might have supported a news agency), his employer, Bantu Press Limited, 

allowed the paper’s readers to support themselves. 

 Just as Caluza had volunteered his own resources for the October 16th issue, so, too, had 

dozens of other readers, and so, too, would dozens more for the October 23rd issue, and so on. 

Their collective rent amounted to £0. Bantu Press Limited was continuing to shift the underlying 

burden of news gathering and creative composition out into homes across the country, and into 

the schools and churches and railcars and many other places where people were reading and 

writing. It did so through an unacknowledged system of cost-sharing. Since readers crafted 

letters in their own space, they were financing a supplemental editorial department for Ilanga 

simply by living out their lives. Their wide-ranging incomes, obtained from being live-in 

domestics and government clerks and factory workers and fruit-stall entrepreneurs, paid for the 

kitchens and desks and notebooks and pens that served as their makeshift offices.  

 Their collective wage (still putting aside a few exceptions, such as the prizes covered in 

Chapter Four) was also £0. Considering how critical readers were for producing the paper, this 

represented a remarkable annual savings in terms of potential labor costs. Theoretically, in fact, it 

represented £605 of savings. For the year 1954, the combined salaries of Ilanga’s core staff (the 

editor, sub-editor, editorial assistant, and reporter) was £1,212.  Those salaries paid a team that 101

was producing two-thirds of the paper’s editorial content without the help of readers, and one-

third with the help of readers. If the managers at Bantu Press Limited had suddenly overhauled 

their account books and decided those salaries were only covering two-thirds of the paper, they 

would have discovered that £1,212 was only 66% of the paper’s total cost for editorial work. If 
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they had then decided that the other third of the paper needed to be paid for at a similar rate, the 

company would have had to pay out an additional £605, distributing it among the paper’s 

readership for their service, for continuing to work as editorial assistants from their homes. 

!
* * * 

!
Dhlomo’s decision to include “The Event of the Year” in Ilanga lase Natal did more than allow 

an editor to co-create with a reader. It did demonstrate that one person’s promotional creativity 

could fuse with another’s editorial vision; Caluza and Dhlomo encoded an otherwise 

informational text with an implicit endorsement of Zulu nationalism and a subtle response to 

national legislation. Yet the text was not just singular and meaningful but generic and functional. 

It arrived as yet another topical announcement from yet another outside source, making it a small 

part of Ilanga’s regular submissions from readers and an even smaller part of the paper’s 

extensive supply chain. Caluza and Dhlomo worked together inside of a hierarchical 

organization, with unpaid readers on the outside and salaried staffers on the inside. Both sides 

helped produce the same commodity, which ultimately allowed Bantu Press Limited to extract 

procedural utility and financial value from another reader submission.  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!
3. SELLING A BUSINESS IN THE STREETS 

!
Walter Sisulu dropped a stack of Bantu Worlds on a cement floor and left home to search 

Orlando, a barbed wire township outside Johannesburg.  It was 1939, and until recently, he had 102

enjoyed selling newspapers. Being an independent distributor had given him control over his 

own schedule. Promoting Bantu World, South Africa’s first nationwide African newspaper, had 
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also made him excited to expand public conversations. But today seemed different. Sisulu’s 

weekly rounds to collect subscriptions had turned into daily hunts for missed payments. His 

banter with local sub-agents had turned into arguments. Approaching a neighbor’s house, he was 

suddenly wondering if his two and a half year venture had been worth it. 

 The agency distribution system that Sisulu helped support was one of the institutions that 

drove the commercialization of the African press. The system included circulation managers 

working in Johannesburg; networks of sales agents living around the country; and teams of sub-

agents fanning out across particular neighborhoods. Together, they sold products to a fast-

growing number of urban consumers via market stalls, train stations, and neighborhood streets, 

and a smaller number of rural consumers via churches and schools. From Bantu World’s release 

in 1932, through the paper’s demise in 1977, the agency system’s basic organizational logic 

would stay the same. The number of people supporting the system would rise steadily over time, 

undergoing sudden expansions and contractions as new agents joined or old ones left. But 

despite fluctuations in the system’s size, publishing companies would continue connecting their 

audiences to Bantu World and other commercial periodicals by passing periodicals from 

managers to agents to sub-agents. This three-tiered system was what allowed individuals such as 

Sisulu to serve as the print industry’s infrastructure.  

 Someone was definitely inside, but no one answered. Listening to hushed voices behind 

the door, Sisulu’s predicament reflected the central paradox of the distribution system: that for 

both readers and publishers, it was a source of both flexibility and uncertainty. Readers became 

agents to supplement the gaps in household income and existential meaning that their other 

waged jobs left unfulfilled, or to escape the pressures of waged employment altogether. But their 
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new freedoms as newspaper entrepreneurs carried new obligations, pulling them into social and 

economic commitments that could oscillate between enjoyment and stress. Meanwhile, 

publishers such as Bantu Press Limited hired these independent distributors in order to outsource 

the costs and risks involved in adding full-time, contractually-bound employees. But relying on 

third parties created other potential costs and risks. Sisulu, for example, was likely distributing 

3% of the total number of copies of Bantu World that Bantu Press Limited sold each week. And 

at moments like this, that was a problem. As Sisulu stepped back into the street, his flagging 

confidence meant that the nascent print industry might suddenly lose a notable fraction of its 

overall market. 

 By untangling a small piece of Johannesburg’s commercial fabric, this chapter extends a 

growing literature on the “popular economies” of South Africa.  Until a generation ago, 103

scholars framed the country’s economy as split between two contrasting halves. One half was 

seen as made up of industrialized and corporation-driven sectors, such as gold mining and textile 

manufacturing. When laborers worked in these and other government-regulated industries, the 

presumption was that they were part of the formal mechanisms of South African capitalism. By 

contrast, the other half of the economy was seen as including the more agrarian and household-

based sectors, such as cattle rearing on rural homesteads and beer brewing in urban backyards. 

When families produced food for subsistence or communities circulated money and commodities 

amongst themselves, the presumption was that they were part of the informal mechanisms of 
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South African capitalism. The two halves were considered deeply interrelated, yet structurally 

distinct.  

 To complicate this dualism, anthropologists and historians have spent the last few 

decades turning away from functional divisions in the national economy to study the fluid 

strategies that workers and households have used to create localized livelihoods. State 

regulations are no longer assumed to define different types of labor, just as distinctions between 

“formal” and “informal” pursuits are no longer assumed to be straightforward. Instead, scholars 

now stress on-the-ground livelihood strategies and treat those diverse strategies as closely 

related. Looking at the port economy of Durban in the mid-twentieth century, for example, Ralph 

Callebert’s work details how the city’s dockworkers combined a range of exchanges to support 

themselves.  It shows that the same group of people were unloading ships for wages; investing 104

in home-based businesses; buying and selling candy and cigarettes; pilfering from boats; and 

accumulating cattle for retirement. The result of this approach is a more nuanced view of South 

African capitalism.  Although the country’s economy was once assumed to have emerged from 105

the development of two well-defined halves, it is now understood to have emerged not just from 

the macro-level interdependencies of those two halves but the messy micro-level overlaps 

between many different types of labor and trade. At the level of the household, people so 
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thoroughly occupied both the world of regulated activities and the world of unregulated activities 

that they sustained a complex but singular economy.  

 My analysis pushes this perspective further by capturing an unusually specific level of 

intimacy. In pinpointing key moments in a single person’s life, I suggest that economic decision-

making could involve much more existential issues than scholars have acknowledged. Existing 

research succeeds in demonstrating that dockworkers, street traders, and other broad categories 

of workers should be analyzed as adopting multiple economic strategies. But it tends to reduce 

their entrepreneurship to a form of overly rational calculation and their interactions to reflections 

of social norms. My account offers a useful contrast that roots one young man’s dreams of being 

financially successful in his experience as a live-at-home son clawing for a larger sense of 

meaning. What results are new ambiguities. If entrepreneurs helped drive the economy by 

blurring together a mix of formal and informal activities, they did so with more than just strict 

attention to costs and benefits or to commonly accepted practices. Also shaping their efforts were 

the shifting human emotions that came with trying to imagine the future. Entrepreneurs lived on 

the edge of independence, between self-confidence and self-doubt. 

!
Self-Confidence 

Becoming a distributor for a consumer-driven manufacturer was a relatively new possibility. In 

the seventeenth century, no one in southern Africa was a sales agent.  Neighbors gave each 106

other small bushels of tobacco and other homemade items. Strangers exchanged goods using 

ivory as currency. Households transferred wealth with cattle. But no one invested their own 
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survival and personal identity in the collecting and delivering of small batches of goods, at least 

not by tying themselves to one particular producer. In the eighteenth and nineteenth century, the 

outlines of the sales agent position first emerged as a few people became full-time traders. 

Existing regional networks broadened, and started including European clothes, metal axes, and 

other foreign-made goods. Africans living on mission stations and people living near white 

settlers started farming not just to grow food but to earn cash, sharpening the demand for new 

products.  Others started working for wages in the emerging mining industry, spreading that 107

demand still further. By the 1880s and 1890s, hundreds of people were traveling through 

southern Africa to supply consumers who had incoming cash and expanding interests.  

 The “kaffir truck” trading system, as it was known, involved two dispersed groups.  A 108

group of mostly white retailers set up small stores in rural communities; and a group of mostly 

African traders traveled by ox-wagon from community to community, visiting stores and houses 

to offer goods from the region’s ports and cities. One indication of the system’s importance was 

the fact that in some contexts, “kaffir truck” goods were not just luxuries but necessities. During 

the year of 1899, for example, administrators at Lovedale’s Girls School provided 200 students 

and workers with 10,000 pounds of sugar, 534 pounds of coffee, and 663 pounds of tea.  109

Lovedale was southern Africa’s most prestigious missionary school for Africans. It attracted the 
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sons and daughters of long-established African chiefs and newly-Christianized African cash 

croppers, the types of relatively wealthy people whose families turned sugary tea into a daily 

routine and a status symbol. The reason Lovedale bought 48 pounds of sugar per student was that 

many students likely had an acquired need to drink sweetened beverages throughout the day. The 

only plausible way that the school could keep sugar and other foreign commodities in stock was 

to do business with “kaffir truck” shopkeepers or traders. 

 During the first half of the twentieth century, especially in the 1920s and onwards, what 

transformed the commercial fabric of South Africa was the rise of large industrial cities. Cape 

Town, Durban, and a handful of smaller cities grew into manufacturing centers and developed 

increasingly concentrated markets of African consumers.  The largest market by far was 110

metropolitan Johannesburg. For each city, both a cause and consequence of industrial growth was 

a shift in the geography of trade. Just as rural communities had come to rely on “kaffir truck” 

general stores, the African townships that surrounded South Africa’s city centers came to rely on 

a range of general retailers. The main difference was that urban storekeepers, many of whom 

were African, provided a critical source of food.  Like the retailers that continued to serve 111

people in rural areas, many shopkeepers sold items like hats, boots, medicine, and soap. But 

since the crowded cityscape prevented the production of maize and milk, they also sold food 
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staples.  In the Western Native Township, for example, prominent residents formed a co-112

operative to sell a range of helpful commodities and necessary calories.  Over the course of the 113

1930s, they opened three stores to serve a township that became one of Johannesburg’s largest by 

the end of the decade, with 15,000 people.  

 Another new feature in the country’s fast-growing cities were cigarette producers, soap 

makers, and other consumer-oriented manufacturers. Urbanization helped drive a broadening 

range of secondary industries, and although most of them focused on courting much wealthier 

groups of white consumers, a few recognized what their white managers called the “purchasing 

power” of African consumers.  As one African intellectual noted in the late 1940s, an 114

increasing number of township residents (especially those who had attended mission schools and 

could read) were buying “furniture, canned foods, books, bicycles, crockery, [powdered milk], 

footwear, blankets, and a host of other manufactured goods.”   115
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 To reach them, Johannesburg’s manufacturers pursued several strategies. One was to treat 

factories like stores. Several companies based near the central business district tried to convince 

African commuters to exit nearby train stations and spend their wages. In the 1920s, for example, 

Cook’s Boot Factory posted ads in the city’s most widely circulated African newspaper (which 

before Bantu World, was Umteteli wa Bantu), giving out the company’s downtown address and 

instructing people to “Buy Direct from The Manufacturer.”  Another strategy was branding. 116

Since South African consumers often had access to both locally- and internationally-made 

versions of the same commodities, companies tried to distinguish themselves. By the 1940s, one 

of the most familiar items to readers of the African press were “Bu-tone”-brand skin-lightening 

creams. The maker of Bu-tone, Crowden Products Limited, funded advertising campaigns, 

celebrity endorsements, and beauty contests to draw attention away from similar creams from the 

United States.  Still another strategy was to hire sales agents.  Manufacturers tried 117 118

establishing regional or even national networks of independent distributors to get each distributor 

to comb their local neighborhood for potential buyers.  For Crowden Products Limited, visits 119
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from Bu-tone’s local distributors helped make African women aware of Bu-tone skin-lighteners 

as much as advertising campaigns did.  

 Each decade, as several more producers decided to treat Africans as potential consumers, 

sales agents joined urban storekeepers to become an increasingly critical part of commerce in the 

country’s African townships. A growing number of storekeepers continued to buy goods from a 

range of both producers and whole-sellers, staying in business by re-selling items at marginally 

higher prices than they had initially paid. Meanwhile, a growing number of sales agents 

continued offering exclusive rather than miscellaneous goods. Some sales agents were also 

shopkeepers, and dealt with several manufacturers. But most sales agents tended to support one 

particular manufacturer by selling one product line, and stayed in business by combining the 

small commissions they made with other forms of income. Together, these two types of traders 

helped support the logistics of urban life. Township residents could buy necessities like maize 

and indulgences like cigarettes by visiting general stores, such as those run by the Western 

Native Township. They could open their doors to a Bu-tone agent and sign up to receive the 

newest skin cream, or to a Bantu Press agent and sign up for the next issue of Bantu World. 

!
* * * 

!
In late 1936, Sisulu found himself changing trains, one arm reaching to grab the next car, the 

other pulled stiff under the weight of his first bundle of newspapers. Six months before, the loss 

of what had until then been the 24 year old’s best-paying and longest-lasting job had plunged 

him into an ongoing hustle. “I worked for numerous factories for two or three weeks,” Sisulu 
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recalled of the period, “and I don’t think I did more than a month on one particular job.”  He 120

was heading home and hoping, as many people hoped when they became a sales agent of any 

type, that distributing newspapers would not only meet his pressing need for sharable income, 

but afford him a deeper sense of personal fulfillment.  

 His current moment of financial instability was certainly not his most prolonged.  Born 121

in 1912, Sisulu had grown up in the Cape. He had attended an Anglican-run primary school 

through Standard IV, then left his rural home by following hundreds of thousands of others 

around southern Africa to the gold mines of Johannesburg. After stints at Rose Deep Mine 

crushing stones and digging underground, he landed back in the Cape by 1930, amidst the global 

Great Depression. He had knocked on doors across the settler town of East London, without 

success, relying on relatives for support. The spell of unemployment had been so frustrating that 

at one point he was forced to sell his clothes to cover living expenses. 

 Still, unlike this earlier period of instability, the stakes were much higher in his current 

situation in Johannesburg. While still in East London, Sisulu eventually found work in a white 

home as a domestic servant. In 1933, after a year presumably spent washing dishes and mending 

fences, he had returned to Johannesburg to move in with his mother and stepfather. They shared 

a house Sisulu would later describe as “four walls and a roof.”  It was in Orlando, a 122

government-built neighborhood surrounded by government-policed barbed wire. Three years 

later, in 1936, Sisulu was now carrying the burden not just of supporting himself and 
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contributing money to his parents, but of covering school fees for his sister. At 20, only four 

years younger than Walter, his sister Rosabella was enrolled full-time in teacher training 

college.  Their mother made very little money ironing white people’s clothes. Their broke 123

stepfather actively argued against Rosabella’s education. That left Sisulu to try and keep her in 

school.  The crux of the problem was that if the family failed to continue paying her tuition, she 124

might never earn a high-value teaching certificate, potentially spoiling years of past investments 

and decades of future possibilities.  

!
 

A row of houses in Orlando, where newspaper agent Walter  
Sisulu lived in the 1930s Image: Bantu World January 26, 1935: 9. !

!
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 On the train, a woman caught Sisulu’s eyes and glanced down at the Bantu World logo, 

pausing for a moment.  Money was important. But by remaining in eGoli (“the City of Gold,” 125

as Johannesburg was known in Xhosa, Sisulu’s first language), Sisulu was trying to do more than 

provide for himself and his family with immediate stability. He had not yet determined what else 

he was looking for. But he did have a general sense of wanting to keep finding ways of 

experimenting and seeing what he could get out of this city. The stranger’s stare, fixed on the 

logo, was encouraging. 

 Factory work was certainly not what was missing in his life. For the first two years after 

moving to Orlando, Sisulu had loaded and unloaded tins of processed maize for 18 shillings a 

week. His employer, Premier Milling Company, had multiple facilities in the Johannesburg area 

and each of them recruited young men such as Sisulu to package the provisions that then fed 

similar young men working on nearby gold mines.  The processing plant was no doubt a 126

regimented environment. A manager or even multiple managers would have controlled the 

parameters of his work day.  Sisulu’s punctuality, performance, and conversations––all would 127

have been subject to the watchful eyes and unsolicited comments of his boss. Slowly, his 

patience soured. Then suddenly, he rebelled. His growing frustration with Premier’s working 

conditions had begun mixing with his growing political awareness of the country’s broader 
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inequalities, until one day, he improvised a strike demanding three more shillings a week. The 

plant fired him. And for Sisulu, the results were contradictory. On the one hand, losing his 

longest-lasting job led to his continuing search for financial stability. On the other hand, leading 

the strike had crystalized his search for fulfillment. He now felt an even clearer need to keep 

experimenting with his life, and increasingly viewed himself not only as an independent man, but 

as a potential leader. 

 Sisulu scanned the cabin to see if anyone else noticed the Bantu World logo. Over the last 

few weeks, he had been considering what his own form of independence and leadership might 

look like. He had seen that Bantu Press Limited needed short-term advertising coordinators, 

people who convinced local manufacturers to take out ads. So he had started working for the 

company by trying to sell ad space in exchange for commissions. That afternoon, he was 

committing even further. Signing up to become a newspaper sales agent meant that even after 

Bantu Press Limited stopped needing advertising coordinators, he could continue being an 

entrepreneur. Moving from the world of wages to the world of commissions offered several 

benefits. Already, as an advertising coordinator, he had found that being his own boss meant he 

could set his own schedule and determine the number of sales he should be making each week to 

cover his expenses. Going forward, as a newspaper sales agent, he also sensed that being his own 

boss would mean he could choose how long he stayed in business. The prospect of continuing to 

sell newspapers not just for weeks but for months or even years gave him hopes of supporting his 

family without constantly worrying about being fired.  

 Stepping off the train, he was sure several other passengers had also noticed his product, 

and the tagline: “South Africa’s Only National Bantu Newspaper.” What made Sisulu confident 
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he would be a good sales agent was his belief that Bantu World would benefit his community. 

Just as Bu-tone agents were supposed to only sell Bu-tone products, Bantu Press Limited agents 

were supposed to only sell Bantu Press Limited newspapers. That would not be a problem for 

Sisulu. As many of the paper’s agents probably did, he no doubt saw himself as poised to both 

expand the number of Africans who regularly followed the news and ensure that those readers 

could access news that was extremely relevant. Over the last year, Sisulu would have seen Bantu 

World’s regular coverage of Italian imperialism.  Rome’s invasion of Addis Ababa in 1935 128

must have seemed ripe with historical resonance. The aggression of a Western power against an 

African kingdom likely struck him as echoing the exploits of the British in South Africa, such as 

their many frontier wars against Xhosa-speakers during the nineteenth century. Sisulu was not 

yet the self-consciously political person he would later become. But the thought of alerting 

others to the world around them emboldened him. 

!
Self-Doubt 

Bantu World’s managing director squinted at another application. By that point in early 1937, 

Bantu Press Limited had almost completely monopolized the African press.  The launch of 129

Bantu World five years earlier had been so successful that the company had been able to pressure 

African leaders into selling their older and more regionally-specific papers, including Ilanga lase 

Natal in Natal and Imvo Zabantsundu in the Cape. Bantu World was no longer a newspaper. It 
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was the flagship product in an expanding stable of newspapers. It was also reaching many more 

customers than any other African periodical in South Africa ever had. The previous circulation 

leader, Umteteli wa Bantu, had launched in 1920 and taken fifteen years to achieve 5,500 weekly 

sales. Bantu World had surpassed that number in less than three years, becoming the most widely 

circulated African paper by 1935 and increasing its lead thereafter.  More than other factors, the 130

rapid success of Bantu Press Limited stemmed from the company’s adoption of the agency 

distribution strategy. 

 The managing director, a 34-year old white entrepreneur named Bertram Paver, was 

trying to hire another circulation manager.  Bantu Press Limited already employed six 131

circulation managers and was looking to add a seventh. The job involved recruiting, tracking, 

and supplying third party sales agents. Whoever Paver hired would oversee one contingent of the 

company’s national network that, in 1937, probably included between 200 and 300 sales 

agents.  Nearly half of the agents lived in or around Johannesburg, while the other half 132

remained more widely dispersed across the country, some in rural mission stations. To connect 

them all, from inside the office, circulation managers handed out fresh copies of Bantu World 

and ensured each agent’s account reflected the correct number of outstanding products. Outside 

the office, circulation managers traveled to large cities such as Durban and small villages near 
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railway tracks and met agents at pre-arranged drop points. Tracking revenue was important 

because Bantu Press Limited had production expenses to cover, just as guarding shipments was 

important because the company could not afford for a full bundle of Bantu Worlds to go 

missing.  133

 Paver tended to obsess about circulation. His initial motive for starting a publishing 

company had not been to shape South Africa’s public sphere but to join its growing 

manufacturing sector. Like Sisulu, when he had relocated to Johannesburg in the early 1930s, 

Paver had seen a land of undefined opportunity. But unlike Sisulu, Paver had arrived with 

advantages. He was born to the magistrate of Reitz, an agricultural town in the Orange Free 

State.  Although his family was not notably wealthy, they were still able to send him through 134

secondary school and at least one of his siblings through four years of university. He was also 

white. After graduating, when Paver tired of farming and decided to find a way of selling 

commodities to African consumers, he had started his print business by leveraging resources that 

remained inaccessible to would-be African entrepreneurs such as Sisulu.  

 Around 1930, in Durban, Paver had initially wanted to produce bicycles.  His plan was 135

to approach Africans as one large national consumer market and reach them with the sales agent 

strategy, an approach that most manufacturers were still only applying to white consumers. He 
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told potential supporters that he could monopolize an untapped market if he could get a national 

network of people to sell his bicycles. But he failed to convince anyone. Then in 1932, after 

relocating to Johannesburg and reframing his plan for newspaper manufacturing, he succeeded. 

His uncle was an editor at Johannesburg’s leading white daily, The Star, and he and his 

colleagues likely gave Paver advise on starting Bantu World.  The city’s “white liberals,” an 136

informal club of professionals associated with the South African Institute of Race Relations, 

endorsed him. They hoped to give Africans more rights (but still limited rights). That led them to 

ensure Bantu World became what they viewed as an appropriately moderate forum.  After the 137

paper launched, the city’s mining magnates also invested heavily in Bantu World in hopes it 

would keep African intellectuals from becoming radicals. All the while, Paver’s main interest 

was neither in maintaining moderation nor preventing radicalism.  His interest in forging ties to 138

the white press, the Institute of Race Relations, and the mining industry was about reaching a 

new market. As he would have done with bicycles, he sold newspapers by focusing on 

distribution. 

 Loud voices near the printing press seemed to require his attention, so Paver pulled away 

from the applications. Bantu Press Limited had already transformed the African press from a 
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regional and political patchwork into a much more integrated and commercialized marketplace, 

partly due to his foresight, but mostly due to broader circumstances. In earlier decades, white 

missionary publishers and independent African publishers had been well aware of the potential 

effectiveness of using agent-driven distribution systems to increase circulation. They had known, 

for example, that South Africa’s largest white daily newspapers competed with each other by 

recruiting hundreds of African sales agents and getting them to shout headlines to white readers. 

But before Paver had attracted extensive institutional support, no owner of an African periodical 

had been able to build enough capital or circulation to develop a notably elaborate system.  139

With the printing press issue resolved, Paver returned to his desk. He would spend the rest of the 

evening with those applications, just as he would spend the next several years building up his 

circulation department until, by 1941, circulation managers accounted for 10 of his company’s 

30 full-time employees. He was ensuring that Bantu Press Limited became a distribution 

company as much as a publishing company.  

!
* * * 

!
A year into his venture, in late 1937, Sisulu was finding that being an agent was even more 

rewarding than he had initially imagined. As predicted, he appreciated connecting his community 

to important conversations. Bantu World’s ongoing coverage of Ethiopia included compelling 
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headlines, as in: “Defenseless People Murdered in Cold Blood By Italians.”  The paper’s letters 140

section, “People’s Point of View,” hosted debates about government policy, social issues, and 

more.  So on any given week, endorsing the paper proved compelling. Sisulu was also 141

impressed by the paper’s growing reach. He likely noticed that in South Africa, radio remained 

for and about white people and cinema remained popular but heavily censored, leading him to 

recognize that Bantu World was the country’s only political mass medium for African 

audiences.  Connecting people to conversations felt especially fulfilling knowing that those 142

conversations were animating a uniquely broad platform. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The paper’s main letters page. Image:  
Bantu World October 12, 1936: 16. !

 He also appreciated being his own boss in his own space, as he had suspected he would. 

Some of the sales agents that worked with Bantu Press Limited incorporated the company’s 

products into their other business ventures. For them, selling newspaper became embedded in the 

world of formal state regulation and relatively fixed schedules. From licensed stands at the 

Native Market in central Durban, for example, several agents stacked Bantu Press Limited 
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products alongside flowers and other commodities during the market’s operating hours.  But 143

most of the several hundred agents selling Bantu World worked from home, on flexible 

schedules. In the 1950s (in a parallel example of what people likely did in the 1930s), Mrs. 

Mavis Radebe would support an informal business from her kitchen table. Inside her house in the 

Johannesburg suburb of Roodeport, she would keep a pen, ink, and a pad of paper within reach 

of a bundle of Bantu Worlds.  Sisulu was likely doing the same. However cramped it made his 144

parent’s house, when he stacked his products and sales records beside his bed or behind his 

clothes, he was glad to have control not just over the tools of his business but over his 

professional conduct.   

 What had surprised him, though, was the extent to which mentoring his employees 

allowed him to feel like a more established and more legitimate man.  Especially when based 145

in a fast-growing township like Orlando, many sales agents increased their reach by organizing 

teams of sub-agents and using their overall commission to pay sub-agents a smaller, secondary 
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commission.  Recruits were almost all children or teenagers, some in school, many not.  146 147

What usually motivated sub-agents was both the need for cash and the possibility of distributing 

papers as one of many odd jobs. At the same time that Sisulu was working with Bantu Press 

Limited, for example, a boy unknown to him named Bloke Modisane was living in a nearby 

suburb. Besides attending school, Modisane was also “selling newspapers, being the look-out at 

gambling schools, running errands, carrying parcels for people coming off the buses, gambling, 

anything,” all to help his single mother and all paralleling the varied pursuits of other 

adolescents.  Sub-agents were constantly improvising an informal work environment. 148

Whenever and wherever they could, people like Modisane canvassed neighborhoods to hand 

subscribers their pre-ordered Bantu Worlds, and shouted from neighborhood streets or outside 

railway stations to drum up once-off sales.  

 Sisulu looked forward to interacting with each of his sub-agents because their 

relationship was not just that between entrepreneur and contractor but between senior man and 

junior boy. The publishing industry followed most other institutions in South Africa in sustaining 

deep-rooted patriarchal structures, through which men appropriated relatively prestigious and 
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relatively public jobs.  All circulation managers were adult African men; almost all agents were 149

adult African men; and almost all sub-agents were adolescent African boys.  Mrs. Mavis 150

Radebe was an exception that proved the rule: She was the wife of a sales agent who apparently 

only supported her husband’s distribution business when he was traveling.  The agency system 151

was a decidedly masculine sphere, a realm in which men and boys monopolized most of means 

of distributing newspapers and most of the status associated with distribution. 

 Sisulu’s approach to managing people involved coaching men-in-training. Growing up 

Xhosa had taught him that becoming legitimately masculine required years spent dutifully doing 

male chores followed by a decisive transformation from playful boyhood to responsible 

manhood. As a young boy, Sisulu had herded cattle, a common duty in the rural Cape by which 
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boys demonstrated responsibility to adults.  At 17, he had then officially become a man after he 152

and other local boys endured circumcision and spent three months isolated on a mountain. The 

experience changed his “whole outlook,” he later said, by focusing him more clearly on his 

family obligations and public demeanor.  Now, less than a decade later, an officially adult 153

Sisulu was using his moral authority to manage a team that likely included one or more Xhosa 

boys. Some of them may even have been teenagers that were themselves nearing ritual 

transformation, closely paralleling Sisulu’s experience. 

 Since he had started selling newspapers, Sisulu’s search for meaning had been going 

better than it had at any other point since he had returned to Johannesburg. Playing the role of a 

wise, knowledgable mentor provided an unexpected sense of local importance and 

connectedness. Sisulu no doubt spoke with his sub-agents about a range of topics. Not only 

would he have instructed them on how to track customers and handle money; he likely ventured 

to advise them on how to succeed in school, how to avoid pass law arrests, and how to prepare 

for initiation. Some of the other adults in Orlando probably also reinforced his heightened sense 

of masculine leadership. Perhaps they noted how important it was to have people such as him 

steering adolescents away from criminal behavior and the other perceived sins of the cities. 
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Perhaps his parents were also proud of his responsibilities in the community. Selling newspapers, 

it seemed, would only become more critical to his life in the foreseeable future.  

!
* * * 

!
In early 1939, one of the company’s circulation managers had a serious problem because one of 

the company’s agents had a serious problem. Most of the time, the distribution system Bertram 

Paver had implemented was Bantu Press Limited’s greatest financial strength. Besides producing 

unprecedented sales, it eased accounting and minimized overhead. Sales agents only got paid 

when they sold issues of the company’s half-dozen newspapers. For the company’s accountants, 

that meant the expense of an agent’s commission directly corresponded to the revenue of that 

agent’s actual sales. Controlling the flow of cash in and out of the business thus remained much 

simpler than it might otherwise have been. Similarly, the agency system unburdened the 

company from higher labor costs and higher office expenses. Sales agents were probably the 

ones that did most of the record keeping, for example. By tracking the addresses and payments of 

local subscribers, agents allowed the company to shift time-consuming tasks from central 

Johannesburg to market stalls and township homes.  The likely result––though documenting 154

the company’s income statements remains impossible––was that the agency system helped Bantu 

Press Limited finance capital investments (such as the properties described in Chapter Five). 
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 Sometimes, though, as the circulation manager had just discovered, the system could 

become the company’s greatest financial weakness. Walter Sisulu, the Bantu World agent for 

Orlando, had visited that morning. He usually projected “warmth, affection, and trust,” but today 

he had been curt.  Sisulu had spent the last several months withdrawing new products one week 155

and then failing to return the next week with enough money to cover the products he had taken 

out. His account with Bantu Press Limited had thus turned into a growing line of credit. For the 

circulation manager, that was not the problem. It seems likely that many sales agents racked up 

similarly modest levels of indebtedness. It also seems likely that indebtedness was actually 

beneficial for Bantu Press Limited, helping keep agents tied to the company and committed to 

selling more of its products. The problem was that Sisulu had just quit. Sisulu had promised to 

repay his debts, but he had also promised he would never sell another newspaper.  

 What the circulation manager did not understand was that Sisulu’s decision did not stem 

from financial issues as much as emotional exhaustion. Sisulu’s experiment with distribution had 

certainly never yielded the sustained earnings he had expected. “I made no profit,” Sisulu would 

later say, indicating that despite periods of surplus he had made little money over the long run.  156

But as his life circumstances had continued to shift, that had not ended up mattering much. His 

sister Rosabella had graduated. Their mother had somehow supported her, in lieu of Sisulu’s 

promised help. And for the last six months, Sisulu had found another formal job. Just as he had 

once processed maize for the Premier Milling Company, he was now mixing chemicals for 

Herbert Evans Paint Company, holding his income steady by working full-time on fixed 
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schedules. Selling newspapers may have started as an open-ended employment opportunity, with 

ads in Bantu World promising: “Here is Your Chance to Make Money!”  But it had quickly 157

become a part-time hobby. Sisulu had sustained his sales venture not because of the potential 

commissions but because of the meaningful relationships. Mentoring young men in the Orlando 

community had provided a joyful source of interaction and obligation, at least for a while. 

 For Sisulu, parting ways with Bantu Press Limited was a way of diffusing a crisis of 

confidence. He could not escape an increasingly uncomfortable question: Why was he, a grown 

man, having trouble exerting authority over young boys? The last year had seen his sub-agents 

begin making late deliveries and even misappropriating funds, actions that as he had discovered 

them had tangled him in a web not just of accounting trouble but of personal disappointment and 

social anxiety.  At first, the delays and misdeeds had been unexpected. Sisulu had found 158

himself popping his head over his neighbors walls to try and track down his employees, his 

products, and his money, anything he could. Lecturing the boys had not resolved the issues. 

Recruiting new ones had not prevented recurrences. Slowly, the entire situation had become 

frustratingly normalized, as he ended up repeatedly visiting subscribers with apologies and 

repeatedly visiting Bantu Press Limited without the correct amount of cash. This had challenged 
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his sense of being a validated adult and competent entrepreneur. The most basic of tasks, of 

being a man, seemed to be going awry.  

 Sisulu’s decision to quit meant that the circulation manager now faced the immediate loss 

of a substantial number of weekly sales, which would weaken Bantu Press Limited’s overall cash 

flow. Given the way the company’s distribution system was set up, each sales agent acted as a 

load-bearing beam in its financial infrastructure. Some supported more weight than others. By 

the late 1930s, each new issue of Bantu World was likely selling around 6,000 or 7,000 copies, 

meaning that on average, each of the company’s 200 or 300 agents handled between 0.3% and 

0.5% of the paper’s overall circulation.  Determining how many sales any one agent was 159

responsible for at that time is impossible. But it helps to note that sales were probably highly 

uneven, with a few dozen agents selling a large number of Bantu Worlds, and most of the rest of 

the agents selling relatively few.  It also helps to consider two cases from another paper to 160

establish the parameters of plausibility. When selling Ilanga lase Natal in the mid-1950s, one 

man would sell 1,000 copies each week, or 3.5% of its weekly circulation;  a few years later, a 161
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market stall owner would pick up as many as 3,800 copies, or 13% of all available Ilanga lase 

Natals.  So in the 1930s, a handful of higher-performing agents were probably selling hundreds 162

of Bantu Worlds each week and handling, say, 5% or more of all transactions. Meanwhile, most 

of the paper’s other agents were probably lower-performing distributors responsible for a small 

number of copies each week. 

 The circulation manager would have been upset if any of his agents quit. But losing 

Sisulu was especially troublesome because Sisulu had been one of the higher-performing agents. 

He lived in one of the country’s fastest-growing African neighborhoods and he had been selling, 

by his own account, “a lot of papers.”  The context suggests that he must have been picking up 163

at least 80 Bantu Worlds each week, and likely even 100 or 200. These higher estimates would 

have represented between 1.33% and 3.33% of Bantu World’s total circulation, meaning Sisulu 

could have been responsible for handling up to one in every 30 copies in circulation. The 

circulation manager knew that Bantu World would be cut off from a local market. Sisulu’s 

subscriber addresses and account histories would evaporate, along with his customer loyalties 

and neighborhood ties. Although they worked in central Johannesburg, a few train stops from 

Orlando, Bertram Paver’s staff retained no means of efficiently or directly re-organizing a local 
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sales network there. The circulation manager hesitated for a few hours. But eventually, he 

knocked on Paver’s door to report the vanishing of an important local market.  

!
* * * 

!
In the end, both agent and company would survive the fall out. Walter Sisulu would continue 

cycling through several different jobs until he committed to the life of a political leader and 

joined the African National Congress in its quest to end segregation. The circulation manager 

would find a replacement for Sisulu, and in the interim most of Sisulu’s former customers would 

find other ways to buy Bantu World. Still, the relationship that Sisulu sustained with Bantu Press 

Limited over several years was important not for what it left behind, but what it represented. As 

Sisulu quit the distribution business, and as the circulation manager worked to repair Bantu Press 

Limited in his absence, their actions suggested an intimate entanglement between the personal 

lives of individuals and the financial health of institutions. On the one hand, the agency 

distribution system afforded people such as Sisulu an ambiguous outlet, which oscillated 

between being a source of fulfillment and a source of embarrassment. On the other hand, it 

afforded companies such as Bantu Press Limited an ambiguous tool, one which primarily offered  

a foundation of flexibility but that could also create floods of uncertainty.  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4. STRETCHING CASH ACROSS LIFE 

 

!
!
By sending off the latest of his short stories, in 1955, seventeen-year-old Obed Kunene was 

responding to new complexities. His leaving high school had prompted financial questions of 

self-reliance and existential questions of fulfillment. By day, he tended gardens outside chemical 

factories along Durban’s southern coastline. By night, he crafted submissions to magazines based 

360 miles away in Johannesburg. Each week his work blended with his writing. He repeatedly 

found himself in the factory gardens wondering about the possibility of finding a better job and 

daydreaming about the short stories he was mailing to editors. So far, only rejection slips had 

returned. But he hoped his newest composition would warrant publication, and maybe earn 

money. Entangled in his evolving process of self-definition and his grappling with newfound 

social roles––waged employee, independent son, and aspiring author––was the promise of 

becoming a cash prize winner. 

 From the early 1950s, the context for tens of thousands of dreams and dilemmas like 

those of Kunene was that cash competitions became ubiquitous in the African press. Periodicals 

had occasionally organized contests in earlier decades, sometimes awarding money. But only 
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from the late 1940s, and accelerating through the 1950s, did competitions and cash prizes 

become standard across the fast-expanding industry. By mid-decade, they were central features 

of both monthly magazines and weekly newspapers. Promises of monetary rewards littered the 

commercial press. Articles routinely detailed “How YOU May Win a Big Prize”; editors offered 

reminders about rewards for “the best true story”; and photos showed “lucky winners” holding 

handfuls of banknotes.  Every few weeks, old competitions reached their final resolution and 164

new ones emerged. Some asked for opinion surveys, crossword puzzles, and horse racing 

predictions. Others required readers to develop creative entries in the form of essays, drawings, 

photos, or stories. Incentivizing the entire range of submissions were prizes. Winners received 

amounts ranging from as low as five shillings, enough for ten issues of Drum, to as high as £500, 

more than the annual salary of South Africa’s highest paid African journalist.  165

 The sudden dominance of cash contests reshaped the economic basis of commercial 

publishing in South Africa by rooting editorial production in the exchange of prizes. From Bantu 

World’s launch, through the magazine era, the print industry always involved layers of economic 

trades. Businesses obtained publishable material through methods that included state-regulated 

salaries for journalists; casual favor-swapping between editors and friends; and unacknowledged 

borrowings from overseas publishers. Ambiguities abounded. Adding complexity atop existing 
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layers, the spread of cash competitions committed the industry to new interactions between 

publishers and readers, developing into a clearly structured but highly flexible trading system. As 

the industry began running dozens of parallel competitions, the emerging system of prize 

exchange became a sphere of regularized trade. Competition organizers constantly promised 

rewards, making contests core to publishing; and competition entrants constantly sent a range of 

submissions, making contests core to their broader literary imaginations. The result was an  

influential and historically significant type of labor market, one that brought together waged staff 

hours with voluntary audience efforts in new ways.  

 What was of great consequence for South African capitalism was that prize exchanges 

stretched the cash economy across the daily lives of ordinary consumers further than ever before,  

subtly shifting the country’s economic geography. Whether writing at home, standing on trains, 

or chatting in town, many readers used cash competitions to infuse spare moments with hopes of 

becoming a lucky winner. This shifted how and why periodicals could be culturally meaningful 

and socially powerful. Before the rise of prize exchanges, readers had turned to periodicals for 

intellectual development and public visibility. But in the era of cash competitions, many also 

began turning to the press in pursuit of lump sums of money. The fun of paging through a 

periodical grew to include a more immediate sense of being economically active. Just as finding 

work on an assembly line or in a garden might earn wages, solving a crossword puzzle or 

brainstorming a love story might net a windfall. That meant cash was circulating as payment 

across spaces of both labor and leisure, blurring social boundaries. When a man from Evaton 

won a Golden City Post contest, for example, the event extended his list of previous jobs as “a 

seller of newspapers, farm laborer, kitchen hand, printer’s ‘devil’, clerk in a Native Affair 
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Department, messenger,” and school teacher.  He was now also a “£50 Slogan Winner.” He had 166

collected payment not just from sweating in rural landscapes and government buildings but from 

contributing to a tabloid at home. 

 But such impacts have escaped analysis, and not just for South Africa. By sketching the 

rise of prize exchanges as a market tying labor to leisure, this chapter expands the scope of an 

increasingly global historiography of print cultures. Similar prizes proliferated throughout the 

twentieth century in regional presses around Africa and elsewhere, and their significance should 

be reevaluated. Cash contests first became mass attractions in British newspapers in the 1880s. 

Diverse variations later emerged via imperial networks and localized initiatives around the globe, 

most prominently (the existing literature implies) in Anglophone settler colonies like the United 

States and South Africa.  Yet the massive scholarship on print cultures has only glossed 167

contests as promotional gimmicks. In the few dozen places historians have paused to closely 

analyze them, they have treated one competition at a time and asked cultural rather than 

economic questions. The aggregate impact of contests has thus been rendered less weighty and 
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less complex than it probably was.  To reveal the broader, more material importance of 168

contests, this chapter skips familiar guideposts from cultural studies. Instead, it imports questions 

from economic anthropology about how commodities and gifts circulated in different contexts, 

and asks how prizes circulated through the popular press.  Approaching contests not as 169

culturally-negotiated conversations, which is common, but as prize-based transactions allows an 

analysis that gathers together a wide range of contests and evaluates their shared cash basis. That 

move, through the concept of prize exchanges, leads to a new conclusion with potentially global 

echoes: During instances of deepening commercialization, as happened in 1950s South Africa 
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Contests, 1970s-2005,” Journal of Social History (2008): 231-253.
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 One of my inspirations for treating cash prizes as a unified sphere of exchange comes from economic 
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and in other times and places, economies of prizes overhauled cultures of print, complicating 

relationships between texts, money and people. 

 For Kunene, it was not the commercialization of print that, some nights, made him 

nervous. It was his growing impatience with the gardening situation, and his excitement in 

waiting to hear from 176 Main Street about the story. The teenager could not have known that his 

continued submissions would indeed be transformative and launch him towards one of the most 

successful careers for any South African journalist during the twentieth century. With his 

eventual fellowships to Harvard and Fleet Street as the editor of Ilanga lass Natal still 

unimaginable, he just hoped to win any notice or reward.  

 Kunene’s later success would produce enough archived materials for making his life a 

unique opportunity to document an individual engaging with contests.  Admittedly, profiling 170

him neglects the diverse ways tens of thousands of other individuals encountered contests. But 

doing so is meant to establish the more fundamental point that prize exchanges involved a 

constant back-and-forth between businesses and readers. Archival evidence is not clear on 

whether Kunene ever specifically sent any of his short stories to a competition. But for anyone 

that relished periodicals, as he did, avoiding the aspirations of contests would have been nearly 

impossible. The possibility of being published must have led him to constantly consider entering. 

Whether he actually entered them, or just thought about entering them, competitions thus 

provided a rare and directed outlet for the young gardener’s evening ambitions. Tracing his 
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oscillations between hopeful daydreams and impatient annoyance personalizes what was 

emerging as an increasingly broad phenomenon.  

!
Cash Contests, 1941-1947 

It was almost unnoticeable. A decade before cash contests broadened into a broader sphere of 

exchange, a narrow form of prize payments emerged at the heart of commercial publishing along 

with a subtle shift in editorial labor. Beginning in January 1941, at Bantu Press headquarters five 

miles from central Johannesburg, each week one or more employees would sit and scan piles of 

contest submissions.  From rewriting articles to sending telegrams, other tasks received much 171

more attention than did the new contests. But however undramatic the act of selecting short 

stories, puzzles, and opinion entries seemed, it helped create the industry’s first prize-backed 

trading system and in the process introduced the types of social and economic ties that soon 

become generalized across the African press. 

 The selection process supported a four-page, English-language insert called Children’s 

Newspaper and Family Supplement. Sponsored by international tea producers, Bantu Press 

tucked the supplement inside its half-dozen regional papers as well as its national paper, giving 

Children’s Newspaper by far the widest audience of any African periodical in southern Africa. 

Having an unprecedented reach was useful. In issue one, the anonymous editor had announced 

that “the time had come for Africans to provide their own entertainment,” and explained that the 
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 From then until being bombed in November 1944, the Bantu Press office was at 14 Perth Road, Westdene. In 171

February 1945, it moved to 11 Newclare Road, Industria until being banned in 1977. For more, see Chapter Five.



supplement’s goal was “to build up a staff of African contributors.”  The phrase “staff of 172

contributors” referred to the supplement’s readers, and the implied method to transform readers 

into staffers was to regularize cash contests. Since 1932, when the third issue of Bantu World had 

promised one guinea for the best short story, Bantu Press had sporadically held a few dozen one-

off competitions across several periodicals, some with cash offerings.  But many had 173

disappeared unresolved and none had ever become consistent, one potential reason being 

unpredictable participation from small readerships.  Now, during its existence as a weekly from 174

1941 to 1943, and then as a monthly until ending in 1947, Children’s Newspaper used an 

unprecedented pool of potential entrants to run several competitions at once. The editor solicited 

folktales, scrapbooks, and more, running some contests for years at a time.  

 Although formats and entries ranged widely, the competition themes corresponded 

closely with the different interests that underwrote the supplement. A Calcutta-based consortium 

called the International Tea Market Expansion Board funded Children’s Newspaper, by funneling 

money through British India to its South Africa branch in hopes of selling more tea to 
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Africans.  The Board leveraged its role as the supplement’s main advertiser to influence the 175

contests. It seems to have required that several competition themes relate to tea, while still 

ceding the creation and administration of each competition to Bantu Press. That led, for example, 

to the competitive opinion column “5-Cup Matters.” (Published topics were said to be good 

enough to require several cups of tea). Whoever submitted the most interesting commentary for 

the week won half a crown, creating winners under the banner of tea.  

 War was another theme. During World War Two, Bantu Press aligned with Jan Smuts’ 

government and its war effort; and to maintain that political tie, Children’s Newspaper ran 

patriotic competitions. “Save for Victory,” for example, offered five shillings for each 

publishable tip on how to conserve materials during war time, helping endear the company to the 

state.  Still other competitions promoted literary creativity. For the African journalists actually 176

curating the competitions, the call for new African writers was meant to help society inch along 

the path of cultural progress. (Veteran journalist R.R.R. Dhlomo, who may have edited the 

supplement, vigorously promoted the development of African literature.) For example, for two 

years, the most prominent competition was called “Tickey Tales” and each week a half crown 
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 It began in the July 26, 1941 issue. 176



went to the author of the best original short story, enabling the staff to fill printed space as well 

as energize an ideal. 

 

Appearing regularly in Children’s Newspaper and Family Supplement  
were various cash contests. Image: Imvo Zabantsundu June 6, 1942. !

!
 For employees at Bantu Press, the ongoing need to renew diverse contests sustained a 

slight shift in labor. The existence of Children’s Newspaper required the accommodating of new 

routines in order to keep cash contests on readers’ minds and keep prize payments in circulation. 

In most issues, trades between Bantu Press and readers began as employees typed, edited, and 
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laid out explicit solicitations. The editor sought stories for “Tickey Tales,” for instance, by 

printing the repeating tagline “We Pay Half a Crown for a Tickey Tale.” (A half crown bought 15 

issues of a newspaper. ) Implied encouragement also came as employees published 177

submissions. When, in early 1942, reader P.F. Ndazamela won a half crown for his folk tale 

entitled “The Elephant and the Tortoise,” the fact the story was printed and rewarded 

demonstrated to other readers that they, too, could enter, win, and publish. In keeping readers not 

just informed about outstanding offers but cast as possible winners, both types of invitations 

provided prize-backed trades with a symbolic framework of openness where, in theory, each 

entry traveling to 14 Perth Road carried similar potential.  

 As entries arrived (and during 1942 “as many as twenty” entries for “Tickey Tales” 

arrived each week), the editor or other employees divided them.  The staff’s evaluation process 178

eventually transformed stacks of texts into two distinct transactions: complete trades and 

incomplete trades. Employees selected several entries and mailed prize money to winners, 

turning a few reader-submitted letters into fully executed transactions. At the same time, they 

also ignored un-published entries and sent rejection letters, turning a much larger pile of letters 

into extinguished transactions. In the “Tickey Tales” example, a journalist would type the text 

from a successor to Ndazamela while the administrative staff both wrote up a check to the new 

winner and returned ten or twenty failed submissions. The cycle then began anew. 

!
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a basic miner’s shift earned 2s. (6d. less than a tickey). Through the 1940s, the African labor movement fought for a 
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Modern History (New York: Springer, 2000): 357.
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* * * 

!
“When I was a small boy, I developed this habit of reading almost anything that I came across,” 

Obed Kunene later recalled, explaining the origins of his attachment to writing.  In 1944, at age 179

seven, he had just begun learning to read and was enjoying the process as Children’s Newspaper 

and Family Supplement was circulating monthly. Beyond potentially drawing him to the 

supplement, Kunene’s childhood discovery of texts would later shape his likely stint entering 

contests as a teenager. 

 It was far from likely when he started Standard I that Kunene would cultivate a lifelong 

commitment to reading, especially considering the pressures of poverty in Cato Manor. Fueled 

by the port city of Durban’s war-time growth, Kunene’s hillside community had expanded six-

fold from about 2,500 African residents at the time of his birth to 15,000 as he entered school, 

and from there it would more than triple to 50,000 by the time he was in Standard VI.  180

Alongside the longer-resident Indian population, most Africans squeezed into shacks of wooden 

posts and iron sheets. A typical room, which housed several people, was six feet by eight feet.  181

What combined with this pattern of overcrowding to create localized social issues were country-

wide structural inequalities. Much later, in a novel, one of Kunene’s friends would describe mid-
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century Cato Manor as a “sprawling, fetid black slum,” lacking “proper sewage” while hosting 

prostitution, drinking and violence in “darkened passageways.”  Through the 1940s, it 182

remained outside direct municipal control. This liminality may have benefitted the community’s 

many unlicensed traders and illegal beer brewers. But it also challenged each resident to 

constantly re-secure basic needs such as room rentals, water access, and personal safety through 

complex networks of support.  Kunene’s parents had arrived shortly before his birth and while 183

little is known about them or their living situation, the family must have faced ongoing 

uncertainties.  Always looming was the possibility that they would suddenly be evicted, 184

potentially disrupting Kunene’s early studies by forcing the family to move elsewhere or 

rendering his school fees unaffordable.   185
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correspondence with Nkosi in Lindy Stiebel and Therese Steffen, eds., Letters to My Native Soil (LIT Verlag 
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 There was also the chance that Kunene might follow other disillusioned students into 

performing poorly or escaping into truancy. Inside his Catholic classroom, missionary instruction 

was designed to instill order and contain the tensions of segregation and urbanization. But the 

system often failed or even fostered rejection. While classrooms for Africans around the country 

were overcrowded and under-resourced, coursework could be dry and esoteric, and  administered 

with strict discipline.  That left many students feeling neglected or frustrated, or staring out the 186

window to escape what they saw as “a desperately boring place” (the words of one of Kunene’s 

contemporaries in the Transvaal).  Since attendance involved regular fees and employment 187

aspirations, families sending their kids to school probably encouraged them to stayed focus. The 

father of one of Kunene’s classmates, for example, wrote a pamphlet called The Gospel of Self-

Help. It espoused a Booker T. Washington-style ideology that assumed formal education led to 

both individual and collective success, and that remained popular among mission-educated 

African converts.  Still, the discipline-driven missionary education system could compound the 188

other challenges that someone like Kunene might face. Any combination of family, financial, and 
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Keaney, the leading scholar of Nakasa’s life and writings.



educational issues could discourage a child from trying to reach the next grade level, potentially 

limiting their interest in making a serious hobby out of reading.  189

 But his parents managed to sustain financial support while he managed to avoid academic 

apathy. Each morning at Mazenod Combined School, teachers ran him through a series of Zulu-

language hymn books, grammar lessons, and written folktales, each year adding similar English-

language materials.  If parental expectations pushed him to succeed, he must also have been 190

pulled into instructional texts through personal excitement and shared conversation. All of it 

fostered his “habit of reading almost anything.” In the evenings, as other learners sometimes did, 

a curious Kunene read newspapers, including one or more of the three locally prominent African 

weeklies that until he was in Standard III all contained Children’s Newspaper.  Periodicals 191

complemented his school lessons. Following “Tickey Tales” and other contests probably came to 

seem like completing a more fun and flexible version of homework, encouraging him to want to 

become a writer and to potentially publish something. 
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Bethal United Primary School. “Dan’s father would reward him for good behavior with a Drum magazine at the end 
of every month.” The Unfolding Man: 19.



 The result was that Kunene’s self-image became tied to the written word. In the 

afternoons, he walked home carrying books.  Few Africans in Cato Manor would have owned 192

books (except maybe a Bible). Few would have claimed to be literate (since only about one third 

of Africans across the country had attended any primary school, and less than 3% had attended 

any high school). Most of his community was thus stuck bouncing from job to unskilled job.  193

As Kunene must have realized more every year, to tote around school materials was not just to 

publicize one’s current skill-development but to anticipate one’s future job as a clerk or another 

relatively stable, high status position. That lent his nascent ambitions a particular social frame, 

fusing his growing comfort with the alphabet to his sense of maybe someday becoming someone 

who worked with texts. Perhaps he wanted to be like his favorite teacher, or like his friend’s 

pamphlet-writing father. Slowly weighing on him were the outlines of his future. 

!
* * * 

!
Running prize-based trades for six years had a notable but limited impact on Bantu Press, though 

the impact was not on the tensions that defined life in South Africa. Instead, the country’s 

broader political and racial issues influenced contest-making. Behind the security bars that lined 

the company’s industrial headquarters, for example, white managers developed a racialized 

power structure by asserting control over African employees. Veteran staffers such as R.R.R. 
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Dhlomo retained the editorial freedom to organize contests. But they remained institutionally, 

financially, and socially blocked from gaining more fundamental control over Children’s 

Newspaper. Similarly, outside the office, engulfing the neighborhood’s island of light industry 

was a rising tide of racism among white residents. The Afrikaner suburb of Westdene and the 

African suburb of Sophiatown surrounded the company, creating a dangerous caldron of poverty. 

In three separate late night incidents, mobs of Nazi-sympathizing segregationists attacked Bantu 

Press. In 1942, they bombed the company, and later they shot and killed a security guard. In 

1944, they torched the building, forcing the company to retreat to a nearby industrial zone and to 

suspend cash contests for three months.  194

 But although cash contests did not reshape the matrix of oppression that defined the rest 

of the country, they did reformulate the relationships between businesses and consumers that 

underpinned commercial publishing. As Chapter Two argued, Bantu Press had already been 

relying on readers as an outside editorial department. What prize payments did was to further 

integrate and formalize an existing arrangement by putting readers in a new position, expanding 

their economic roles. African consumers had long served as both buyers of print products and 

contributors to print products. But through Children’s Newspaper, Bantu Press was now treating 

readers as sellers of participation, people willing to play for possible rewards. This tightened 

existing parallels between the labor of journalists and the engagements of readers. At the same 

time, the company’s account books became more complex. In financial terms, the wider river of 

revenue flowing in from customers was now met with a countercurrent of expenses flowing back 

towards them. The company’s accounting practices remain untraceable due to gaps in existing 
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 Besides coverage in late 1944 and early 1945, the event is captured concisely in Bantu World June 26, 1948: 1.194



archives. But they almost certainly recorded prize payments as operating expenses, turning 

consumer efforts into accounting units that were equivalent to other variable costs, such as staff 

hours and ink refills.   195

 Supporting these new financial relationships was the reorganization of the company’s 

formal labor structure. Through wages, Bantu Press maintained a handful of full-time journalists. 

During the period between 1941 and 1947, it paid them annual salaries of at least £100 each and 

thus gave them a total of at least several thousand pounds. Over those same six years, through 

prizes, the company also paid a few hundred individual readers, giving out a total of between 

about £35 and £65.  This second group represented the external “staff of contributors” that 196
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 Informal conversation with Lizette Watts, January 3, 2016. Watts now runs Nomads & Co., a co-working space in 195

Johannesburg, but has previously worked in the accounts department of several newspaper publishing offices. She 
agreed with my suggestion that accountants have probably categorized cash prizes as “miscellaneous” costs.

 These estimates are very rough. For participation, my specific estimate is between maybe 300 and 500 individual 196

readers were published. We have one reliable number; over six months in 1942, the supplement received about 450 
entries for all contests and published 100 different individuals. (See Children’s Newspaper June and July 1942; and 
on January 11, 1941 its said that 100 entries arrived for the initial issue.) Extrapolating 100 published winners across 
each half year for six years is out of the question. For one, publication was weekly in 1942, then later monthly. For 
another, the number of contest entries published was volatile; many issues carried more than one winner while the 
occasional issue carried none. Still another, some individuals won a contest twice or more than one contest. Worse, 
and a point I do not have enough space to adequately explore in this chapter, some winning entries were “fake.” The 
staff at Bantu Press seems to have written some if not many entries, and credited them to imaginary readers.  
 Calculating payments requires estimating the number of total published “winners.” So to start, take the 
most reliable number that exists and make it a usable rate of publication. If, over 24 issues in 1942, there were 100 
winners and the rate is held constant, that would mean over the supplement’s entire 143 issue run it published 596 
winners. Also required is an estimate of the number of distinct individuals who actually won and received money. 
Some people could have been repeat winners; others were invented through “faked” entries ghost-written by staff. I 
will ignore the repeat winners since there is no adequate way of accounting for them. But for “fakes,” based on my 
years spent reading through the African press, I will say that I believe R.R.R. Dhlomo and R.V. Selope-Thema wrote 
dozens if not hundreds of the “winning” entries. The content, literary styles, and editing techniques of many entries 
suggest to me that at least a major chunk of the total winners were fake. Yet similar indications suggest an equal and 
likely much larger chunk were from readers. My low and high estimates reflect the potential that between, say, 50% 
and 20% of published winners were fake. 
 Using these estimates to calculate total payments, I have extrapolated even further. Contests varied in how 
much money they offered, so even if we knew exactly how many actual winners were published and paid, we would 
have to know the diverse contest sizes. Luckily for my estimate, there was a great deal of consistency and most 
prizes were “a tickey,” or 2s 6d. (For reference: £1=20s or 240d; and 1s=12d.) That means my total payments 
estimate assumes each of 300 prizes were each 2s. 6., totaling to £37 10s, and each of 500 prizes would total to £62 
10s. From there, I rounded conservatively down and up to £35 and £65. For salary data, see 133/134 Cards from 
Press Commission archive SAB. I am estimating that since salaries for African journalists ranged from about £100 
to £500 during the mid-1950s, each staffer would have cost at least £100 per year in the mid-1940s. See the next 
section’s discussion of Bantu Press and Drum Limited salaries.



Children’s Newspaper called for in the first issue. Their existence meant that as long as Bantu 

Press continued publishing the supplement, the company was supporting its overall editorial 

production process with a dual system of official payments. 

!
Prize Exchanges, 1947-1962 

Having once remained inside a four-pages insert, transactional features such as “Tickey Tales” 

now pulsed through every corner of the African press. In 1955, Can Themba sat chewing a hair 

pin and reviewing a recipe for jelly pudding.  Over the previous year, as editor of Africa!, he 197

had overseen more than a dozen contests in the now 86-page monthly magazine. For a crossword 

contest, Themba had typed clues, such as for a six letter word for things “people wear” in 

Africa!.  (Shirts.) For a monthly comedy page, he had repeatedly compiled jokes and plucked 198

winners, as in: “Watt’s my name. How should I know?”  For a women’s page, he had also 199

occasionally rewarded “home hints,” which was why he was considering pudding. From 

soliciting submissions to mailing rejection letters, the routines of organizing contests no longer 

remained sidebar activities for the employees at Bantu Press. Contest work had become central 

to the entire industry. In sorting a pile of “home hints,” Themba was not only affirming the 
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 Themba was known to always have a pin in his mouth and as another editor later described in his memoir, to 197

move it side-to-side with his tongue. Tom Hopkinson, Under the Tropic (London: Hutchinson, 1984): 32. Jürgen 
Schadeberg, interviewed by author, 9 November, 2015.

 “£40 X-word Competition!,” Africa! November 1954: 6, 9.198

 “Crazy Cracks!,” Africa! February 1955: 81. Another example of a prize-winning joke helps offer a sense of what 199

these contests were like. “Heard about last night’s big fight? Yes, I thought your wife was going to kill you.” Africa! 
July 1954: 72. For a guessing games like “What’s in a name?,” Themba helped select and label photos of 
recognizable celebrities. One was labeled “Katz,” for South Africa’s leading African entertainer, Dolly Rathebe; 
another was labeled “Satchmo,” American trumpeter Louis Armstrong. Africa! February 1955: 19.



importance of cash contests but cementing the social and economic ties that had by then rooted 

commercial publishing in a sphere of prize exchange. 

 Sparking the spread of cash contests had been the introduction of entertainment 

magazines. After the tea sponsor for Children’s Newspaper had pulled out, and Bantu Press had 

stopped regularizing prizes, Zonk!’s launch in 1949 and Drum’s launch in 1951 began a surge. 

Take the latter. Drum’s editor so strongly solicited readers that the first issue amounted as much 

to an entry form as a finished product. Feature after feature requested reader submissions, for 

short stories, then poems, then cartoons, and more.  Similar requests continued appearing each 200

issue and by 1952, after earlier promises had been for payments of just £1 or £2, the magazine’s 

cover announced unprecedented rewards. “Birthday Number,” it shouted, “£100 IN PRIZES!”  201

By 1953, one in four pages of editorial content was being dedicated to promoting or extending 
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 Editor Bob Crisp’s asked for short stories (“Why not try and write something yourself?”); poems (“Can you write 200

a poem like this?”); and comics and illustrations (“Can you draw?”). Some of his requests even turned into demands. 
“THIS IS YOUR PAGE,” he wrote on the teacher’s page, “YOU MUST WRITE IT!” For his solicitations, see 
African Drum March 1951: 17, 23, 35, 41, and for the demand, see 35. Similarly, Zonk at that time was soliciting 
reader submissions each issue (“Can you write short stories?” Zonk May 1951: 46).

 In issue one, editor Bob Crisp promised 10s for publishable drawings; four prizes of 5/- for best letters about 201

teaching; and unspecified payments for stories. Other contests in issue one included “What’s in a Name?,” awarding 
one guinea for someone naming a cartoon character; “Best Dress-Sense,” a fashion competition with three prizes, 
the highest being 10s. 6d; and 5/- for the best letter to the editor; and a prize called “Crown Comment” (which 
would go on to be the most long-lasting, extending into Anthony Sampson’s editorship). For the Birthday issue, see 
Drum March 1952. Clowes has productively analyzed this particular photo/beauty competition in her article, 
“Contesting Masculinity in Drum Magazine.” Cash contests continued to dominate Drum for the rest of the decade. 
To take a random example, an 1957 ad for Drum from 1957 frames the magazine not as having great stories or 
photos but as having the best and largest prizes. “July Drum jumps out in front [an allusion to the Durban July, a 
nationally famous annual horse race] with the best, biggest-money hot cash prize-pot in Africa!…It’s easy! 
Everyone can enter! Prize-pot goes up in £100 jumps!” Golden City Post  June 16, 1957: 6.



Drum-related contests.  The stress on competitions was shared by Zonk! and by similar titles 202

that popped up later, including Africa! and Hi-Note! beginning in 1954, and Bona beginning in 

1956.  Symptomatic of this trend were the “£” and “!” symbols, the new grammar of 203

commercial publishing. 

 By 1955, competing magazines had pushed themselves and newspapers into running so 

many parallel competitions as to have locked the African press into an arms race of prize 

offerings.  With the post-war economy continuing to pull people to cities, a growing number of 204

publishers were competing for a growing number of urban consumers. Managers and editors 

across the industry, both at newly-formed companies and at Bantu Press, responded by using 

cash competitions to try and boost sales. They promised rewards for unscrambling a photo, 
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 Historians either remember Drum for the handful of investigative exposes it published or for the catalogue of 202

brilliant short stories it created. What they have failed to acknowledge is that the magazine was up to 25% contests, 
which fundamentally shaped the work of the staff and the experience of the readers. For a contest-heavy sample 
issue, see Drum April 1953. I calculated that advertising in that issue made up about half of its 52 pages. In addition 
to those 26 pages of ads, several more pages were self-promotional announcements for Drum, making ads more than 
half of the final product. The editorial features included many columns of contest material: a Mr. Drum contest; a 
profile on contest winner Can Themba; two columns of letters, within the “Crown Comment” letter-writing contest; 
a crossword; a Drum-supported BuTone beauty contest; a joke page. (Note that I am not counting Themba’s prize-
winning story as a contest, since it was a rare occurrence in the publication cycle.) That issue thus contained more 
than six pages of contest material, out of the 23-24 pages of total editorial material. 

 In 1956, for example, when a new monthly called Bona launched, the ad campaign boasted it carried not just 203

photos and sports but competitions, underlining that competing with existing periodicals required promising prizes. 
See a sample ad for Bona in The World February 18, 1956: 9.

 Further supporting the industry-wide trend was the influence of cash contests circulating elsewhere. In South 204

Africa’s white press, since at least the 1920s, editors had regularly used cash contests to boost sales. At the age of 13 
in 1937, for example, future Nobel Prize-winner Nadine Gordimer published her first short story in a children’s 
supplement contest in a white Johannesburg daily (“The Quest for Seen Gold,” Sunday Express June 13 1937). 
Abroad, in the United States, short story competitions were also prominent.  
 These developments directly shaped the African press. For example, when Drum Limited ran “My First 
Love!” in Africa!, promising one guinea for the best publishable story every issue, the company was directly 
echoing the style, format and operation of women’s magazines in the United States. On those U.S. contests, see A. 
Fabian, “Making a Commodity of Truth: Speculations on the career of Bernarr MacFadden,” American Literary 
History 5 (1993): 51-76; Roseann Mandziuk, “Confessional Discourse and Modern Desires: Power and Pleasure in 
True Story Magazine,” Critical Studies in Media 18, 2 (2001): 174-193. In New York during 1919, Bernard 
McFadden launched the true confession genre of women’s magazine by founding True Story. (True Story’s first 
cover said: “Truth is Stranger than Fiction. We offer $1000.00 for your Life Romance.”) The magazine’s style of 
competition and solicitation would be a model (although the exact chain or mode of influence from New York to 
Johannesburg is unclear) for Drum Limited and other African-oriented publishers in South Africa during the 1950s. 
Later, in South Africa during the 1970s, Jim Bailey would extend this influence further by even more fully copying 
the genre with Drum’s newest sister magazine, True Love.



answering a survey, drawing a cartoon, or voting in a beauty pageant. In vying for market share, 

for example, the country’s two top-selling newspapers (rivals Bantu World and Golden City 

Post), each continued to offer a large cash prize for crossword competitions. Each paper’s 

assumption was that ending its crossword or shrinking the prize would cede buyers to the other 

paper. Soon enough, the explosion of competitions slowed into saturation. From the middle of 

the 1950s, into the early 1960s, magazines carried competitions on almost every other page; 

newspapers carried several each issue; and across the industry as a whole, very little space was 

left for continuing to expand the contest universe. 

An early magazine cover advertising “£100 IN PRIZES!” Image: Drum March 1952. 
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 Advertisers, publishers, and journalists continued to shape cash contests, just as they had 

with Children’s Newspaper. But industry-wide growth expanded the impulse to create more 

contests into territory that had been unimaginable a decade earlier. Thematically, when 

considering the hundreds of competitions that appeared during the 1950s all at once, their scope 

covered as much territory as the rest of the content in the African press. They ranged from short 

story contests dramatizing urban crime, to surveys measuring consumer culture, to predication 

games gauging parliamentary politics.   205

 More important than thematic broadening, though, was the fact that the financial logic of 

contests became increasingly complex. Contests inside periodicals started to mirror contests 

outside of them, such as when Golden City Post paid readers cash for submitting accurate 

predictions for the Durban July, a well-known horse race.  People could gamble on the horse 206

race through bookies (and thousands did) as well as through Post. It also became common for 

one contest to branch into primary and secondary contests. In the case of “Best Dressed Family,” 

a photo contest that received coverage in a half-dozen periodicals, Bantu Press Limited offered 
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 Future research on the politics of contests might begin with the contest that most directly focused on Apartheid. 205

In 1958, the weekly tabloid Golden City Post offered £40 for those entrants who were closest to correctly guessing 
the outcome of South Africa’s national parliamentary elections (which “Non-Europeans” were barred from voting 
in). “You may not be able to vote in the General Elections, but you can have some fun and win some money by 
entering ‘Post’s’ great Election Competition.” Quoted from Golden City Post March 23, 1958: 1 and 9. Also see 
March 30 1958: 3; April 6, 1958: 4 and 17; April 13 1958: 3 and 14; April 27 1958: 3. Yes, as you might expect, 
submitted predictions acted as a critique of Apartheid. Entrants “falsely” predicted––or rather truly hoped––the 
National Party would loose seats. Unfortunately, the party actually increased its majority.

 The contests promised readers they could “get into the big money…without having a bet.” Golden City Post June 206

2, 1957: 1. The contest was repeated in later years as well. For another example, see the 1958 parliamentary 
prediction competition, referenced in the previous footnote. 
 Although historians have not written about it, the old Durban July contest found new life during the 1950s 
in popular culture, especially for African audiences. By mid-decade, the event carried heavy weight both in print and 
in person, with thousands gambling on the race around the country in various ways, especially in and around 
Durban. Major periodicals stretched their coverage months before and weeks after the race, a major theme being the 
power of supernatural forces for helping people “win big.” Prescient sangomas, strange dreams and other forces 
were prominently described in the African press as helping various people, a few each year, predict the winning 
horses and win life-changing amounts of money. 



£400 total in staggered prizes to three families; £25 to each of the photographers that captured 

the winners; and £20 to the reader that predicted which families the company’s judges would 

select.  All at once, several different readers and photographers monetized photos; still another 207

reader monetized a hand-written prediction. It also became possible, though not common, for 

periodicals to explicitly turn everyday life into a cash contest. In a powerful symbol of the 

broader drive to turn diverse interactions into monetizable moments, Golden City Post sent a 

“candid-cameraman” to Johannesburg’s Rand Easter Show in 1956, an exhibition attended by 

tens of thousands of South Africans from all demographics. As the editor later told readers, Post 

asked him “to take pictures of you when you least expected him.”  The paper’s staff 208

photographed dozens of African, Indian, and Coloured event-goers and published seven images 

showing “the lucky people” eligible to collect one guinea. This framed unwitting individuals as 

winners of £1 1s. In effect, tabloid owner Drum Limited tried to incorporate a few random 

readers (and non-readers) into the expanding universe of contests.  

 After moving the pin between his teeth, Themba decided on the pudding recipe of Mrs. 

P.G. Nyaka from Piet Retief, then asked that it be laid out for publication. Inside of what were 

now several major publishing headquarters, the rise of prizes had made contest work a core part 
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 It ran not just in BW but in vernacular titles like Imvo and Ilanga. For example, see November 5, 1955 and 207

January 14, 1956 of all three papers. Instructions were also translated, as in the headline “Umklomelo Wama £400” 
in Ilanga, meaning “prizes worth £400.”

 Golden City Post April 8, 1956: 12-13. Note that this sort of “live” contest, blurring the printed word with the 208

outside activities and blurring voluntary participation with unknowing participation, still exists in the African press 
and white press. During the early 1950s, Drum Limited pioneered the method with “Mr. Drum” competition, where 
Henry Nxumalo played a live action version of his magazine and walked through townships awarding £10 to people 
who shouted out a pre-arranged statement. His death in 1956 did not end the game, as other people took on the role. 
And Golden City Post did something similar, with “Mr. Post” and “Mrs. Post” at different points. 
 I suspect in direct response to Drum’s “Mr. Drum” competition, as well as from the growing popularity of 
this type of stunt around the Anglophone world, Bantu Press made a move like this in 1953. See Bantu World July 
25, 1953. The paper ran a photo of a man standing in a crowd at the Durban July. The caption read: “Did you lose on 
the July?…Here you see part of the huge African crowd who saw the July in Durban. Some were lucky––some were 
not. But there's one punter who can't lose!” Then it asked the anonymous man to send a photo as proof of his 
identity to win £1. Again, ordinary, unsuspecting life became rewardable behavior. 



of editorial labor for both editors and journalists. Themba turned his attention to the next 

iteration of “My First Love!,” Africa!’s love story competition. He prepped the solicitation (“We 

pay £1 1s. for the best true story each month!”); edited the selected entry (which included lines 

such as “to make you the happiest girl in school…I will buy you ice-cream”); and mailed the 

reward (to rural Zeerust, 180 miles west).  Drum Limited operated two magazines with one 209

staff. That meant that while editing the April Africa!, Themba also helped compile the April 

Drum.  His main responsibility that month for Drum was to help judge the company’s most 210

ambitious and famous feature, Drum’s annual International Short Story Competition, which for 

the third year in a row had received at least several hundred stories of up to 3,000 words each.  211

At some point, having reviewed submissions over several weeks or even months, he voted for 

the top three stories (which would receive £50, £10 and £7 prizes respectively). Then he quickly 

returned to finishing Africa!.  212

!
* * * 
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 Africa! April 1955: 39.209

 For an ad of 3rd Annual International Competition judges, see Drum July 1954: 22. The judges were Can 210

Themba, Nadine Gordimer, Jordan Ngubane, and Langston Hughes.

 The April issue does not note how high participation was for 1955, but the first year the contest ran, in 1953, the 211

company received about 1,000 entries. The introductory column here does offer, though, a rare description of contest 
work at Drum Limited. Talking specifically about the International contest, someone (possibly Henry Nxumalo) 
writes: “We take the greatest care in sorting out all the entries; every story is read by several experts before it is 
passed to the distinguished panel of judges. Then each of the judges gives his comment and marking on the stories.” 
Drum April 1955: 5. The time and energy that African editorial employees focused on contests was thus major. 
There were many people involved and several people duplicating similar efforts. Eventually, Themba (and other 
non-employee judges) spent time evaluating stories. For Themba, who had taught English at Western Native High 
School, the evaluation and feedback process would have been a bit like grading his former students.

 Literary competitions were rare and few gave away so much money. But also in 1955, when Afrikaanse Pers 212

Beperk held one to promote African writers, the Afrikaans publisher received 241 entries and offered total prizes of 
£340, with first place winners for different categories (novel, poem) receiving £45. Each category was repeated for 
each common Bantu language (Zulu, Venda, Southern Sotho, Xhosa, Tswana, Tsonga and Northern Sotho). As an 
example, Seth Dhlamini received £45 for his isiZulu poem first prize poem called “Itshe Lesivivane.” See “Authors 
have risen to new heights,” Bantu World January 14 1956.



After someone shouted, Kunene started digging.  He was enduring sun and boredom and 213

wondering: What was he doing?  The humidity felt heavy. Kunene pictured the recent winner 214

of Drum’s famous writing contest sitting at a type writer in Cape Town, hundreds of miles away. 

It was difficult to accept that his own story, the one that he had sent to 176 Main Street and felt 

was his best yet, had failed. Would he ever be a Peter Clarke? 
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 The rest of my profile is Kunene admittedly speculative for using limited historical traces about his context to 213

guess his possible thoughts and emotions. This is unconventional and problematic. But as my other footnotes 
suggest, I think it remains within the realm of document-based plausibility while offering the most effective way to 
explore links between one young man, his slow-moving crisis, and cash contests. I recognize that pretending to have 
access to someone’s inner monologue is problematic as an historical exercise. I also recognize that this is even more 
problematic given my social position: as a privileged white American academic. But in trying to understand a 
struggling young man’s experience during Apartheid, I am attempting to open new possibilities for writing South 
African history.

 Here the argument requires clarifying a methodological contrast. Usually, when trying to prove how and why 214

audiences engaged powerfully with a specific form of popular culture, historians stress sociological resonance. For 
example, they link a political condition like racist policies to a disenfranchised demographic, and then to those to a 
particular cultural medium such as film. Stemming from the broad, continuing influence of cultural studies, many 
scholars interested in African leisure have examined particular types of activity looking for the agency of audiences. 
The best-known examples include Charles Ambler, “Popular Films and Colonial Audiences: the movies in Northern 
Rhodesia,” American Historical Review 106 (2001): 81-105; or Peter Alegi,  in Laduma!: Soccer, Politics and 
Society (Pietermaritzburg: University of Natal Press, 2004): Ch. 5. A conceptual point in both studies is that 
audiences Africanized outside forms of entertainment, making particular films and particular elements of soccer 
relevant to their social context. In Drum scholarship, a similar logic makes the case that African writers and readers 
localized various eclectic writing styles and global features to their particular sociological position (disenfranchised, 
male, etc.). See, for example, Paul Gready, “The Sophiatown Writers of the Fifties: The Unreal Reality of Their 
World,” Journal of Southern African Studies 16;1 (1990): 139-164; Mac Fenwick, “‘Tough guy, eh?’: The gangster-
figure in Drum,” JSAS 22, 4 (1996): 617-632; Lindsay Clowes, “Masculinity, Matrimony and Generation: 
Reconfiguring Patriarchy in Drum 1951-1983,” JSAS 34; 1 (2008): 179-192. 
 To explain the equally important level of intimate engagement, and to emphasize the fluidity of cash 
contests across daily living, I stress individualized, even existential resonance. I do so for complex reasons. But most 
important is to avoid reinventing a truism for specialists. In South Africa, constraints from a racialized political 
economy and possibilities for cultural or political appropriation powered cash contests, much like jazz or soccer, into 
having a range of potencies for participants and spectators. But we already know that. If I explore here in detail why 
various demographics participated in cash contests, the answer is essentially that their position relative to Apartheid 
and the broader political economy produced ambiguous, shifting and diverse responses. They responded in ways that 
were thus similar to the ways they responded to other forms of popular leisure. I also want to avoid running non-
specialists through a similarly familiar set piece. Like commercial leisure in many places during the twentieth 
century, a complex matrix of race, class, gender, generation, and transnational ties all differentiated and positioned a 
particular range readers to engage, challenge or ignore cash contests. However sharply detailed my analysis could 
potentially be, following existing approaches would create another variation of familiar conclusions. I think I can 
offer more value here by trying to open different types of questions about the personal sense of immediacy, ones 
usually flattened or de-emphasized. 



 Earlier in 1955, Kunene’s post-high school era had begun when a train had run ten miles 

south from Durban and slowed in front of a patch of industry on the Indian Ocean.  Just as the 215

Durban’s economic growth during World War Two had expanded Cato Manor, its post-war 

growth was carving industry into the regional geography. Stepping out of a “Non-European” car, 

Kunene would have seen aging factories in tangles of trees and newer, half-built structures rising 

in twenty acres of freshly cleared open space.  Most distinctive would have been the smoke 216

stack, jutting like a flagpole six or seven storeys to proclaim the presence of his new employer, 

African Explosives and Chemical Industries.   217

 By April, 1955, he was well into months of work and digging in the sprawl of brick and 

greenery. His job was tedious (though his exact duties went unrecorded). The nature of the 

company suggests he was either a logistical landscaper, who cut back fig trees to protect 

expanding operations; or more of an assistant farmer, who helped to plant and cultivate crops for 

experimental fertilizers.  Either way, the job required digging holes, clearing grass, and 218

handling other chores, each probably ending with a white supervisor or African headman 
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 Note that today, the new name and spelling is eZimbokodweni. But I use the old spelling since archival and 215

contemporary records refer to it as Umbogintwini. The railway had been built in the 19th century and the 
Umbogintwini industrial site, situated inland from the tracks, had been visible to passengers since construction the 
early 1900s. See a description of a south-to-north railway journey in 1925, S.T. Bizley, “A trip to see the Prince of 
Wales,” Natalia 25 (1995): 21-25. Headed south, it was the stop just before Amanzimtoti.

 The construction project was massive. Being built was for a major new plant (to produce PVC) began in 1954, 216

with 20 acres cleared for what would become 137,000 square feet of floor space at an expected cost of £2 million. 
See “African Engineering News,” The Engineer November 26, 1954 [from London]: 749. On the development of 
Isipingo, an area connected to Umbogintwini and at times legally interlinked through urban planning, see Shirley 
Moodley, “The Origin, Growth and Future of the Borough of Isipingo with Special Reference to Environmental 
Management,” M.A. Geography Department at University of Zululand, 1997.

 The smoke stack was built in the 1940s and was demolished in the 2010s. Umbogintwini Industrial Association, 217

“Umbogintwini Industrial Complex Annual Report” (2012). Available here.

 For a half century by the time Kunene arrived, the company had been a leading space of agricultural and 218

chemical experiments for capitalist industries in southern Africa. Scientific discussions irregularly appears in South 
African Mining and Engineering Journal (in the William Cullen Library at Wits).
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shouting to finish up. After having spent most of his life sitting in classrooms, it is hard to 

imagine Kunene was thriving by sweating over a shovel.  219

 He paused to rest. Maybe he could rewrite his failed Drum entry, which was a romance, 

and get it in Africa!, the magazine defined by love stories.  Since high school, Kunene had 220

increasingly fulfilled his interest in reading through the country’s broadening range of 

commercial periodicals. Since starting work, he had also honed his writing abilities by crafting 

pieces meant for entertainment monthlies, regularly sending them to each of what were now four 

African-oriented magazines.  These magazines often solicited short stories explicitly as cash 221

contest submissions. So he was probably entering some if not most of his stories for cash prizes 

(although the extent of his potential participation is unknown), with his most likely targets being 
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 In existing archives, Kunene never described his experience of manual labor after high school. But in an 219

interview he alluded to it being frustrating and foreign, saying he went to work “in the harsh world outside” and thus 
implying a contrast with the comforts and familiarity of school (1979 KCAL Interview). As a parallel experience, 
consider his contemporary’s view of menial work at a Johannesburg hotel: “The work of each day was like that of 
the day before.…Days without name. I forgot the feel of the sun [since he arrived and returned in darkness]. I 
developed a dry cough that hurt my chest. I did not think about anything; I was too tired. There was only the work, 
and, at the end of the month, the pound.” Kunene's boredom and alienation must have been somewhat similar. The 
passage comes in Peter Abrahams’ memoir. Abrahams was older than Kunene but from a similar cohort of mission-
educated African South Africans (although Abrahams legal and social identity as Coloured ensured his life differed 
in fundamental respects, such as the fact he did not need to carry a pass). The context for this passage was that the 
shebeen run by Abraham’s aunt had been raided, bankrupting him and forcing him to leave school at age 15. He then 
landed the hotel job, and worked from dawn to midnight scrubbing floors and dishes. Tell Freedom (London: Alfred 
Knopf, 1954): 212-213.

 During the 1950s, arguably the dominant short story genre at Drum Limited was the “young romance”; not only 220

the the magazine’s staff but its broader network of reader-contributors probably produced more loves stories than 
any other type of fiction. Two facts suggest that Kunene likely wrote love stories. The first is that Africa! was 
overwhelmingly dominated by love stories. The second is that Kunene is on the record as having submitted short 
stories to Africa!. He thus probably sent material that was similar to what he saw in the pages of Africa! and that was 
most likely to get published. In other words, he must have tried his hand at composing romantic short stories. More 
than the empirical evidence, there is also the undeniable sense when paging through the African press of the 1950s 
(a point overlooked by cultural historians) that young romance was a theme that Africans around the country were 
very engaged in. Take magazine fiction alone. Especially in the early and middle decade, what was much more 
common than depictions of urban crime or racial tensions were depictions of primary school crushes, high school 
courtships, and dance hall flirtation.

 He later recalled having submitted many stories to Zonk, Hi-Note!, Africa! and Drum. “I was trying my hand at 221

short story writing,” he said in the 1979 KCAL interview, specifically speaking of his 1955-1957 period of working 
at African Explosives and Chemical Industries and elsewhere as a manual laborer. 



the monthly £1 1s. for Africa!’s “My First Love!” contest, and the annual £50 for Drum’s 

International Competition. Thus far, his entries had only earned rejection slips.  222

 The more he thought about it, the more the idea of repurposing his latest composition 

made sense. Kunene’s original hope had been to win Drum’s International Competition because 

it was the country’s most well-known and well-paid opportunity for African writers. But as he 

had recently discovered, his story had not been chosen. Weeks earlier, in Johannesburg, Can 

Themba and the other judges working for Drum Limited had decided to award first place to a 

young man named Peter Clarke. Drum’s journalists had raced across the country to Cape Town 

and located Clarke at his house. They had presented a check, asked questions, snapped photos, 

and returned, packaging Clarke’s life into a full-page profile. Later, back in Durban, Kunene had 

opened his copy of Drum to see images of the grand prize winner behind a desk. With the 

International Competition over, Kunene was now having to adjust his ambitions. He knew that 

getting published in Africa! would not be as glamorous getting published in Drum, and that 

winning £1 would not compare to winning £50. But the possibility of becoming a winner, 

through the romance competition in Africa!, still seemed compelling. 

 What encouraged readers to aspire for personal transformation through contest 

participation was the elaborate cultural framework that surrounded the prize economy. Within 

this framework, the basic unit was the individual contest winner. Each time someone won a 

contest, and attracted public attention in the way that Peter Clarke did in the pages of Drum, they 

served as an icon of hope. They showed that an ordinary reader could become a famous winner. 

At the end of each contest, for the people who had entered or even just considered entering, there 
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 “I got more rejection slips than I had bargained for,” he then said in the 1979 KCAL interview.222



were mixed emotions in not seeing oneself on the list of winners. Knowing that your entry might 

have won, but had not won, was disappointing. But at the same time, seeing another person go 

from hopeful to hero was exciting. It simulated what it would feel like to suddenly gain status 

and money, and invited readers to continuing trying to earn a similar windfall. 

 Helping integrate the cultural framework of the prize economy, and helping support the 

desire for personal transformation, were contest genres. Individual winners were associated with 

similar winners. For readers such as Kunene, an icon like Clarke called to mind a pantheon of 

icons from the same types of competitions. For example, Kunene was familiar with the previous 

winner of the International Competition as well as the winners of short story competitions in 

Africa!.  Drawing inspiration from Clarke’s victory was thus an exercise in comparison. When 223

Kunene was in high school, he would have read about the dramatic rise of Can Themba. Winning 

the second iteration of Drum’s International Competition had catapulted Themba from being a 

school teacher; to being a £50 winner; to being a journalist at Drum; to being the editor of 

Africa!. All of that had happened in less than a year.  As he tried to predict Clarke’s future, 224

Kunene wondered if his sudden prominence as a prize winner would turn into a sustained career 

in the way that mirrored Themba’s experience. At the same time, as he thought of his own future, 

Kunene envisioned emulating not just Clarke but a succession of authors. 
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 Short story contests were concentrated in magazines, but a few appeared in Bantu Press as the former monopoly 223

tried to both imitate new magazine tactics while also echoing Children’s Newspaper. For example, Bantu Press 
returned to incorporating short stories in Bantu World in 1953 (May 30, 1953). But across the company’s multiple 
papers, short story contests never became regularized. An exception were the “children’s corners” in Bantu World 
and Ilanga, where columnists often held story contests. Another exception was Ilanga’s big story contest paying a 
total of £100 in prize money to what ended up being over a dozen separate people from October 1957 into 1958 
(Ilanga September 21, 1957; February 15, 1958). Similar short story solicitations also appeared Zonk’s children’s 
page, “Zonkitots” (see, for example, Zonk! January 1955: 62; May 1955: 62).

 Themba won in April 1953. By December (after Jim Bailey had recruited him), Themba joined Drum as a 224

journalist in December. In March 1954, he launched Africa! as editor. His career trajectory was very publicly visible, 
since, for example, he personified Africa! by appearing in ads for it. 



 Besides the specific connections that contest genres enabled, the cultural framework of 

the prize economy also relied on a much broader resonance between an array of iconic figures. 

The “cash prize winner” had become a highly flexible and extremely generic social category. 

Nearly every other page in the African press featured a “lucky” winner, “discovered” beauty, or 

surprise talent.  For example, during the same month that Clarke won the International 225

Competition, another man won a slogan contest hosted by Golden City Post. Each of them was 

repeatedly portrayed during April, 1955, as a “£50 Winner,” creating parallel symbols of 

newfound fame. These types of parallels were constantly ensuring that “the cash prize winner” 

loomed large in the African press. For anyone thinking about entering a particular contest, the 

desire to win had both specific dimensions and general dimensions. Wishing to become Peter 

Clarke involved hoping to become an accomplished author within one contest genre. But in the 

context of a range of other genres, it also involved hoping to become one of countless other cash 

prize winners. Each sector of the contest universe thus reinforced the others, helping advertise 

the transformational potential of cash prizes.  

!
!
!
!
!
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 Contests often led to profiles framing someone’s life as suddenly going from ordinary to extraordinary. A similar 225

trope also featured prominently in the African press outside of contest-related material. See, for example, a profile of 
Gretta Dhladhla (“To Introduce,” Ilanga December 1956: 21). In 1955, by winning a beauty pageant at the age of 
23, she went from being just another domestic worker to becoming Miss Natal. The profile documented how 
ordinary she was by noting that she attended the YMCA at night. It then shows how special she had become by 
noting that she was now a film star in the film “Death Behind Love.”



 One prominent prize winner was short story writer Peter Clarke. Image: Drum April 1955. 

!
 Someone again shouted and Kunene returned to digging. Why was he moving dirt? He 

thought of Lewis Nkosi, his friend who was here doing physical labor at the chemical factory. He 

thought of Nat Nakasa, his other friend who was in Durban at an engineering firm, presumably 
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 For the best chronology and fullest analysis of Nkosi’s life, see Letizia Maria Lombardozzi, “Journeying beyond 226

Embo: The Construction of Exile, Place and Identity in the Writings of Lewis Nkosi,” PhD Thesis UKZN, 2007: 52 
and 248. In his correspondence with Lombardozzi, Nkosi is fuzzy about his immediate post-high school life in the 
mid-1950s. But based on his estimation, here are the events. In late 1954 (at the same time as Nakasa and Kunene), 
he left Zulu Lutheran High School. Soon after, during the 1954 to 1955, he first worked in construction in Durban; 
at a fertilizer factory on the south coast; and later at a paint factory in Umbilo. Undoubtedly the fertilizer factory was 
AEIC. Since Nkosi and Kunene were friends and seeking work at the same time, they likely began there together, or 
soon after each other. 
 For more on Nakasa, see Matt Keaney, “From the Sophiatown Shebeens to the Streets of Soweto,” M.A. 
Thesis, George Mason University (2010): 109; and Brown, “A Native of Nowhere.” These and other scholars do not 
fully illuminate the poorly documented late- and post-high school moment that I’m trying to capture here. (Most 
autobiographical and secondary work on the Drum generation fast-forwards to the beginning of individual writing 
careers.) So in this section, I’ve pieced together my own chronology based on Kunene’s KCAL interview; secondary 
sources; and early published pieces in Ilanga and Drum by Kunene, Nakasa and Nkosi. Combined, they suggest that 
all three teenagers left with J.C.s at the end of 1954 and all immediately found these temporary waged jobs. 



also doing manual labor.  All three had left the same high school at the same time to encounter 226

the same obstacles.  227

 With his arms heavy from shoveling, Kunene swung between two poles of emotion. The 

first was a sense of frustrated confusion. Although earning a Junior Certificate had required 

seven years of primary school and two years of high school, all of that work did not seem to have 

accomplished much. As an ad in Drum the previous year had put it, Kunene’s assumption had 

been that “the best-paid employment is reserved for educated people” and that “there are always 

good jobs waiting for people who have a high school education.”  Many people around him, 228

including parents, principals, and teachers, would have made similar claims. But his Junior 

Certificate had still not produced the status or income that he was expecting.  

 Moments later, another gardener approached carrying fertilizer. He asked if Kunene 

would be at Durban City Hall tomorrow night to see the reigning champion, Elijah Mokone, 
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 Major themes in several works by Lewis Nkosi include social alienation and imposed limits, often directly or 227

indirectly created by Apartheid. For further analysis, see Lombardozzi, “Journeying Beyond Embo,” 131-132.

 For the ad for Britzius College Correspondence Courses, see Drum March 1954: 15. Similar claims that self-228

development and education would automatically earn someone money had appeared in the African commercial press 
since it began. They were made by people selling correspondence courses, self-directed instructional materials, and 
books. For example, the oldest and most persistent example was Union College (see sample ads in Umteteli wa 
Bantu January 2, 1932: 3 or Bantu World May 12 1951: 4).



battle King Alfred.  Kunene told him that, yes, of course he would be there.  He then added a 229 230

joke, saying that tonight he himself would be training with another champion, a man from Cape 

Town named Peter Clarke!  231

 Kunene’s other emotional pole was his excited ambition. He felt strongly that he needed 

to discover his role as a writer. He also had a growing sense of confidence that continuing to 

write every evening was allowing him to discover something important, if uncertain, about 

himself. During his time at a Lutheran high school in Zululand, he had channeled years of 

structured reading and composition drills into helping start the school’s first quarterly journal. Up 

to that point, the journal had been among his most independent actions and his most fulfilling 

experiences.  Kunene contributed articles and acted as news editor, while his classmates, 232

including Lewis Nkosi and Nat Nakasa, took on other roles. A profile on Kunene decades later 

would emphasize his passion for periodicals (“Discuss newspapers and writing and his eyes light 
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 Mokone fought and beat King Alfred on Tuesday, April 12, 1955. The event included several other match ups and 229

was subsequently reported in several newspapers.

 He did try to attend every match he could. As an adolescent, Kunene trained at various boxing gyms in Durban, 230

including one on Grey Street where both Africans and Indians enjoyed a rare form of interracial recreation. He 
probably also attended matches whenever he could and certainly continued doing so through his later teenage years 
and early twenties. For evidence, see his sports reporting in Ilanga during 1956 and 1957. Boxing matches were held 
at municipal-run Somtseu Road grounds, the Bantu Social Centre, and elsewhere. In Durban, African boxing was 
largely organized and promoted by Indians. See, for example, “Benny Singh: Champion of African Boxing,” Drum 
June 1952: 41. Singh helped support the career of welterweight champion, William ‘Baby Batter’ Mbatha, and Drum 
republished pieces of Singh’s book about Mbatha called My Baby and Me (for example, Drum October: 18).

 Again, this is obviously my own invention. Its impossible to prove exactly how Kunene conversed with his 231

fellow laborers. But we have to assume he did engage often and no doubt across a range of topics and tones. I 
attempt here––and admittedly get nowhere close to their brilliance or liveliness––to borrow this type of humor from 
the “Drum generation” of writers, eclectic styles which influenced Kunene and his known high schools friends as 
dedicated Drum fans. Kunene’s early articles in Ilanga, e.g., stylistically borrowed more from Drum than Ilanga and 
indicate he was in the mid-1950s invested to some extent in the playful, self-reflexive culture espoused in Drum’s 
pages. 

 Michael Brown, “He’s in love with journalism; that’s Mr. Obed Kunene of course,” Daily News January 21, 232

1975.  
The journal’s name is unknown; and its unclear if or where copies have survived.



up”).  But already by the time he left high school, his work at the quarterly journal had 233

produced a similar enthusiasm. After his conversation about boxing ended, Kunene silently 

agreed with his joke. He would definitely spend a few hours that evening reviewing the main 

elements of Clarke’s story. Maybe that would help him perfect his own story for Africa!. 

!
* * * 

!
The industry-wide system of prize exchanges did not dramatically impact the racial, political, or 

other tensions that defined South African life. Instead, just as Children’s Newspaper had done, it 

reflected them. When inside the Drum Limited office, African journalists retained limited control 

over contest work. In fact, given his “razor-sharp mind, exciting wit, and humor,” Can Themba 

must have found jelly pudding extremely boring.  He probably only published the recipe 234

contest at the request of Africa!’s owner, a rich white man who had a degree from Oxford and 

regularly borrowed ideas from British tabloids.  Meanwhile, when outside the Drum Limited 235

office, the company’s contest workers joined other laborers across the country in frequenting 

illegal urban bars. Those were places where structural racism pushed people to imbibe as an 

escape from Apartheid. Those were also the places where Themba’s career eventually ended. 
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 The quote is from Brown’s 1975 profile of Kunene. 233

 This is how Casey Motsisi, Africa!’s assistant editor, described him in “Can Remembered,” The Classic (1968). 234

 It is well-known that from 1951, Jim Bailey and his editor re-styled Drum for a African readership. The two saw 235

as similar to urban working class whites back in England––they had both been raised there and gone to Oxford––
presuming workers everywhere craved “cheesecake, crime, animals, babies.” And we can assume simplistic contests 
like joke pages and “home hints” came through similar thinking. See: Anthony Sampson, Drum: The Making of a 
Magazine (JHB: Jonathon Ball, 2005): 15. Context: since at least the rise of competing tabloids in Britain in the 
1890s, the popular press had turned to joke pages and small contests, like guessing games, for example, to pull 
audiences and fill pages. And by the 1950s, contests were “very common features in both daily and Sunday papers,” 
as one scholar has noted in discussing Northcliffe’s famous Mail. See: Adrian Bingham, Family Newspapers? Sex, 
Private Life and the British Popular Press, 1918-1978 (Oxford, 2009): 205-207.



Although alcoholism initially helped him write the playful and cynical columns his readers 

enjoyed, it wore him down over time and, in 1959, got him fired. Cash contests never notably 

influenced these types of issues. 

 But in an important way, the proliferation of prize exchanges did reshape the print 

industry by altering the underlying entanglements between businesses and consumers. In terms 

of the daily operations of publishing firms, readers took on a permanently expanded economic 

role. The ways that owners and editors could use readers as editorial contributors multiplied. Not 

only did readers submit opinion pieces and sports reports that were unrelated to contests, they 

now provided slogan suggestions and other materials meant specifically for contests. What was 

new about this was that readers were no longer simply unpaid volunteers. During April, 1955, 

Drum Limited gave Can Themba his monthly salary of £35 salary (the highest of the company’s 

African employees) and gave Peter Clarke his one-time prize of £50. These expensive payouts 

were justified because publishing companies were turning readers not just into editorial tools but 

into marketing tools. Clarke, for example, became the influential public face of Drum Limited 

and encouraged the company’s audience to keep paying attention to its products. 

 Also involved in the broadening of readers’ role was a shift in the industry’s accounting 

practices. If Children’s Newspaper had mailed out a tiny stack of prize money, the industry was 

now shelling out a massive mountain of cash prizes to its customer base. Take “Best Dressed 

Family,” for example, the largest competition held in 1955. Bantu Press used the contest to give 

away £400. That was equal to 9% of the total annual circulation revenue of Imvo Zabantsundu 
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(£4,350), the company’s third best-selling newspaper.  Although the prize giveaway would 236

have eventually been billed to the contest’s clothing advertiser, the amount is remarkable. For 

every ten pounds Bantu Press was pulling in from selling Imvo, the company was eventually 

sending back nearly one pound to its customer base, and all for a single contest. This suggests 

that cash contests required the industry’s white managers to pay close attention to their account 

books. Promised payouts to consumers had to be filled just as contracts with newsprint suppliers 

had to be honored. The “Best Dressed Family” example also suggests that cash contests were a 

major economic commitment for commercial publishers, pushing managers to allocate resources 

in a way that allowed for major contests. The result was that prize exchanges not only formed a 

new field of financial transactions, but a notably large one.  

 What is still unclear about the impact of prize exchanges is exactly how many people 

participated and how much money changed hands. Each month, thousands of consumers used 

contests to play structured games such as crossword puzzles and perform creative feats such as 

composing a short story. Participating in a less direct way were also the tens of thousands of 

readers who acted as interested observers rather than active entrants. To illustrate these high 

levels of engagement, specific numbers are difficult to produce. But as a conservative estimate, 

based on anecdotal evidence, it is safe to assume that during the 1950s a minimum of 100,000 
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 Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Press, Government Printer, Pretoria, 1962-64, Annexure VII: 85. 236

Imvo’s total revenue was about £13,150 (including both circulation revenue and advertising revenue). Note that 
Bantu World (£45,232) and Ilanga (£31,140) earned much higher total revenues. Drum’s total revenue, for 
comparison, was £77,458 in 1955 (including both the West African and South African editions).



readers probably entered at least one cash contest.  Of those, more than 1,000 individuals 237

probably won some amount of cash; and in total, publishers probably promised a minimum of 

£5,000 in prizes.  These numbers are rough, and probably much too low. But they help point to 238

how massive the prize economy became. For instance, if publishers indeed gave out £5,000, that 

would have equated to almost one and a half times the total annual editorial salaries at either of 

the industry’s largest companies. In 1954, the salaries for all fifteen Bantu Press employees 

totaled £3530; those for Drum Limited’s six full-time employees totaled £3359.  It would thus 239
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 This is based on my experience tracking hundreds of contests across every major title during the 1950s. Two 237

caveats are especially necessary. The first is that both publishers and advertisers ran contests, often together. My 
estimate here attempts to exclude advertiser-run contests since my research focused on print businesses themselves. 
The second is that while most contests promised cash prizes, some also promised other diverse prizes, from soap to 
vacations, and I am exclusively speculating here on the value of cash prizes.  
 Evidence for my guess comes in several forms. First, publishers sometimes publicly stated the number of 
people that entered a contest. A headline in Golden City Post once referred to a crossword in this way: “Thousands 
Vie for £100 Jackpot Puzzle Prize,” (June 24, 1956: 1). Later, an article claimed 15,000 people ultimately entered 
that contest (August 12, 1956: 15). If, in fact, 15,000 people entered a single crossword competition, my guess is 
much too conservative. It would only take seven competitions with similar participation rates to surpass my 
approximation of 100,000 people. But the reason I am being cautious is that these types of claims by publishers were 
usually a form of boosterism, and thus are suspect.  
 Second, during my research, I prepared several suggestive but limited data sets. For example, I calculated 
the number of jokes that ran in the 17 issues of Africa! (1954-1955). Each issue ran about 20 jokes for the “Crazy 
Cracks!” contest, and the overall total came to 313 distinct jokes credited to as many readers. Presuming most of 
those were actually submitted by readers, there were likely 100s if not 1000s more unused joke entries. Third, I 
collected anecdotes from interviews. For instance, when I asked Judy Mayet about her time working on contests for 
Golden City Post in the late 1950s and early 1960s, she emphasized that lots of people entered. “I used to read 
through thousands,” she told me, stressing the mail for the “Gammatjie Jokes” contest. (Juby Mayet, interviewed by 
author in Johannesburg, 28 October 2015.) Together, these bits of information suggest that the African press must 
have easily attracted contest entries from at least 100,000 during the 1950s.

 To get a sense of how I made these estimates, start by considering the competitions I have already mentioned in 238

this chapter. “Best Dressed Family” divided £400 between several winners; Drum’s International Competition 
(which ran for five years) eventually gave away a total of £335; Post’s slogan contest gave out £50. In addition to 
these larger contests, there were countless other smaller and much more consistent giveaways. One was Africa!’s 
“My First Love!” contest, which promised a total of about £18 during the year and a half that Africa! existed. 
Another was Africa!’s joke page, which promised five shillings each issue and ultimately totaled about £4 in 
promised payouts. Also consider the prizes for crossword puzzles, which were not just extremely consistent but 
extremely large. For example, Golden City Post offered prizes for crosswords every few months and made some of 
the prizes worth more than £300. (On January 20, 1957, it boasted a £240 jackpot; on October 27, 1957, it split a pot 
of £336 between four winners; on May 4, 1958, it gave someone £294.) Based on these and other considerations, I 
thus believe that at least 1,000 different people won some sort of cash payout, and that the industry’s overall payout 
during the 1950s had to be a minimum of £5,000.

 “Drum/Africa!” Card 133/4 in Press Commission files SAB. Note that I added together the annual salaries for 239

each full-timer; the list did not include important freelancers such as Drum’s Jurgen Schadeburg. Also note that 
Zonk Limited had only two full-time editorial staffers (both white), for a total annual cost of £2400 in salaries.



not be surprising if over the course of the 1950s, the entire industry collectively promised to give 

away the same amount of prize money that an entire company needed to pay for eighteen 

months’ worth of editorial salaries. Whatever the case, the contrast between the 1940s and the 

1950s should demonstrate that all of this happened fast and happened in a way that dramatically 

changed the African press. 

 Even while prize money proliferated, none of it landed in Obed Kunene’s pocket. Africa! 

rejected his love story just as several other magazines rejected the rest of his stories. In 1957, he 

would finally get his big break when Ilanga lase Natal published a report he wrote on a boxing 

match. That report would lead to a series of full-time journalist positions, and by the late 1970s, 

Kunene would become Ilanga lase Natal’s editor. But for the rest of 1955 and 1956, he remained 

caught between optimism and disappointment. What is important to recognize about his time as a 

gardener is that it reveals the nature of the new prize economy. During mundane moments, 

whether at home or at work, people used contests to mix their performance of the present with 

their aspirations for the future. The prize economy infused the routines of daily life with constant 

promises of social recognition and cash rewards.  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!
5. CONSUMING AN ARCHITECTURE OF WORK 

 

!!
!
Edwin Tshandu was already enjoying this particular moment on his tour of South Africa’s most 

widely read African newspaper.  “What impressed me most,” he would write later in 1947 after 240

visiting Bantu World’s brick warehouse on the edge of Johannesburg, “was the working of the 

linotype machine.”  Perhaps the linotypes looked to him like overgrown typewriters. Fanned 241

out on the company’s second floor were nine of them. At each, straight-backed in a suit and tie, 

sat an operator tapping hundreds of keys and triggering the machine’s head-high, car engine-
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 The photo above is of Bantu World’s linotypes in the late 1940s (Black Gold! Bantu Press c.1948).240

 Bantu World June 21, 1947: 2.241



sized body of assorted parts. Tshandu’s guide then added further excitement, asking if he and the 

other visitors wanted a demonstration.  

 They definitely did. Over the previous decade and a half, mission-educated Africans had 

responded to their urbanizing world and its commercializing press by transforming Bantu 

World’s office into a space of economic sightseeing. Readers had begun visiting immediately 

after the newspaper opened in 1932 and would continue well into the Apartheid era. They arrived 

to educate and entertain themselves. They left having experienced first hand the technological 

complexities and organizational flow of the African press. And after 1945, when the office 

changed shape to form a white collar assembly line, their tours became especially significant. 

From then on the hundreds of sightseers viewing print production each year were not only 

directly learning about the making of newspapers, but indirectly confronting a broad shift in the 

architecture of capitalism. As will become clear, the semi-circle of linotypes in front of Tshandu 

was part of an integrated design, rendering the office’s various departments a walkable diorama 

of industrial rationalization.   

 The nearest operator flung his fingers into action and sent tiny blocks of lead clanging 

through unseen channels. As the tour had inched towards this spot, Tshandu’s guide had no doubt 

been detailing the making of a typical issue of Bantu World and had already explained how 

linotypes fit in. One imagines the guide narrating with his hands, pointing in sequence at certain 

rooms and waving at relevant employees, as the sightseers craned their necks to follow the story. 

Among other things, the story would have described how the editor shepherded articles from one 

end of the floor to the other before submitting final drafts; how linotype operators then 

transformed manuscripts into metal type; and how the metal type’s journey to the basement and 
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into a rotary press eventually allowed the articles to be reproduced thousands of times over. By 

now, the production process seemed almost legible. The onlookers leaned in as swinging 

mechanical arms compressed the clanging lead. “Within a few seconds,” Tshandu would recall, 

“we were shown a piece of metal with the name 'Edwin Tshandu’ typed.” Impressive indeed. 

 By developing an historical geography of economic sightseeing, this chapter helps 

expand how scholars think about the social dynamics of colonial architecture in Africa. Decades 

of diverse studies have overwhelmingly analyzed the built environment as a tool of social 

control, detailing the many ways colonizers and capitalists have tried to wield urban plans, 

housing designs, and other architectural features in the battle for influence over local people.  242

Perhaps most well-known is work on square houses appearing amidst circular huts.  During the 243

nineteenth century, Western evangelists in southern Africa constructed rectangular buildings to 

contrast with local spherical structures. Their goal was to use boxy churches and residences to 

foster a new moral subject, the “civilized” convert.  The idea was that the novelty of glass 244
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 Critical literature on the role of social control in African urban planning and colonial architectural designs is vast, 242

spanning decades and including diverse approaches. Classic studies include Philip Curtin, “Medical Knowledge and 
Urban Planning in Tropical Africa,” American Historical Review 90 (1985): 594-613; Timothy Mitchell, Colonizing 
Egypt (New York: University of California Press, 1988); Gwendolyn Wright, “Tradition in the Service of Modernity: 
Architecture and Urbanism in French Colonial Policy, 1900-1930,” The Journal of Modern History 59 (1987); and 
Jennifer Robinson, The Power of Apartheid: State, Power, and Space in South African Cities (Oxford: Butterworth-
Heinemann, 1996). For recent examples showing the continued emphasis on social control, see Ambe Njoh, “Urban 
planning as a tool of power and social control in colonial Africa,” Planning perspectives 24 (2009): 301-317; or 
Branwen Gruffydd Jones, “Civilising African Cities: International Housing and Urban Policy from Colonial to 
Neoliberal Times,” Journal of Intervention and Statebuilding 6 (2012): 23-40; Carlos Nunes Silva, ed., Urban 
Planning in Sub-Saharan Africa: Colonial and Post-Colonial Planning Cultures (New York: Routledge, 2015); 
Nicholas Coetzer, Building Apartheid: On Architecture and Order in Imperial Cape Town (New York: Routledge, 
2016); Fassil Demissie, e.g., Colonial Architecture and Urbanism in Africa: Intertwined and Contested Histories 
(Routledge, 2016).

 Square houses are one of several key cultural icons of colonization in Jean and John Comaroffs' very well-known 243

books, Of Revelation and Revolution, Volumes 1 and 2 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 199 and 1997). 

 Besides their books, see the Comaroffs’ initial positing of this line of analysis in “Home-made Hegemony: 244

Modernity, Domesticity, and Colonialism in South Africa,” in their Ethnography and the Historical Imagination: 
Selected Essays (Boulder: Westview Press, 1992). For a more empirical, less theoretical analysis of the impact of 
Western influence on Tswana architecture, see Diane Lynn McLean, “Indigenous Tswana Architecture,” M.A. 
Thesis, Rhodes University (1986): 41-60.



windows and imported furniture would promote Victorian domesticity, helping Africans maintain 

a particular sense of Christian identity. Turning to the twentieth century, scholars have uncovered 

other patterns of architectural imposition. These have included state-directed housing 

developments that cemented racial divisions, for example, and profit-driven mining compounds 

that helped police the bodies of migrant laborers.  Historical, ethnographic, and geographical 245

accounts have combined to show that the force of physical layouts and visual spectacles often 

allowed architecture to influence home and work life. The result has been a widespread 

recognition that at very intimate levels, spatial arrangements played an important role in driving 

social change and propping up the colonial order. 

 Existing literature does carry another dominant theme, which tends to invert the first. 

Alongside critical investigations of Western-influenced architecture, scholars have routinely 

provided counterpoints about African-led subversion that show the limits of attempting to create 
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 On segregationist planning (especially related to the Group Areas Act in Apartheid South Africa), there are many 245

studies on the spatial thinking and political complexities of state-directed housing schemes. For examples, see A.J. 
Christopher, “Apartheid planning in South Africa: the case of Port Elizabeth,” Geographical Journal 153 (1987): 
195-204; Paul Maylam, “The Rise and Decline of Urban Apartheid in South Africa,” African Affairs 89 (1990): 
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Onselen, Chibaro: African Mine Labour in Southern Rhodesia, 1900-1933 (Pluto Press, 1976); and William Worger, 
South Africa’s City of Diamonds: Mine Workers and Monopoly Capitalism in Kimberley, 1867-1895 (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1987).



disciplinary spaces.  In the case of square houses, it turns out that Africans often spoiled 246

missionary hopes by adopting new designs slowly and selectively. Only after several generations 

did converts begin adopting glass windows and even then, only on their own terms, incorporating 

them into vernacular architectures.  It also turns out that in more forceful settings Africans 247

could still partly escape. In mining compounds, workers could live beyond the Panopticon-style 

structures surrounding them by creating alternative geographies; they secretly brewed and drank 

“traditional” alcohol, turning sites of surveillance into places of camaraderie.   248

 Such instances of local responses and unanticipated uses have substantially deepened our 

understanding of colonial architecture. But the stress on social control and African subversion 

has also led to unintended limitations, squeezing the historiography of colonial architecture into a 

perpetual back-and-forth between top-down action and bottom-up reaction. The issue now is that 

because the literature continues to focus either on local subjects encountering Westernized 

architecture or laborers encountering employer designs, newly discovered nuances can only 

really complicate the edges of these established narratives. Largely neglected is the possibility 
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 For example, in an edited collection now in its second edition, editor Fassil Demissie begins by noting that 246

Europeans tried to mold African spaces during colonialism. He then quickly ties that to the second major theme not 
only of the book but of the broader literature. “In what ways,” he asks, “did colonial African subjects negotiate, 
contest and rework the imposition of a particular culturally defined architectural and spatial order?” (“Introduction,” 
Colonial Architecture and Urbanism in Africa). Throughout, the other contributors productively pursue both themes. 
For another great example of these themes treated together, see Garth Myers Verandahs of Power: Colonialism and 
Space in Urban Africa (Syracuse University Press, 2003). For compelling cases of Africans reshaping colonial 
architecture, see Rebecca Ginsburg, At Home with Apartheid: The Hidden Landscapes of Domestic Service in 
Johannesburg (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2011); and Anne-Maria Makhulu, Making Freedom: 
Apartheid, Squatter Politics, and the Struggle for Home (Durham: Duke University Press, 2015). To be clear, both 
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to suggest a multiplying and broadening of approaches to the built environment.

 Comaroffs, Of Revelation and Revolution, Vol. 2, 303. They argue that cultural transformation proceeded more 247

through Tswana adopting “bric-a-brac” rather than “brick-and-mortar” changes.  

 For a compelling and, in his phrase, “empowering” narrative, see Jonathon Crush, “Scripting the Compound: 248

power and space in the South African mining industry,” Environment and Planning D 12 (1994): 301-324.



that Africans may also have been confronting and reshaping their built environment through 

other modes of existence. The question is: Outside of well-known political contexts and labor 

conflicts, how else might Africans have engaged with colonial sites?  

 The way to find the answer is to investigate cases of architectural interactions in which 

people did more than absorb or deflect the micro-geographies of colonial power. As the next two 

sections show, the precondition for economic sightseeing was the contingent development of 

Bantu World’s Ford-style architecture and of a flexible tourism among the paper’s readers. The 

result, as a third section concludes, was the coming together of a particular newspaper plant and 

a particular group of people to create a highly dynamic interaction. On the one hand, the 

post-1945 office created some physical and visual limits that shaped how sightseers focused their 

attention and action; on the other, the sightseers leveraged those spatial limits to transform a 

production line into a novel consumer experience, going behind the scenes of a newspaper, and 

adopting a new vantage point on industrialization.   

!
Exteriors 

Since the late nineteenth century, fast-growing newspapers around the world had aimed to cast a 

shadow of commercial strength and civic influence over urban landscapes by sculpting their 

headquarters into monuments. In the 1870s in New York, North America’s largest dailies began 

competing directly for height. First came the nine-storey New York Tribune, then the 13-storey 

New York Times, and later the 16-storey World, each in turn claiming the title of New York’s 
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tallest skyscraper.  During the 1880s, in Buenos Aires, one of Latin America’s top-selling 249

papers, La Prensa, affirmed its regional influence with a five-storey headquarters adorned with 

fancy French windows, doors arched by stonework, and a bell tower. For a time in Shanghai 

during the 1920s, the new ten-storey North China Daily News attracted attention by becoming 

one of Asia’s highest-reaching buildings.  That same decade South Africa, too, extended the 250

trend. The Star in Johannesburg rose to five-storeys, Daily News in Durban to four, and Cape 

Argus in Cape Town to five, all instances of popular white papers seeking very public, long-

lasting visibility.  251

 Architects and owners had also tended to match looming exteriors with ornate interiors. 

Argentina’s La Presna opened to an entryway “of marble mosaic and solid mahogany” and 
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 For an accessible exhibit on New York’s newspaper skyscrapers, see “News Paper Spires;” and for an 249

architectural summary of New York Times, see “1851-2001; Six Buildings That Share One Story,” New York Times 
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 Yao Minji, “Wild days of newspapering and print battlefield of ideas,” Shanghai Daily November 2, 2013. On the 250

particular architectural features and some historical context on the building, see Edward Denison and Guang Yu Ren, 
Building Shanghai: The Story of China’s Gateway (Sussex: John Wiley & Sons, 2006). 

 For what was Natal Advertiser and in the 1930s became Daily News, see the series of commemorative articles, 251

like Allan Jackson’s “Room to Breathe,” in Sunday Tribune June 18, 1990. For Cape Argus, see Story of Argus, 
200-201. Note that for every tall newspaper office, there were several shorter ones dotting the country and often 
even dotting the large city centers. Cape Times (a large daily that at various times rivaled Cape Argus in circulation) 
filled only two warehouse-like storeys from 1936 until 1986. See Gerald Shaw, The Cape Times: An Informal 
History (Cape Town: David Philips, 1999): 144. Rand Daily Mail (a somewhat distant rival in circulation to The Star 
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housed a guest chamber that was “sumptuously furnished.”  China’s Shenbao, a Shanghai 252

paper with an even higher circulation than North China Daily News, filled its five-storey frame 

with semi-domed ceilings, frescoes, finished marble floors, and even purpose-built leisure spaces 

such as billiards rooms and a decorative garden.  For its part, South Africa’s Daily News had an 253

elevator so well-curated that former employees could still recall details about it decades after 

leaving, such as the lift’s mirrors, and its quality wood panels and vase of fresh flowers.  254

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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 G. Whitfield Ray, Through Five Republics on Horseback (New York: Cosimo Classics, 2005 [originally 1891]). 252

Stressing the cosmopolitanism of Buenos Aires in the late 1880s, Ray call La Prensa’a headquarters “the finest and 
costliest structure ever built…the latest word in mechanical plants. Its entrance of marble mosaic and solid 
mahogany leads to business offices, editorial rooms, and press rooms. There are sumptuously furnished guest 
chambers for distinguished visitors, and rooms for resident reporters. There is a well-equipped hospital for 
employees, and a beautiful gold and crystal concert room for their pleasure” (33).

 Shenbao has several alternative spellings. For a detailed description of the paper’s main office during the 1920s, 253

see Don Denham Patterson, The Journalism of China (Columbia: University of Missouri, 1922). It reads in part: 
“The Shun Pao building is a reinforced concrete structure, designed and constructed under the direction of an 
American architect…The general business office has a semi-domed ceiling, elaborately decorated and frescoed. The 
floors throughout the building are of the terrazzo type and the walls of the ground floor are finished in marble. Back 
of the business office, is a hall decorated in marble and stairs leading to the other floors and the elevator entrance…
The fifth floor, or roof garden, of the building is its most unusual feature. Half of the floor is given over to a roof 
garden having a pergola covering with vines and potted flowers. The other half of the floor is divided up for what 
are described by publishers as ‘recreation rooms’. Here are a barber shop, a card, or machiang, room, a billiard 
room, a small dining room with an Old English style fireplace, a small kitchen, and a guest suite” (63-64).

 Very fresh. “The flowers were changed every day,” David Wightman told me in a 2015 interview while laughing. 254

He was entertained at the idea of his employer caring about such a tiny aesthetic detail. Wightman began his 
journalism career at Daily News, then briefly worked at Bantu World before returning to Durban and rising to 
become editor of several papers. Interview David Wightman March 5, 2015 at Mitchell Park Cafe in Durban. 



 

The architecture of many major papers stressed vertical lines. Left is La Prensa in Argentina in 
1951; the middle is North China Daily News in Shanghai c. 1920; and right is Daily News (then 
called Natal Advertiser) in Durban in 1927. Images: Life Magazine March 12, 1951; “North China 
Daily News,” Wikipedia accessed February 2017; The South African Builder February 1927. !

!
 Bantu World did neither.  Between 1932 and 1945, the paper and its parent company, 255

Bantu Press Limited, cycled through five successive headquarters while expanding not along a 

vertical but a horizontal axis and avoiding decoration in favor of utility. The paper’s architecture 

developed in distinct phases, with the 1930s marking an era of small additions and 
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 Of the company’s five successive headquarters, most important was 11 Newclare Road, the main office from 255

1945 until the government banned Bantu World and effectively ended the company in 1977. For the best sources on 
architectural design and industrial engineering of that site, see the company’s self-made diagram of the office in 
Black Gold! A New Market and Its Media (Johannesburg: Bantu Press, 1946). It is available in the National Library 
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experimentation, and the 1940s marking an era of dramatic expansions and modernization. The 

process culminated at Newclare Road, Bantu Press’s fifth building, where Bantu World 

permanently adopted a flat shape. Rather than rising or even aspiring to rise into a “skyscraper-

cum-advertisement,” the paper stretched out, sideways, to form an office-cum-factory.  256

 

At Bantu World’s Newclare Road office (1945-1977), three spaced-out signs emphasized the 
building’s length. One end said “BANTU WORLD,” the middle said “BANTU PRESS,” and the 
other repeated “BANTU WORLD.” Image: Black Gold! (Bantu Press, 1947). !

!
 Rather than being an inevitable divergence, the outcome emerged from local 

circumstances that could quite possibly have led Bantu World to adopt the flashier designs of so 

many other papers. During the 1930s––on Von Weilligh Street (1932-1933) then Hardy Street 

(1934-1935) then Polly Street (1935-1939)––Bantu Press did not substantially change its basic 

form because it remained under-capitalized enough that a single, small floor was all that was 

possible or needed. Until 1935 it occupied 1,400 square feet and from then until 1939 probably 
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 Several papers mentioned above exemplified the trend of turning modern offices into “skyscrapers-cum-256

advertisements,” as Gartman puts it. David Gartman, From Autos to Architecture: Fordism and Architecture 
Aesthetics in the Twentieth Century (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2012): 66.



between 2,000 and 3,000 square feet.  To passersby, the facade remained an unadorned, one-257

storey box, little different from nearby wholesalers.  258

 From there, economic geography might have squeezed the office upwards. The three 

initial buildings had kept Bantu Press on the southern edge of Johannesburg’s central business 

district, an area where small-scale retailers and informal street vendors served diverse customers 

that included many African commuters. The purpose of being downtown, for Bantu World 

founder Bertram Paver, as for many publishers from New York to Cape Town, was to stay close 

enough to potential advertisers and readers to increase revenues; and to stay convenient enough 

for employees and distributors to boost operational efficiencies.  While Bantu Press remained 259

small, location did not dictate height. But by the end of the 1930s, with organizational growth 

accelerating and with Paver planning to invest in new and bulkier technologies, the paper not 

only needed more floor space it could finally afford it. High land values around the central 

business district meant that if Paver stayed downtown, he probably would have bought a much 

taller building because a taller building would have maximized the amount of square footage he 

could utilize atop an expensive plot of real estate. The next headquarters could thus have loomed 
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 For the best source on square footage, see “Rapid Growth of National Bantu Paper,” Bantu World April 13, 1935. 257

It lists the Von Weilligh office as 1,400 sq. ft. and the Hardy Street office as 1,450 sq. ft. For Polly Street (then under 
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 For a photo showing some of Von Weilligh’s facade, see Bantu World December 31, 1932.258

 For the pressure of mining operations and white slumlords on JHB’s high land values during this time period, see 259

work by Susan Parnell, “Land Acquisition and the Changing Residential Face of Johannesburg, 1930-1955,” Area 
20 (1988): 307-314.



over the edge of Johannesburg the way that Daily News, for example, loomed over central 

Durban. 

 Meanwhile, Paver’s own marketing experiments might have led to a more multi-purpose, 

more elaborately furnished interior. From year one, Paver had organized an annual event called 

the Bantu Trade Exhibit to promote the paper and bring together white manufacturers and 

African readers-cum-consumers. So from 1934 to 1936, at Hardy Street and then Polly Street, 

the property on which Bantu World sat had a small outdoor field dedicated to hosting the show. 

This idea of an area meant for social activities was repeated inside. That same period saw the 

company turn one corner of the office into what employees called the “lecture hall,” a space that 

probably hosted staff most of the time, for meetings or lunch breaks, but that also regularly filled 

with readers during small marketing events, including evening cooking classes.  The fact that 260

this flexible area existed, and for two full years, suggests that early on the company tried 

accommodating not just newspaper production but a range of social activities. It also suggests 

that when relocating to a larger office, at the end of the 1930s, Paver and his employees could 

plausibly have returned to experimenting with similar pockets of entertainment. Just as Shenbao 

designed its Shanghai headquarters to include billiards, its fairly easy to imagine a three- or four-

storey building near central Johannesburg in which Bantu Press reserved half a floor for 
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 The hall is mentioned several times between 1933 and 1935 in various parts of Bantu World. See, for example, 260

“Rapid Growth,” April 13, 1935.



socializing, installing prominent book shelves and imposing armchairs, or maybe a ping pong 

table, fixtures that diversified the office’s purpose, and its overall look and feel.   261

 By then, though, local politics had intervened. At a critical moment in Bantu World’s 

accelerating growth, it was South Africa’s racial struggle for land that seems to have eroded not 

just the company’s reasons for staying downtown but its potential for providing leisure space. 

Since the 1920s and with renewed effort since the mid-1930s, Johannesburg’s City Council had 

been trying to reengineer the region so that Africans moved out of the city proper and instead 

lived in meager, municipal-provided housing nowhere near the central business district. White 

officials and many white residents hoped to only allow African workers in the city, and to 

carefully control their movements. And despite legal complications and African protests, they 

were succeeding. They never managed to block or control all Africans within the city. But 

through forced removals of “slumyards” and other means, they did help shift the metropolitan 

demographics so that much of the region’s African population had become forcefully anchored in 

townships between five and ten miles away from the central business district, a cluster known as 

the Western Areas. 

 With the 1930s ending and with Bantu Press in need of expansion, so many of Bantu 

World’s employees, distributors, and readers were spending so much of their lives in peripheral 

neighborhoods that Paver was reconsidering the company’s geography. The staff may also have 

been debating alternative arrangements. Bantu World’s subsequent relocation, in 1939, was 
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key point is that Bantu World was part of what Peter Limb recently called “the matrix of African clubs” around 
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transformational. It moved daily operations from a downtown commercial district to a 

manufacturing island in the suburbs six miles away. Land near the Western Areas likely cost less, 

removing the pressure on businesses to build many-storied properties while incentivizing them to 

fill wider, more affordable plots with longer structures. At the same time, Bantu Press’ 

enthusiasm for anything like a lecture hall collapsed. Paver had ended the Bantu Trade Exhibit 

after 1936, and the company never again tried formalizing an internal social area. Perhaps Bantu 

World was selling well enough that direct marketing was no longer helpful. Or perhaps 

sharpening segregationist policies and social divisions invited so many potential clashes that 

Paver was unwilling to continue planning routine events. In any case, the suburbs afforded the 

company a new opportunity not just for extending its facade but for rationalizing its interior.  262

!
* * * 

!
More than a decade before Edwin Tshandu would arrive to confront linotypes, a woman he 

would never meet was anticipating an immanent departure. It was days before Easter in 1935, 

and after what had probably been weeks of planning, Janet Modiselle was now standing at a train 

station in Pretoria.  Without eyeing it she reviewed her bag, picturing herself packing and 263

confirming that, yes, she had remembered to bring that new dress for church tomorrow. Guesses 
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South Africa-wide shift in both architecture and urban planning. The shift was from an older Victorian style to a self-
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elsewhere around Johannesburg. During that trip she went to Sophiatown and Western Native Township and saw, 
among others, Grace Letanka. Bantu World June 3, 1933.



about who might be there moved to questions of which hymns might be sung. Then through the 

crowd, her cousin and his wife appeared.  Modiselle smiled. 264

 During the earlier period when Bantu World was still downtown, the paper’s readers were 

busy solidifying a new mode of mobility. Since even before they began converting in the middle 

half of the nineteenth century, Christianized Africans had been traveling all over southern Africa 

for economic and other pursuits. But only amidst the dramatic urbanization of the early twentieth 

century did their children and grandchildren begin taking trips specifically for entertainment. 

Between the founding of South Africa, in 1910, and the launch of Bantu World, in 1932, the 

region around Johannesburg developed from a loose chain of gold mining towns into a larger and 

more connected metropolitan sprawl. The area’s population more than quadrupled to half a 

million people, while the country’s total mileage of train tracks nearly doubled, much of it 

running towards the mines.  For the mission-educated elite, many of whom had scattered social 265

networks and a degree of financial flexibility, it became increasingly possible to visit many 

towns, more frequently, and on shorter timelines. Each year, more and more of them entrained in 

pursuit of curiosity, and enough that the late 1920s and early 1930s marked the birth of African 

tourism. 

 Most of the new tourists were adults breaking from work, the reverends, teachers, clerks 

and others who aspired to a middle class lifestyle. All strove, as it was now routinely phrased in 
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 Her husband was probably J. M. Modiselle, who passed away sometime between 1933 and 1935. This is based 264

on the fact that Bantu World’s reference to her travels referred to him as “late,” whereas a similar snippet from 1933 
did not mention him. 

 The Joburg area grew especially fast during and between the two world wars. In the mid-1890s, the nascent city’s 265

population was about 105,000; in 1910, it had only grown to 120,000; but then by 1936, it had reached 526,000. See, 
for example, Union of South Africa, Union Statistics for Fifty Years (Pretoria, 1960). After political Union in 1910, 
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for moving commuters. Overall mileage went from 7,592 miles of track in 1910 to 13,512 in 1933. See H.S. Jones 
and Andre Muller, The South African Economy, 1910-90, 2nd Edition (Palgrave Macmillan, 2016 [1992]): 83.) 



the social pages of the African press, to go “on holiday.”  To them, going on holiday could 266

involve returning to one’s hometown or venturing to unfamiliar cities, or both. Itineraries varied 

wildly, with trips starting at all times of the year, lasting anywhere from a few days to several 

months, and covering routes that ranged from a single town to multiple provinces.  But people 267

generally tended to travel during “festive seasons,” like Easter or Christmas. They also tended to 

only stop in one or two towns for a week or so before returning to work, with many of them 

specifically entraining to or within metropolitan Johannesburg. Meanwhile, overlapping with 

holiday makers were also children on field trips, a smaller group of tourists. Since the early days, 

missionary schools had run activities such as sports competitions in hopes of helping structure 

the lives of young people, and by the 1930s a few were starting to take that impulse to the 

railways.  Administrators organized mobile extracurriculars where over a single afternoon or 268
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 References to holiday travel appeared routinely in the social pages of the African press by the late 1920s; became 266

ubiquitous in the 1930s and 1940s; and diversified in the 1950s as they took the form of short stories, “lonely hearts” 
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Wesleyan Church School and his Assistant Mrs E. Kgaolang, left last Sunday night for Kroonstad [in the Orange 
Free State Province], where they intend spending their holiday. They will also visit Johannesburg and Pretoria [in 
Transvaal Province]” (Bantu World January 12, 1935). “Miss Beatrice Romathibe, a lady teacher at Pilgrimsrest, and 
her brother Huxley Ramothibe spent their Xmas and New Year holidays at the following places: Evaton, Springs, 
Nigel and in Johannesburg” (Bantu World January 4, 1941). “Miss Odrah Mama, of Aliwal North who is at present a 
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places: Cape Town, Port Elizabeth and East London” (also Bantu World January 4, 1941).

 Note that while coverage of holiday trips is obvious and overwhelming in the African press, coverage of field 268

trips remains anecdotal until the 1950s, suggesting that school-led travel was much less common. That makes my 
claim about field trips much shakier. 



even multiple days they supervised off-campus outings, mixing education with entertainment, 

and creating another circuit of people headed out to explore cities.   269

 Of course, as with much else in South Africa, these explorations all emerged amidst the 

intensifying pressures of segregation. Even as a relatively elite group of Africans were turning 

holiday trips and field trips into increasingly sought after forms of excitement, they still never 

found traveling easy. Boarding the train required facing conditions dramatically worse than those 

provided for white passengers, including infrequent departures, overcrowded carriages, and rude 

employees.  Staying the night usually meant imposing on the already strained accommodations 270

of family or friends, since most travelers still had only the most minimal financial flexibility and 

since most hotels would have refused to accommodate Africans.  Even simply walking to the 271

shop invited the same risks that increasingly loomed over much of urban South Africa. The threat 
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for Girls’: Church Hostels for African Women in Johannesburg, 1907-1970,” Journal of Southern African Studies 6 
(1979): 44-69, 63.



of police asking to see a passbook was always a worry, as was turning the corner to confront 

roving gangsters.  272

 With each new decade, legal restrictions on mobility tightened. The 1940s created 

countervailing policies, with the national government briefly suspending the pass laws meant to 

control Africans’ access to cities at the same time that provincial governments continued 

elaborating racial segregation at railway stations.  The 1950s saw a clearer convergence, as 273

policies coming from all jurisdictions adopted an unprecedented explicitness in segregating 

public space. Especially important for travelers would be petty Apartheid, the Jim Crow-style 

regulations reserving more and higher quality facilities like toilets and benches for “Europeans” 

while only offering the most minimal of facilities to “Non-Europeans.” Marking the high point 

of petty Apartheid, the 1960s then saw segregationist policies reach such wide-spread 

implementation that places such as beaches, which might otherwise have attracted mixed crowds, 

became chopped up into idyllic, miles-long white sections and tiny and underdeveloped African 

sections. 

 Yet people like Janet Modiselle, with a mix of caution and excitement, would still venture 

out. By that Easter, in 1935, so many of the mission-educated elite had become occasional 
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vacationers that holiday making had become entrenched as a major leisure activity, just as field 

trips, although involving much lower participation, had become a common aspiration among 

administrators and students. Tourism would only continue growing. By the 1950s and into the 

1960s, the African press would regularly include references to both holiday making and field 

trips, not just in the social pages but in short stories, photographs, contests, and other features, 

further securing leisure travel’s place in popular culture, and furthering legitimating the types of 

experiences that paralleled those of Modiselle. 

 At seeing her cousin and his wife, Modiselle’s smile sparked a burst of activity. The three 

of them rode forty miles south to the African township of Alexandra in northern Johannesburg, 

watching through the window as herd boys and mine workers passed by. The Modiselles were 

high status enough to have their trip recorded in Bantu World. That meant that at least one was 

probably a teacher and that all of them likely attended Easter services in Alexandra.  Perhaps 274

they found the unfamiliar reverend fascinating. Perhaps they later shared tea with friends and 

debated politics.  Or cooked to thank their hosts. Whatever they did, Janet Modiselle would 275

soon find the week fizzling into recent memory as she returned home to prepare lessons, or any 

number of possible routines, and to wondering what the next holiday might bring.  But not 276
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before sightseeing. As was often the case with other African tourists, one of the only details the 

press recorded about her trip was the fact she visited Bantu World.  

!
Interiors 

By the 1940s, if towering papers like New York Times still seemed aesthetically modern on the 

outside, they could seem economically dated on the inside. Scientific management, a set of 

business strategies originating in the United States and Europe, was deepening its influence on 

manufacturers around the globe as World War Two demanded higher productivity.  The goal 277

was to speed up and systemize industrial operations however possible, and the process could 

involve rationalizing space. Having once been a mere placeholder for machinery, the factory 

floor had itself became mechanical, treated like a building-sized package of parts that could be 

fine-tuned for better performance.  During the 1910s, to give an influential example, Ford 278

Motor Company had replaced a cluster of small multi-storey buildings with a fewer number of 

longer, single-storey structures, affording the company’s Highland Park assembly system its 

famous linear shape. And now not just in the West but in industrialized countries like Japan and 
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South Africa, more and more managers, engineers and architects were designing their plants for 

increased efficiency, eliminating walls, rearranging floors, anything to accelerate the flow of 

human labor or advance the coordination of work materials. 

 By this logic, tall buildings could obstruct newspaper production. As one American 

publisher had tried arguing in a 1918 handbook on applying scientific management to 

newspapers, publishers should build offices that created what he called “straight-line 

production.”  He followed the same concepts Ford was then using to streamline automobile 279

factories. In particular, his most important suggestion was that all three of the core stages in 

manufacturing newspapers––editing, composing, and printing––should be as closely and 

logically tied to each other as possible. If, for instance, editorial departments and printing 

departments were “scattered on various floors throughout the building,” that prevented “co-

operative effort” and resulted in “wasteful and poor business.”  Elevators, which might 280

otherwise seem modern, he saw as flagrantly retrograde because they could break down or fill 

up, interrupting an office’s flow. The elevator problem was a major reason to avoid height. He 

claimed that the best layout remained horizontal enough for the editorial team to take a few steps 

and hand work to the composing team, and for the composing team to turn and link up with the 

printing team. He was not so stringent as to demand a single-storey structure, but did recommend 

integrating core functions across a maximum of two floors (via stairs). That was what he had 

done with his paper, New York Globe. 
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 However widely such proposals might have circulated, most major newspapers continued 

to stack and decorate their buildings rather than flatten and streamline them. The layouts to the 

world’s larger papers, many of them in the United States, retained dramatic spatial divisions. 

Most put noisy printing presses in the basement and more prestigious editing and composing jobs 

on top floors, which meant constantly moving fresh materials up-and-down between ten or more 

storeys.  Some spread production even further. In Argentina, for example, the fact that La 281

Prensa’s main headquarters housed the editorial staff and a building a half-mile away housed the 

printing team meant that employees had to weave back-and-forth through downtown Buenos 

Aires to complete daily tasks.  Meanwhile, in South Africa, several editors and owners at white 282

dailies were already frustrated with multi-storey designs and wishing their staff would stop 

slowing things down by waiting for elevators. But they would only implement major redesigns 

closer to the end of the twentieth century.  283

 In this context of both the global re-engineering of industrial architecture and the general 

ignoring of the trend by newspaper companies, Bantu World’s move to the outskirts of 
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Johannesburg allowed the paper to develop one of the most modernized publishing spaces in 

South Africa, if not the world. Between the start and end of World War Two––on Perth Road 

(1939-1944) then Newclare Road (1945-1977)––Bantu Press overhauled its interior into what 

promotors of scientific management would have considered an ideal, “straight-line” newspaper 

factory. Note that this did not require direct influence. Its unlikely Paver or his staff consciously 

copied ideas like those proposed by the New York Globe publisher. But they did closely parallel 

them. What seems to have happened is that in responding to local contingencies, Bantu Press 

independently implemented its own Ford-like architecture and thus became an unacknowledged 

part of a broad shift in capitalist manufacturing.  

 At first, when moving to Perth Road in 1939, the company just tilted in this direction. 

Photographs show that the office stretched out like a warehouse for maybe 100 feet, low and 

long, and was likely large enough to be match the size of all three previous buildings 

combined.  Published articles also make clear that Perth Road was where Paver first updated 284

the company’s production process, quickening and further automating printing by buying a new 

rotary press, and mechanizing typesetting by buying several linotypes. The added space allowed 

re-configuration. The bulkier machines required it. So Paver oversaw the laying out of a new 

labor process along a new floor plan. He may have done so based on consultations with whatever 

architecture firm designed the building or by responding to demands made by his staff. Bantu 

World’s resulting layout may already have echoed the logic of scientific management, since it 
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might have coordinated the location of several departments to some degree, or minimized gaps 

between work tasks. Even so, compared to other major newspapers, the office was still probably 

too compact to be very notable.  

 It might have stayed that way, with the company settling in for a decade or two. But then 

disaster struck.  The Perth Road location straddled the edge of an impoverished white 285

community and an impoverished African community, both of which were overcrowded and 

growing rapidly. One night in 1944, as wartime conditions stoked racial anxieties, white 

residents sparked a mob of violence that broke Bantu World’s windows and burned everything 

inside. The company’s continued existence was called into question. The staff searched for 

redirection while Paver sought insurance money. Then in early 1945, after three months, Bantu 

Press managed to re-launch a mile away in a part of the western suburbs that was more industrial 

and better shielded from volatile white neighborhoods, a move that turned an unprecedented 

challenge into a surprising opportunity. 

 It was there, by extending the early redevelopment from Perth Road into the much more 

dramatic redevelopment on Newclare Road, that Bantu Press fully elaborated its own version of 

scientific management. The elongated, two-storey Newclare Road facility covered an entire city 

block and contained over 17,000 square feet of indoor space. That was more than three times the 

square footage of Perth Road and more than twelve times that of the initial Von Wielligh office. 
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The image below, which takes the company’s original floor plans and adds labels and dotted 

lines to indicate known details about the office, captures the overall layout.   286
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 Black Gold includes a room-by-room diagram, with labels, detailing whose office was where and which 286

machines were where. 



 What was new was not the existence of spatial integration but the nature of that spatial 

integration. As the speculative floor plan below shows, using known details about the company’s 

first office on Von Wielligh, Bantu Press had always closely tied each department to the others.  
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During the early 1930s, in one corner of the company’s office must have sat the editing area 

where the manager reviewed ads and the editor collected articles. In another corner, a team of six 

compositors took editor-approved drafts, pulled tiny symbols from shelves, and set type by hand. 

In still another corner was the printing press, an antique flatbed overseen by one full-time 

machinist. But from then, through the rest of the 1930s, and even at Perth Road, the paper’s 

production process had remained tight-knit mostly because of an imposed proximity. The limited 

floor space of each office pushed employees, tools, and materials into an intimate huddle, 

making a timely task highly visible to everyone or a critical conversation easily audible. Routine 

coordination flowed easily from physical closeness. 

 But in the 1940s, with the dramatic scaling up of Bantu World’s operations on Newclare 

Road, that fluid sense of intimacy morphed into a much more rationalized system. What now 

held everything together was managerial planning. In trying to fulfill their particular needs inside 

of an intentionally generic building (which the original architects had designed to house any 

form of light manufacturing), Paver and his staffed imposed a new spatial order on the 

company’s collective labor process.  Just as the New York Globe publisher would have suggested, 

Bantu Press placed core manufacturing functions such as editing, composing, and printing 

together in what appears to be a very conscious arrangement. On the ground floor, each new 

issue of Bantu World began at a cluster of editorial desks, where the editor and several journalists 

exchanged drafts until finalizing articles. They immediately turned to the works manager 

(“works” referred to non-editorial tasks) who ensured that the linotype operators clicked out each 

article into iron type. Upon completion, employees headed directly down the stairs to the 

basement, never pausing to wait for an elevator, and took the metallic articles to be locked into 
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one of what were now many printing presses. Marking the end of the entire process was a 

delivery ramp, carved into basement. Trucks used the ramp to directly enter the building’s 

distribution area where circulation managers then stacked them up with street-ready products. In 

combination, all of these spatial elements helped Bantu Press to maximize efficiency.   287

!
* * * 

!!
Once Edwin Tshandu and dozens of his Orlando High School classmates had gathered inside and 

the teachers had divided them into groups of ten, the Bantu Press staff curated their experience. 

Employees became guides. They walked the students through each department and stopped to 

introduce the relevant jobs, machines, and labor sequences, zigzagging along Bantu World’s 

streamlined work flow until covering its basic operations. When strung together in the 

company’s narrative about the intricacies of newspaper production, everything seemed 

impressive. But much more than specific details, what really animated the tours at every turn was 

the way the sightseers such as Tshandu interpreted their tours through a collective pride in the 

economic progress being made by Africans. 
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 By that afternoon in 1947, Bantu World’s headquarters was attracting several hundred 

tourists each year. Holiday makers had started visiting soon after the paper opened, both alone 

and in small groups, and their frequent arrivals had punctuated the company’s work life at each 

successive office location.  When Janet Modiselle and her cousin knocked on the Hardy Street 288

door back in 1935, for example, the employees were probably expecting to see more Easter 

travelers because they had already welcomed a husband and wife from Cape Town a day or two 

before.  They knew vacations meant curiosity. Meanwhile, no matter how irregular and 289

occasional, school field trips likely accounted for at least half of the annual arrivals because they 

moved in such large groups. When the first school showed up, in 1933, the 74 primary students 

and their five teachers must have had to take turns peeking inside the tiny Von Wielligh office.  290

Going forward, rather than disappear under Apartheid, the headquarters’ hosting of steady 

holiday trips and sudden field trips would last at least until the early 1960s (and probably until 
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the company shutdown in 1977). By the mid-1950s, the Newclare office was “rarely without 

visitors.”   291

 So the paper was a destination, or more correctly, a “place of interest.” Throughout the 

rise and steady continuation of African tourism, a main activity during both holiday trips and 

field trips was a type of sightseeing in which travelers investigated a wide variety of what they 

called places of interest.  The phrase was a big tent that included a statue of Cecil Rhodes in 292

downtown Cape Town; the beachfront of the port city of Durban; a well-known African high 

school in the small Orange Free State town of Kroonstad; and the YMCA-inspired Bantu Men’s 

Social Centre near the heart of Johannesburg.  Tourists visited all of them and their visits 293

showed up in the social pages of the African press as places of interest. 

 What produced this diverse geography of sightseeing was a combination of political 

constraint and cultural flexibility. Africans could only access a very limited number of public and 
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private sites because unlike white South Africans, who enjoyed a much wider and easier 

mobility, they faced rigid political and social barriers. To give the exception that proves the rule, 

throughout Bantu World’s existence, one popular place of interest among African holiday makers 

and traveling schools alike was the municipal-run Johannesburg Zoo.  The Zoo was a rare non-294

racial site, but the overwhelming majority of potential leisure facilities remained too un-

accepting or too unsafe for routine visits, a pressure that could have narrowed sightseeing out of 

existence.  

 Instead, in sidestepping these structural limits, elite Africans created a symbolic openness 

that could encompass a unique range of sites, a trend enabled by a particular media environment. 

For decades, publicity associations across the country had circulated guidebooks, travel 

brochures, and postcards to inform potential travelers about cities such Durban and rural 

landscapes such as Namibia.  But since they only courted whites, African travelers had not 295

confronted a swell of promotional material trying to select and frame the sites they might 

consider visiting. Africans were thus not just committed to finding entertaining locations; they 
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were searching for them in an especially non-commercialized atmosphere. That was the reason 

that a high school in rural Kroonstad could seem related to a social club in downtown 

Johannesburg, with both sites taking on a similar significance within the tourism universe. That 

was also the reason that a newspaper office, one not designed to host sightseeing, became one of 

the most well-known places of interest. 
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 In the basement, where Tshandu’s group began their tour to avoid the crowds of other 

students, he began developing a thorough assessment of the Newclare Road office. Both before 

and after his trip, most visitors tended to look around and not only analyze the complexities of 

the organization and the speed of different technologies but evaluate those details in terms how 

they added to the economic progress of the African people. Whenever the guide would pause to 

explain unfamiliar tasks, the sightseers themselves would then assign those tasks new layers of 

significance. For example, the guide might point out that the editor reviewed articles, enforced 

deadlines, and expedited rewrites. But in hearing his job description and seeing the editor wave 

hello, most sightseers would think about more than his daily activities. They would focus on the 

fact that the editor (well-known African National Congress activist Richard Selope-Thema) 

yielded an obvious managerial authority and demonstrated a wide range of professional abilities 

in a society in which few Africans were permitted to do either. Throughout the tour, this 

interpretive process applied to each major stop. The guide would introduce the company’s 

linotypes operators, its printing team, and its circulation department. In turn, visitors would 

notice that all of the company’s most important employees were well-dressed African men in 

rare, high-skilled jobs.  

 Of the many social pressures that ensured Bantu World’s office led visitors to concentrate  

on race, the most obvious and direct one was South Africa’s highly segregated division of labor. 

Many industries, trade unions, and state policies had been working since even before the Union 

of South Africa in 1910 to preserve strict boundaries so that only white laborers could perform 

certain jobs. Both the general aim and overall outcome was to contractually restrict most 

Africans to low level, unskilled labor. At Bantu Press, for example, Paver’s attempt to hire 
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African linotype operators had been difficult in part because of the all-white South African 

Typographical Union. If such a powerful labor organization had not eventually given in, agreeing 

to allow the company to use a special legal exemption to train a handful of Africans, the Bantu 

World tour may not have featured so many African machine operators.   296
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 This context created a trail of evidence that suggests the sightseeing experience was often 

one of intense pride, of getting excited to witness and encourage the suppressed capabilities of 

Africans. In 1941, to give a representative example of dozens of similar entries, a reverend 

visited the office and according to Bantu World’s social pages left “highly impressed by the 

progress that has been made by this national newspaper.”  The “progress” being referred to was 297

specifically racial. A similar sentiment was expressed a decade later when four men from New 

Ermelo toured the office and “were greatly impressed with what they called the fine work done 

by a staff of Africans for their people.”  Later, in one of the few full-length letters to record 298

someone’s thoughts on their visit, a woman named Natalie Mankai from Springs was much more 

explicit.  “As I was taken round, the one thing that struck my mind was that the entire work is 299

run by Africans,” she wrote. “I just cannot put into words the pleasure and pride I had in seeing 

the good work you do.” Hers was a common experience: “I felt proud I was an African…Onward 

Africans!” 

 At some point during his tour Tshandu, too, had the same feeling. Downstairs, his guide 

showed off the printing presses and distribution tables before leading the way upstairs to the 

editing desks and the composing department. They eventually ended up in front of the semi-

circle of linotypes. He was impressed that one of the machines could turn his name into metal, 

but also that the operator was doing such an obviously complex form of work. Newspapers, he 

decided, now seem to be “entirely run by our African people.” That was further evidence that 
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“the African people are now coming to the stage where they can do things entirely by 

themselves.” 

!
* * * 

!
After their tour, Tshandu and his classmates passed under the “BANTU WORLD” sign on the 

building’s brick facade and filed back across the street to the train station. For scholars of 

colonial architecture, their experience reveals unexpected spatial dynamics. Usually, in 

considering a settler-managed institution such as Bantu Press Limited, scholars assume that the 

site’s intended design must have clashed with its unintended uses. Dominant narratives implicitly 

predict that if someone approached a capitalist building for purposes unrelated to profit-making 

activities, then their interactions with that building should reveal new cracks in the tectonic 

struggle between Western colonialism and African push-back. Yet at the Bantu World 

headquarters, intended design and unintended use reaffirmed each other.  

 Inside each of the paper’s successive offices, and especially inside its final Ford-like 

arrangement, the encounter that developed between functionalist architecture and African tourists 

did not create contestation but compatibility. The paper’s physical form interacted with the 

visitors’ social orientation to reinforce a shared emphasis on the building’s economic functions. 

Of course, at no point was this outcome inevitable. If either the office or the visitors had 

developed a different position, sightseeing might have involved a different thematic focus. For 

example, if one of the company’s offices had stressed aesthetics pleasures, that might have 

invited tourists to shift their attention away from the company’s production line and away from 
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its skilled employees. Sightseers might have gone from being consumers studying work routines 

to being more like museum-goers who try to appreciate visual intricacies. But instead, both the 

building and its visitors consistently emphasized economic concerns. 

 It worked like this: Bantu World’s architecture predisposed Tshandu and anyone else 

walking the floor to invest their attention in business activities. The layout of each successive 

office nudged visitors to treat the furnishings as functional and only as functional. After the 

lecture hall closed in 1935, every distinct area in each of the company’s various offices served 

only the paper’s direct operational needs. Bantu Press retained spaces that included a large open 

area for the printing press, a wall lined with rolls of newsprint, and a private manager’s office. 

Based on each area’s configuration and on its specific materials and machinery, little ambiguity 

could seep in to obscure the underlying business function. After 1935, there were no longer any 

built-in comforts for potentially keeping employees entertained or visitors relaxed. Whenever a 

tour guide described an employee’s job, or a visitor interpreted the guide’s comments in terms of 

racial advancement, the office’s architecture was helping focus those descriptions and 

interpretations on business-centered topics. All that softened the utilitarian atmosphere were a 

few photos hanging in a hallway.  

 By contrast, other newspaper interiors invited a broader and more flexible orientation. Its 

not clear if or when anyone toured New York’s World, Durban’s Daily News, or other prominent 

metropolitan newspapers in the way that people toured Bantu World. But it is clear that if 

someone had toured one of them, they would have encountered an architecture encouraging of 

several responses. The luxurious design of La Prensa’s entrance would have provoked a first-

time visitor to admire the frescoed walls, just as the layout in and around Shenbao’s billiard room 
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might have enticed people into socializing over a game of snooker. With their visual cues and 

physical prompts, other offices had the potential to pull people into a aesthetic or a playful mode 

of approaching the building. After 1935, none of Bantu World’s features did that. 

 The other architectural nudge, and one that was especially important at Newclare Road, 

was an encouragement to experience the entire structure as a well-integrated whole. Each area of 

the two-storey facility not only aided the paper but did so in coordination with the others. That 

arrangement guided each visitor’s eyes. The horizontal tilt of the building meant that the paper’s 

straight-line style of production was very prominently exposed, laid bare along an open floor 

plan so that the uninitiated could easily visualize how newspapers came together. The layout also 

guided each visitor’s body. It whisked them down the main stairwell and into the basement or up 

and into the editorial areas. The building invited visitors to walk from one functional department 

to another, and then to another, moving them through various stages of the company’s business 

operations. This sense of motion helped frame each tour. When pausing in front of a linotype 

machine or printing press, visitors knew that they were only observing one stage of newspaper 

production and that each stage led to other stages. The racial pride that most visitors felt thus 

stemmed from more than just the immediacy of seeing African workers demonstrate specific 

skills. It also stemmed from the overall experience of walking around and realizing that all at 

once, and all in the same building, teams of Africans were wielding a wide range of 

interconnected skills. 

 Again, not all newspaper offices were set up to have this impact. Many large newspapers 

both in South Africa and around the world developed into decidedly fragmented operations, often 

with editorial areas and production facilities separated by several mid-level floors or even 
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separated across different buildings. The common emphasis on visual spectacle led architects and 

owners to make trade-offs, sacrificing efficiencies for the sake of self-promotion. By departing 

from this model, and aligning editorial and production tasks, Bantu Press created a relatively rare 

arrangement. Without its integrated layout, or its functional emphasis, the company’s building 

would not have so singularly encouraged a business-oriented mode of sightseeing. 

 In addition to these unique spatial dynamics, the other reason that newspaper tourism is 

particularly significant in the history of colonial architectures is that it fostered a surprising 

sociological interaction. Visitors were not approaching the built environment as exploited 

employees navigating a capitalist-run work place, as was the case, for example, with migrants 

living behind the fences of South Africa’s mining compounds. They were not using the built 

environment as the under-resourced residents of government-built housing projects. Nor were 

they adopting other familiar socioeconomic positions. Instead, sightseers were engaging with an 

elaborate physical structure in their capacity as middle class consumers. They walked through 

Newclare Road as Bantu World’s target audience, transforming a site of capitalist production into 

a new type of consumer experience. 

 On the train, Tshandu and his classmates were feeling more than just a spike in racial 

pride. Seeing the workings of a manufacturing business up close had left them with a slightly 

new sense of their country’s industrializing economy. They had not just stepped inside a building 

but a product. For an afternoon, they had inhabited one of the most well-known and well-

respected consumer goods that mission-educated Africans purchased. They were leaving after 

having discovered that Bantu World was not just made up of famous columnists or whatever else 

they might have imagined, but of fast machines and interconnected departments. It was all very 
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impressive. “I then realized,” Tshandu wrote, having had the chance to think about the 

production process, “that the [two pennies] we pay for our newspaper is little in comparison with 

the work done.” 

 This subtle transformation, in which an individual shifted their vantage point on mass 

production, was ultimately the most notable impact of newspaper sightseeing. Visitors could 

witness the making of Bantu World and alter their own identity in the process. They came away 

with a sense of being someone who had gone behind the scenes of large-scale manufacturing and 

observed the complexities of industrialization up close. What made the experience especially 

notable was that it was rare. At the time, no other factories or work sites in South Africa were as 

open to non-employees. No companies other than Bantu Press were so actively inviting people to 

observe their operations. In addition, most visitors were students, teachers, clerks, or reverends. 

That meant that they had limited exposure to machine-heavy businesses and that their tour of 

Bantu Press was a unique opportunity to examine the creation of a mass-produced consumer 

good. That was how sightseeing further linked print audiences to print businesses. For individual 

sightseers such as Tshandu, completing a tour seemed remarkably novel. They left having gotten 

a sense of how large companies could combine different jobs and technologies into a familiar 

product, and they had made that discovery while inside a newspaper.  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6. CONCLUSION: TOWARDS EXCHANGE 

 

!
Exploring the history of South Africa’s print industry revealed that commercial periodicals have 

impacted modern societies in deeper and more varied ways than previously thought. For 

generations, scholars have viewed the press as a medium of communication. This has sustained 

the widely shared assumption that newspapers and magazines have primarily influenced people’s 

lives by shaping political debates and national identities. In contrast, by treating the press as a 

realm of exchange, I pointed to another important dynamic. Each of my chapters demonstrated 

that in addition to creating public spheres and imagined communities, the press must also be seen 

as central to the making of consumer capitalism. They showed that it is impossible to determine 
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where the organizational boundaries of print companies ended and the personal lives of ordinary 

readers began. 

 In South Africa, between the early 1930s and the early 1960s, media organizations joined 

their audiences in commercializing African-oriented periodicals. Year after year, publishers and 

readers became increasingly interdependent while still retaining distinct roles. Inside of the 

industry’s publishing firms, managerial control was the exclusive right of a small handful of 

white entrepreneurs, all of them based in Johannesburg. The situation had been far different 

during earlier eras, when European missionaries and African leaders had run a range of 

publications from different corners of the country. But after 1932, a single business changed that 

with the launch of the first nationwide paper and the consolidation of older regional papers. 

Several competing companies later went further, with celebrity-driven magazines. The result was 

that by 1962, what had once been a patchwork of disconnected operations had become a highly 

integrated market for periodicals. Throughout the industry’s development, white owners 

leveraged their privileged position in a segregated society, allowing them to dominate high-level 

decisions. They, and they alone, could hire staff and buy printing presses.   

 But what allowed white owners to allocate resources was always the material support and 

cultural commitment of African readers. From living rooms, street corners, and market stalls, a 

wide range of individual consumers across the country carried out many of the daily operations 

of the print industry. People such as Reggie Caluza helped with editorial production (Chapter 

Two); people such as Walter Sisulu helped with circulation (Chapter Three); and people such as 

Obed Kunene helped with contests (Chapter Four). Their disparate activities combined to direct 

the scope and pace of the commercialization of the African press. If, for example, they would 
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have ignored cash prizes, then the financial basis and editorial style of publishing would have 

been fundamentally different. Up-start publishers would have needed to find other ways of 

attracting attention and gaining market share during the 1950s. Instead, readers embraced 

contests. They encouraged magazines and newspapers to swell with prize winners and cash 

offerings, pushing companies to invent new contests and promise more prizes. 

 What resulted from the economic entanglement between print businesses and print 

consumers was a particular form of consumer capitalism. Each of my case studies uncovered a 

different way that middle class Africans, in conjunction with media organizations, fused the 

institutional routines of work to the intimate spaces of leisure. In Chapter Two, I demonstrated 

that the editorial practices of large publishers relied on the voluntary labor of ordinary readers. 

Readers used periodicals as public forums, which is why Reggie Caluza wrote to Ilanga lase 

Natal to promote his sightseeing trip. But as Bantu Press Limited expanded, the company turned 

readers’ homes into satellite offices. Chapter Three then linked publishing businesses to township 

entrepreneurs. The distribution system that helped expand the African press involved Bantu Press 

Limited and other companies outsourcing the responsibilities involved in selling newspapers. As 

they contracted with sales agents who sub-contracted with local kids, the entire system turned the 

street corners of fast-growing cities into an ambiguous marketplace of not-quite-informal and 

not-quite formal transactions. 

 Chapter Four covered the rise of prize exchanges. It argued that prize-based contests 

expanded the cultural and financial edges of the cash economy. Whether at work, at home, or 

elsewhere, when readers daydreamed about winning cash, they were finding new ways of 

monetizing everyday activities while blurring the lines between waged work and creative 
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expression. Finally, the emerging world of newspaper tourism presented in Chapter Five revealed 

how publishers and readers interacted in person. The transformation of a white collar factory into 

a middle class tourism destination pointed to yet another way that the print industry made South 

African commerce more complex. During vacations and field trips, readers came into direct 

contact with the labor process behind publishing, turning a site of production into a site of 

consumption. 

 My main conclusion was thus that the publishing industry provided people with more 

than just channels of information. In their capacity as popular consumer goods, newspapers and 

magazines provided a range of ways for people to develop new types of social and economic 

interactions and new forms of identity. Writing letters led readers to impact corporate account 

books; selling papers allowed them to serve local communities; entering contests altered their 

daydreams; and going on sightseeing tours transformed how they experienced industrialization. 

Combined, the activities that underpinned the press were so diverse that they constantly helped 

to redefine the commercial geography of South Africa. They ensured that being an aspirational 

reader involved being a highly dynamic participant in the economy. 

!
* * * 

!
For historians of South Africa, revisiting the commercialization of the African press subtly 

reframed the twentieth century. Most accounts of the Segregationist Era (1910-1948) and 

Apartheid Era (1948-1990) have documented the oppression of colonial governments or the 

responses of social groups and political movements. Continuing to develop these themes is 
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undoubtedly important. But at the same time, each of my chapters suggests that it is also 

important to pursue alternative narratives about existential complexity.   300

 By updating older interpretations of the commercial press, I showed that living in South 

Africa afforded more possibilities and different anxieties than scholars have recognized. The 

portrait of Walter Sisulu in Chapter Three, for example, diverged sharply from familiar accounts 

of his role in the anti-Apartheid struggle. Sisulu is well-known among scholars and citizens as 

one of the most prominent activists of his generation. Beginning in the 1940s, he joined Nelson 

Mandela in turning the African National Congress into a popular movement. From his time as the 

organization’s General Secretary during the national protests of the 1950s, to his time as Deputy 

President during the unraveling of Apartheid in the 1990s, Sisulu was central to each of the 

country’s most frequently recounted milestones. He is thus widely associated with the central 

issues of modern South Africa, including the aggression of the Apartheid state, which imprisoned 

him on Robben Island from the mid-1960s to the late 1980s.  

 But Sisulu’s life, along with the lives of other South Africans, involved more than 

dramatic political turning points. I showed that he developed a shifting array of long-term hopes 

and immediate concerns, and that some of those hopes and concerns became embedded in the 

country’s fast-expanding print industry. During the 1930s, Sisulu saw the metropolitan economy 

of Johannesburg as an open-ended question. His attempt at selling newspapers and hiring 

assistants was part of his broader process of striving day after day to discover more about himself 
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and the world. Being a distributor may not have earned him autonomy. But it did become an 

outlet for feeling like a man and supporting his community, at least until it turned into a 

worrisome burden.  

 As a personal journey, then, Sisulu’s experimental relationship with the publishing 

industry was historically significant in an unfamiliar way. It was not central to his later activities 

as a well-known activist. Nor did it reflect the diverse interests of a literate social group. Instead, 

his newspaper venture showed that individuals could constantly expand their sense of 

personhood in all sorts of directions, extending themselves well beyond the terrain of colonial 

power or class consciousness. The commercial press offered Sisulu a new way of existing, just as 

it allowed Reggie Caluza, Obed Kunene, Edwin Tshandu, and countless other people a new way 

of existing. To characterize their experiences as either exploitative or empowering is to miss a 

more important point: people used newspapers and magazines in diverse ways. 

 Still another conclusion suggested by my analysis is much larger than any one country. 

For scholars of mass media, the history of South Africa’s print industry pointed to the need to 

question common narratives about the perceived break between “old” media to “new” media. 

Each of my case studies outlined a different way that readers became economically entangled 

with particular publishing companies, well before internet audiences became economically 

entangled with websites such as Facebook. The implication is that many of the world’s “legacy” 

media systems have probably relied on the overlapping efforts of amateur volunteers and 

professional laborers. Rather than a twenty-first century innovation, unpaid audiences were 

central to commercial media all along. 

!
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* * * 

!
In January, 1962, the media cycle accelerated. Bantu Press Limited turned The World into South 

Africa’s first daily newspaper for Africans, and the paper, which had once been called Bantu 

World, used its new daily schedule to offer readers a much larger and faster stream of African-

oriented articles and photos.  In July, the print industry rebalanced its revenue model. Until 301

then, the government had banned Africans from buying brand-name “white” beers and imported 

liquors. The lifting of those restrictions led alcohol manufacturers to invest in new marketing 

campaigns, which created a lucrative source of advertising income for African periodicals.  At 302

other points during the year, new editors overhauled well-known products. Drum lost an 

influential British editor, leaving the magazine’s owner struggling to find a new stylistic 

direction.  Ilanga lase Natal lost R.R.R. Dhlomo. The departure of Ilanga’s long-time editor 303

resulted in the once highly literary paper turning into a collage of tabloid-inspired 

photographs.   304
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 After these cascading changes, the foundational institutions of South Africa’s print 

industry slowly shifted.  Unpaid editorial networks, outsourced distribution systems, and prize 305

exchanges continued to connect publishers with readers in complex ways. But during the 1960s 

and 1970s, those connections took different forms. Readers transitioned from a direct role in 

editorial production to a more indirect one, altering the way editors sourced material. Growing 

sales numbers allowed print businesses to hire much larger staffs than in earlier decades; and 

larger staffs meant more material came from inside each company. Readers still mailed in a 

constant stream of publishable letters. But as full-time reporters started filling more and more 

pages, there was less room and less need for reader submissions.  

 Meanwhile, the increasing accessibility of telephones allowed readers to contribute in 

new ways. According to one former journalist, readers in the 1960s would call publishers to 

share local news and sports reports. “We had two or three women who were sitting there and 
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typing as people were calling in their stories,” Joe Thloloe recalls of The World.  These readers 306

were offering transcribable narrations instead of printable letters. After recording their 

conversations, the typists would send them to sub-editors; and the sub-editors would re-package 

them into usable stories. Similarly, readers would call in with “tip-offs.” These were suggestions 

that reporters should investigate a recent crime, an upcoming wedding, or another notable 

event.  In both instances, the telephone introduced a new fluidity to editorial labor, 307

complicating the authorship of published texts and obscuring the financial value that readers 

were likely creating. 

 However much they shifted, though, the economic entanglements that underpinned the 

commercial press showed no sign of disappearing. After proliferating in the 1950s, for example, 

cash contests remained a fixture of popular periodicals. The value of potential prizes and the 

variety of competitions expanded substantially. But the emphasis on getting readers to share their 

attention and creativity remained the same. From its office in Durban, Ilanga lase Natal slowly 

offered Zulu-speakers a ever-widening range of potential excitements. During the 1980s, when 

political violence related to the anti-Apartheid struggle was pulsing through the province of 

Natal, the paper joined its co-sponsors in creating an escape. It gave away furniture, cars, and 
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dailies started hiring black journalists, he wrote for Rand Daily Mail. After Apartheid ended, he transitioned to 
television and then to the regulatory world. Since 2013, he has been the Director of South Africa’s Press Council. 

 Thloloe notes that tip-offs were a crucial source of compelling stories. Farook Khan, another former Golden City 307

Post reporter from that period, confirms that phone calls were critical in the 1960s and 1970s. He claims to have 
been a well-known connected person, and to have relied heavily on his personal network for sourcing potential news 
stories. On any given day, many people representing different neighborhoods and different professions would call 
him. Sometimes they had tips, sometimes not. Farook Khan, interviewed by author in Durban, April 20, 2015.



even a house.  In the 1990s, as regional tensions eased and international firms increased their 308

local presence, the paper teamed up with new types of companies. The photo that begins this 

conclusion is unlabeled and seems to have gone unpublished, but it appears to show the prize 

winner of a contest that Ilanga lase Natal must have put together with McDonald’s.  Foreign 309

tea growers once tried to enter a new market by running competitions; half a century later, the 

world’s largest hamburger chain made a similar attempt. This image points to the important 

current of continuity that has continued to define the development of the commercial press. For 

several generations now, the country’s most popular periodicals have regularly hosted sponsored 

competitions, and pursued other means of creating interdependencies between publishers and 

their audiences. The result is that South African readers, including the Ilanga contest winner who 

posed with the Hamburglar, have continuously extended their long and intimate relationship with 

consumer capitalism.
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 I have no citations of particular contests. This claim is based on my memory of scanning copies of Ilanga during 308

the 1980s. For the political and business context, see Alison Gillwald, “‘A Black Coup’: Inkatha and the Sale of 
Ilanga,” Transformation 7 (1988): 27-36. 

 The photo above is an unlabeled/undated one taken inside the old Ilanga lase Natal office on Umgeni Road. I 309

found it in Ilanga’s photo library, in a folder marked “Ilanga” with other recent photos of the paper’s office. The 
photo almost certainly depicts a prize winner visiting the paper, likely in the 1990s. There are actually two similar 
images. One or both of them may have been published with additional coverage of a competition. As was common 
then and in earlier decades, Ilanga probably hosted a co-sponsored contest and did a photo shoot with the prize 
winner when the paper awarded him his prize. The co-sponsor was McDonald’s. 


